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PREFACE.

This thesis has been arranged on the principle that the selection for detailed treatment of representative specimens of the epic is likely to present the nature and history of its growth in the soundest manner. Seven well-known epics have been chosen typical of periods, for an epic is related to the spirit of its age, and of dialects, for an art has its "Growth from" as well as its "Growth to".

Rāsā as a specimen represents the Rājasthānī dialect and at the same time bardic poetry; Pādumāvatī the Śūfī romantic element; Rām-Caṅgit-Mānas the devotional sentiments of the loftiest soul of all; Rām-Caṅḍrikā, the poetry of form and rhetoric from the Rāti-era. The remaining three represent modern tendencies that have shown themselves in Indian thought for a century past, and have been given a place in epic literature in the first half of the 20th century. It is remarkable that while no other language in India has so far produced an epic this century, Hindī has reason to be proud of no less than three, Priyapravās, Sāketa, and Kāmāyanī. These represent in that order realistic, romantic and symbolic tendencies.

Into my account of these and other works I have put much careful investigation based on wide reading, and on criteria that have been used by literary critics elsewhere
and have been duly acknowledged here. I have expressed my own opinion on the merits and demerits of the works chosen and on their place and importance in Hindi literature.

In the course of my studies I have benefitted from suggestions made by Dr. L.D. Barnett, M.A., D.Litt. (London), Mr. A. Master, C.I.E., M.A., and Dr. K.N. Shukla, M.A., D.Litt. (Benares), and to all of them I owe grateful thanks. My whole-hearted thanks are due to Mr. A.H. Harley, M.A., I.E.S. (retd.) who as a sincere friend and counsellor has guided this work to its completion.

30.12.48.

H.C. Roy.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
The Epic, its definition:

"The poet in a golden clime was born,
With golden stars above;
Dower'd with the hate of hate, the scorn
of scorn,
The love of love,
He saw thro' life and death, thro' good
and ill,
He saw thro' his own soul."

Tennyson here sees what a poet with fulness of insight ought to be. It has been said that there survives in Tennyson only the painter and musician. But a recent defender has declared that "he was the first poet since Lucretius to be profoundly affected by a scientific conception of nature." A poet must be unusually gifted, and see with "extraordinary divination". His creations are an essential part of a people's emotional life. Poetry "is one of the many channels into which the energy of an age discharges itself."

1. Tennyson's Works. (The Epic)
In poetic compositions the epic holds a prominent place; its great writers are among the masterminds in the literatures of the world. The epic poet in all ages and countries has given expression to stories which surrounded him in his youth, stories of facts which surrounded his nation in its youth or tragic years, and have been transmitted to him. The national ideal and civilization claim him as their most eloquent exponent. Stories of heroic deeds, of manly virtues and ideal manhood which from age to age have inspired a race, are garnered into the common store-house of the epic poem. Epic poetry has appeared at various times in various parts of the world independently, and as a similar need led to its creation these productions are similar to a great extent. Literary critics in the East and the West have made a comparative study of them and framed a number of definitions which are different in form but substantially alike. To obtain a clearer idea of the epic some of these definitions are considered here.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica in its article deals with the word "epic" and gives its meaning according to Western ideas. Epic (Gr."épiós", a story and "épikós", pertaining to a story) is a name given to the most dignified and elaborate form of narrative poetry. The term "epopee" is also, but more rarely, employed to
designate the same thing.

Voltaire and some other critics, living in the 18th century, took it to be "Narratives in verses of warlike adventures". Dryden opens his "dedication" to his translation of the Aeneid with the words: "A heroic poem, truly such, is undoubtedly the greatest work which the soul of man is capable to produce". This opinion regards these long poems as intended "to form the mind to heroic virtue by example". Prof. Chadwick defines an epic as the outcome of an heroic age and sums up the conditions requisite for an heroic age in the phrase "Mars and Muses". Prof. Lascelles Abercrombie says "Epic materials are fragmentary, scattered - sometimes contradictory each piece of comparatively small size, with no intention beyond hearty narrative. It is a heap of excellent stones, admirably quarried out of a great rock face of stubborn experience. But for this to be worked into some great structure of epic-poetry, the heroic age must be capable of producing an individuality of profounder nature. He makes this heap

5. En. Br. on "Epic".
of matter into a grand design, he forces it to obey a single presiding unity of artistic purpose. For this unity -- the symbolism of man's great destiny is required.

Epics are sometimes divided into two classes, (1) authentic and (2) literary. Prof. Siddhanta explains these two classes in this way: The former may or may not be traced to a vague and shadowy author, but with the latter we are certain of individual authorship and his personality is definite in that composition e.g. Virgil is different from Homer, Vyasa from Valmiki.

Similar definitions have been given by the Eastern writers on poetics. Among them the most comprehensive definition is that of Kaviraja Viswanath, a writer on Sanskrit poetics, who states, "The great poem Mahakavya (epic) is a poetical composition in a number of cantos. The hero thereof should be a deity, or Kshatriya of noble family, characterised by purity and generosity of heart, or a number of kings belonging to the same noble family. Of the Erotic, Heroic, Quietistic "flavours" some one of them should be the principal in it, all the others being ancillary. It should contain all the dramatic

7. The Epic page 16.
8. The Heroic Age of India.
junctures (or features). The story, pertaining to some virtual character or characters, must be derived from history such as Mahābhārata or any other source. It has for its fruits (i.e., the final object obtained by the hero or the like) all four, namely, wealth, enjoyment and liberation, or it has only one of them. It begins with a salutation to a deity or a benediction, or simply with the mention of a matter leading into the main story of the poem. Sometimes it begins with a reproach of the malicious or the like and a eulogium of the good. It consists of cantos, more than eight in number, neither too short nor too long, each canto comprising stanzas, composed in some particular metre, but ending with some in a different one. Sometimes, however, we find a canto, composed in a variety of metres. At the end of each canto should be indicated the subject of the succeeding canto. The sun and moon, day and night, morning and evening, noon, twilight and darkness, ocean and mountains, woods and hunting, the seasons, the enjoyments and separation of lovers, saints, heaven, cities, sacrifices, military marches, counsel, marriage, birth of a son—these are to be described in it, according to occasion, together with their attendant incidents and circumstances. It is to be named after the poet, the story, the hero or the like, while the designation of a canto is to be after the principal
matter, contained therein, ex. Rahuvaṁśa, Sisūpālvadha
in Sanskrit. Dāndin, another Sanskrit writer, defines
epic similarly. He and Pāṇḍit Jagamāth lay
emphasis on this, that there should be one predominant
"flavour" in it and the others should help it. The
latter does not describe the other features of an epic.
Hemacandra, the famous Jain grammatian, states that "the
verses in the several cantos, observing all the unities,
and possessing the splendour of beauteous and fine
expression of feeling, make up an epic." Harivamśa
a poet, with the Mahābhārata in mind says that the epic
is an ākhyānam (story) and bhāvārtham (ideas and explana
and śrutivistāram (spreading the known facts).
A similar conception of an epic in Persia is apparent in
the Shāhnāma, the work of the great poet Firdausī in the
reign of Mahmud Ghaznī (+997 - 1030 A.D.), which however has
been written in the mañavī, verse-form throughout.
Comparing all the above definitions of the epic we may
summarise what is considered necessary in them under
five heads:

10. Kāvyadarśa, Slokas 14 to 22.
11. Rasagahgāthā.
12. Kāvyānuśā–Śana. (201)
13. Also quoted in the Great Epic of India by Hopkins.
1) A famous story of a well-known hero;
2) Descriptions of various phases of life and Nature;
3) An heroic element;
4) Formalities at the beginning and end, and the development of a main "flavour";
5) A number of cantos or chapters.

Epic Materials: - Western writers sometimes look upon the works of Homer and Hesiod as records of primitive thought, but Professor Gilbert Murray has explicitly stated that "Our Iliad, Odyssey, Erga and Theogony are not the first, nor the second, nor the twelfth of such embodiments". So the existence of epic material in Greece is posited at a very early stage of the human history. But earlier materials still are traceable in the old Indian literature. It is now generally accepted that the Rgveda has incorporated in it some primitive records to which the heroes of Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata, the two oldest epics in Indian literature, trace their origin.

Prof. Winternitz finds the original epic-materials in several Ākhyānās (stories) and Saṃvādās of the Rgveda. The Rgveda-Saṃhitā contains, besides the sacrificial hymns which form the nucleus of the collection, some relics

15. Some Problems of Indian Literature, Winternitz.
of ancient poetry unconnected with religious rites. Among these are about twenty poems which are legends, myths or stories in the form of dialogues, and may be called Samvāda or Ṛkhyāna or Itihāsa (historical) hymns. The best known specimen of this kind of poetry is the Samvāda between Pururavas and Urvaśī. Pururavas is a mortal, Urvasī an Apsāra or nymph. Fortunately this ancient myth of the love of a mortal king for a celestial maiden is preserved in other works and with their aid the story underlying the above mentioned dialogue can be reconstructed. A more developed form of this story is found in Śatpath-Bṛahman (XI, 6, 1) It appears again in the Kāṭhak of the Black-Yajurveda, in Harivamśa, in Viṣṇu-Purāṇa, and it forms the subject of one of Kāli-Dāś's immortal dramas, the Vikramorvaśīya.

Another famous dialogue is that of Yam and Yami. It is full of dramatic vigour. This is really only a fragment of a story, though one of the earliest pieces in Indian Literature. Scholars differ in their views regarding this story. In 1885 H. Oldenberg started a theory that the oldest form of epic-poetry in India

16. Rig. X. 95.
17. Rig. X. 10.
was the Ṛṣyaṇa, a tale with a mixture of prose and verse, the speeches being in verse, the events in prose, and he went to the Rgvedic hymns for its origin. But Max Müller and Sylvain Lévi suggested that the dialogue poems of the Rgveda might be a kind of drama. Inquiry was pursued further by Hertel and Von Schroeder, who sought to prove that these Samvāda hymns were really dialogues belonging to dramatic performances connected with the religious cult. Prof. Winternitz has followed a middle course between these theories. In his view these are half-epic, half-dramatic. He says, "This dialogue-form is indeed the most popular form of early narrative poetry. The Samvāda hymns of the Rgveda are then ancient ballads. Such ballads which treated of one and the same subject were often combined into a cycle, and such cycles of ballads formed the nucleus from which the epic has developed." Prof. Chadwick sees heroic poetry in the hymns to Indra and other deities. "These most commonly contain prayers or thanksgiving for victory on behalf of a prince and also celebrate his generosity to the poet who is evidently a priest."

18. Some Problems of Indian Literature. Winternitz
19. Ancient Indian Ballad Poetry. P. 46
He has traced the origin of the family of the Pāṇḍavās to the Rgveda. Here an idea seems to prevail that success can be gained through divine help, an idea that has been carried over into Sanskrit and Hindi epics. The horse has been the hero's companion and his helper since the immemorial times, and devotion to it is a prominent heroic feature in the Rgveda. References to horses occur everywhere and whole hymns are occupied with the subject. This feature goes back to the earliest period. In Rgveda Vlll., 57, which dates from the time of Divodās, one stanza (18) is devoted to the praise of a mare, called Uṛśanvati.

Prof. Hearensshaw says, "It is generally believed that the Aryans were the tamers of the horse, which revolutionised warfare in ancient days and caused the great empires to be overthrown and new empires to be formed." Bards have always praised them along with their heroes. Prithirāj-Rāṣo contains thrilling accounts of such horses and Jayasi and Tulsi give picturesque descriptions of them.

22. Rāṣo. (Swayambhata of Samyogita)
23. Padumāvati. P. 70.
The materials used in Hindi epics can be divided into four main groups according to their source:

1) Sanskrit Stories;
2) Hindu Folk Tales;
3) Sufi elements;
4) Rajasthani History.

Five writers of Hindi epics have taken their subject-matter from Sanskrit. Tulsi, Kesav and M.S. Gupta wrote on Rām, "Harilaudh" on Kṛṣṇa and J.S. Prasad on the old story of Manu. (a) The story of Rām:—the story of Rām has been the subject of a great deal of discussion among oriental scholars. Talboys Wheeler thinks that the war between Rām and Rāvana is but a poetic version of the conflict between Brahmanism and Buddhism in the South. According to other authorities the Rāmāyana deals with the wars of the Aryans with the occupants then in possession of India, who later adopted Aryan civilisation.

The two oldest works on Rām, viz. Daśarath Jātak and Rāmāyana contain quite different accounts. The former makes Rām a son of Daśarath, king of Benares, and mentions Sītā as Rām's sister. It does not give such names as those of Kauśīlayā, Kaikei, Rāvana, Hanumān, Sūgrīva, etc., which occur in Vālmiki's Rāmāyana. Prof. A.B. Keith, probably the latest scholar who has dealt with the date of its composition, puts it down as a work of the 4th cent. B.C.

25. Indian Philosophy by Rādhākrisnan. P. 271.
He convincingly refutes the arguments of Jacobi, who assigns to it an earlier date. Weber places it in the 1st or 2nd century B.C. D.C. Sen, an eminent Bengali writer, proves that the Jātaka was earlier than the Rāmāyaṇa. He further mentions that the story of the Rākṣhasas and apes came from the Deccan. It was already current there and was later employed by Hemacandra Ācārya in his epic Rāmāyaṇa, composed in the 12th Century A.D. He has thus tried to show that Vālmīki combined the two stories, i.e., that of the Daśarath-Jātaka which does not mention the Rākṣhasas or the monkeys and that of the Deccan which makes longer mention of these than of Rām's story. However it is certain that there must have been Rāmāyaṇic ballads before the great epic, as so great a work could not have been produced by one mind alone. Vālmīki's epic was the model for subsequent writers, who however made changes in details. This model was briefly included in the Mahābhārata and later in such works in Sanskrit as Hanumannātak and Adhyātma- Rāmāyaṇa. In the 12th century Hemacandra Ācārya wrote his Rāmāyaṇa which borrows the hero's story from Vālmīki but deals more elaborately with dynasties of the Kṛttivās wrote his Rāmāyaṇa in Bengali (1400 A.D.)

27. H.S.L. trans. by Mansā p. 194 (1882.)

28. Bengali Rāmāyaṇās. Ch. I
on the model of Vālmīki. About two hundred years after, in 16th century, Tulsiy-Dās wrote in Hindi on the same model. But he was influenced by the Adhyātma-Rāmāyana, especially by its fervour of devotion. He did not come under the influence of Hemaṇḍra or of Kṛttivās. He built his mansion in his own way but to the general plan of Vālmīki. The same theme has been used by Keśav and Gupta, but with adaptations to suit their own purpose. The story of Kṛṣṇa plays an important role in the great battle scene described in the epic Mahābhārata. Prof. Rādhākrīṣṇa writes, "The Mahābhārata belongs to a period when the Vedic hymns had lost their original force and meaning, and when ceremonial religion appealed to the people." It has already been noted that Prof. Chadwick traces the origin of the Pāṇḍavās' story to the hymns in the Rgveda. This work contains narrations from early Aryan times, but though it was not given its present form till about 4th century B.C. It tells in Sanskrit the epic story of the internecine war fought about the thirteenth

29. Indian Philosophy, pp. 271-72.
30. Supra, p. 40.
century B.C. — between the Kauravas and the Pāṇḍavas, in which the latter triumphed. This narrative gathered into its heroes much legendary material that had been cherished down the ages, and which in this new form has nurtured manifold generations. Kṛśna was the chief adviser of the Pāṇḍavas and the driver of Arjuna's chariots. Through his dexterity the Pāṇḍavas won the battle. In Sanskrit various other writers have written on Kṛśna, in such valuable works as Śrīmadbhāgawat Purāṇa, and Git Govinda. Vidyāpati composed his immortal songs on Kṛśna in Maithili about the middle of the 15th cent; in Hindi Sūr Dās and other poets of the Kṛśna-cult celebrated in numerous lyrics the beauty of his childhood and the charm of his youth. No epic was written on Kṛśna in Hindi till 1913 when Priya-Pravās saw the light of day. The Story of Manu: — Manu is the first ancestor of mankind according to Hindu beliefs. His story is found in Rgvedic literature, the Purāṇas and other sources, has been used in Kāma-yāṇī, whose author, in his introduction, has himself traced its origin in the ancient Sanskrit works. Manu, one of the few surviving identities in the great deluge, he and Śraddhā have been mentioned in Rgveda. Śraddhā is spoken of as the spring of "Kāmgotra" hence her name Kāma-yāṇī. In the Rgveda Īrā has also been

31. Ancient Hindu Civilisation by Dutt (Colebrooke, Wilson, Elphinstone and Wilford put it in the 14th Cent. B.C.

32. "काम ऍवर्हणा अति नामर्यका"
mentioned and is said to be a guide of Manu

In Satpath Brāhmaṇa, Manu has been called the lord of Sraddhā, and the world has proceeded from their union. Again Satpath tells of Manu's performance of animal sacrifice on the advice of a demon prelate named Kīlātākuli. By gathering these details together, the author of Kāmāyanī has obtained his theme, which he has embellished with imaginary scenes, and underlaid with allegory.

Hindu Folk Tales: Stories have been ever welcome to the human ears and in India from time immemorial they have played a great part in popular amusement. They have passed with some changes from generation to generation. Many have been collected in such Sanskrit works as Kathāsaritsāgar and Vaitāl Pačiśi. One of such tales enjoyed in the family gathering was the story of "Padmāvati and Hīrāman Sūganā" (The Princess Padmāvati and the parrot Hīrāman). Hīrāman was a very wise parrot with the gift of speech. The parrot's reputation resembles in some ways that of the owl. The "grey owl of Minerva" was a symbol of wisdom for the Greeks, but elsewhere, for instance in India and West Europe, the owl stands for stupidity. Similarly, the parrot has not everywhere a reputation for the love and wisdom here attributed to it.

33. Intr. to Kan. p. 5.
34. "महोदय दे मनुः"
35. Intr. to Kan. p. 41.
Many stories are told of this bird; e.g. there is the collection of 52 tales in the Tuti-nāma Ẓiyāru'd-Dīn Nakhshaḵāb, composed in 730/A.H./c. 1330 A.D. In the famous mystical maṣnawi poem by Farīdū'n-Dīn ʿAttār (d.c. 627/1330 A.D.), after it had been decided in the conclave of birds to go in quest of the Simūnī (the truth), the parrot was the second of many to back out. Proud in his pistacho-green dress and collar of gold he yet pleaded with sugary tongue to be excused on the ground that for his beauty he is caught and caged. Hīrāman searched for a bridegroom for the princess Padumāvati. A parrot plays a small part in Prithirāj-Rāso also. There Princess Padumavatī, daughter of Padmsen, catches a parrot which relates how it came from Delhi and tells about the beauty and bounty of Prithirāj. She falls in love with his romantic figure as described. The later part of the story is similar to that in the Padumāvati of Jāyasī. But in place of ʿAlaʾu'd-Dīn Shahābū' d-Dīn appears and it is he who tries to capture Prithirāj. The parrot's name is given as Hīrāman.

Jāyasī adopted this story for his Padumāvati, and added to it some facts from the history. These are concerned with the siege of Cītaūr in 702/1303, but the details are considerably modified.

36. "Rāso". Ch. XX
37. Infra Pp. 78-81
Sufi Element: Sufism was born within a century after the death of Mohammed, the prophet of Islam. It owes its origin in great measure to dissatisfaction with conditions political or spiritual, like mysticism, or both, which results in despondency and in despair of human effort. It reflected the psychological reactions of different peoples, specially the Persians, to the dogmas of Islam. Soon after the arrival of the Muslim invading armies in the beginning of the 11th century, Sufism reached India and spread gradually to east and south. A number of Sufi authors wrote poems in several Indian languages as a guide in the path of Sufism. Its aim was communion with God and the attainment of union with Him. This union or "annihilation in God" (fanā ʿi Allāh) would be fully achieved after death, but in some cases it was realised during life. For the Sufi poet God is the "Beloved", and he made his verse a vehicle of renunciation of self and his passion of love. Hāfiz of Shīrāz (d. 1389 A.D.) popularized the terminology of the tavern, the wine for example being God's love and the ṣāfī the wine-boy. Sufi-poets versified stories of classical lovers. They are tales of absorbing, if often wayward, love of mortals but this love symbolises the ideal relationship towards God. The poet of Padumāvatī was an entrant on this path.

38. Prithirāj Cauhān united under him
for a time the might of the greater number of Hindu princes. With his downfall Hindu power wilted for centuries.

Shahāb-ud-Dīn Gōrī, the resolute Muslim invader, heard of the ease-seeking and careless administration of Prithirāj, and encouraged by malicious messages against him from Jaychand, invaded his territory. He attacked several times, but without success. In 1192 however, his assault was crowned with a victory which involved the downfall of the Rajput ruler. This is the historical event which provided the writer of Rāso with his main theme; the rest of his material he has taken from tales popular at that time among Hindus. The relation of the epic to certain other literary forms could here be profitably considered.

Epic and Short-narrative: — According to the definition of an epic (Mahākāvyya), it is a long narrative poem describing heroic activity, and its various parts are woven into the main theme. Events unroll themselves before the eyes. It is objective, the author sinking his own feelings in another's action, and it has a purpose related to the spirit of the time. Famous examples are the Iliad, the Odyssey, the Rāmāyana and Prithirāj Rāso. On the other hand, "the short narrative -poem (Khandkāvyya) is a composition, partially resembling the epic." Some points of resemblance and difference may be noted:

39. Sāhitya Darpana, Sloka 564.
"Epic poetry exhibits life in some great symbolic attitude, i.e. some manner of life." The shorter narrative is naturally restricted in scope and expansiveness. It stands to the former in a manner like the long-short story to the novel. There is not merely a difference in length; the longer has the greater opportunity of a many-sided development, borrowing from experience and Nature. The shorter notwithstanding its special limitation may yet give closer attention to a particular aspect. Meghdūta and Bisaldev Rāso are examples of the latter.

Epic and Lyric: - Whereas the epic chooses a hero out of the past, and at great length and with a variety of metrical forms unfolds his story, the lyric centres on the present and is subjective and gives emotional utterance to hopes and fears. With the change of time from the days when the champion essayed single-handed a great task to these of communal tasks infinitely distributed, the epic is losing, where it has not lost, its place to the finer or subtler efforts of mind, the lyric in particular. The lyric is in extensive use among Hindi poets but the epic is not without recent representatives.

Epic and Drama: - These are two aspects of one artistic ambition, the colourful representation of human reaction

40. The Epic, p. 69.
to the surrounding scene. Declamation was originally essential in both, but epics are now more often read quietly and alone than listened to publicly, and the drama has come near to being a section cut out of life.

Writers on Sanskrit poetry require three conditions for a drama: subject matter, a hero and "flavour". The subject matter in this definition comprises dialogues. These seldom occur in the epic, though Tulsi Dās has made effective use of them in the Rām-carit-māṅg but ordinarily they disrupt the continuity of the story. An epic may be called a series of relevant dramatic scenes.

**Epic and History:** The question may now be asked as to how the epic stands in relation to history. History is a continuous account of the interwoven facts of needs and adaptations of human society. These are brought to light in a political, social, economic, literary or other department of history. History is an objective science, the classified record of what has been. Imagination has no function to certify the past or to predict the future. The epic borrows historical material or what tradition credits as such. Imagination and fiction may weave their own episodes into the fabric. The author is free to narrate the main story in his own way, in accord with his aims and ideas. He moulds this story to a "grand design of artistic purpose". Incidents in his narrative may happen through supernatural agency but
"It is of man and man's purpose that he has to sing".

In training and in personality the epic writer with his creative art and the historian with his interpretative skill stand wide apart.
II. THE BARDIC AGE: - PRITHIRAJ -RASO as representative epic
THE BARDIC AGE: PRITHIRAJ RASO.

Introduction: Prithiraj Raso is an outcome of the Bardic or Heroic age in Hindi. A short account of what is known as an "Heroic Age" will help to the better understanding of its literature.

Prof. Chadwick in his comparative study of the literature of the East and the West, succinctly defines it as an age of "Mars and Muses". The heroic outlook lays stress on action, that is to say it is a period in which everyone strives hard and some take the lead in overcoming their opponents through their valour and capacity, and are ambitious and try their best to fulfil their aims, even at the risk of their lives.

It is interesting to note that a bardic age coincides with or immediately follows an heroic age in tribal or national history. In it are found heroic songs and poems composed by bards or minstrels. In European literature the evidence of scholars is quite clear on this point. Jordanes, an early German writer, says that the Goths celebrated the deeds of their great heroes in poetry, and there is mention of Gothic court minstrels in the letters of Cassiodorus and Sidonius Apollinaris in German literature. In the Anglo-Saxon heroic poems Deor says that he was the (sūp)

1. Supra p. 3
2. The Growth of Literature by Prof. Chadwick.
or court bard of Heodeningsas and that his place has been usurped by Heofoenda, another skilful poet. In the famous epic Beowulf mention occurs several times of the "Scop" who recited the story of Finn and Hengist. There seem also to have been minstrels of a different type who sang not for royalty but for the people. Reference is made to them in the seventh or eighth century, in Bede's Ecclesiastical History for example.

Poems of war are not unknown in the earliest Sanskrit literature, in the Rgveda for example. One hymn describes the victory of Sudās, a Tr̄tau king. Signs of the real cultivation of heroic poetry in India appear in the best early poems in Satpath Brāhmaṇa. From a description of a horse-sacrifice, one learns that there were two sorts of bards or minstrels at that time, one represented by Brāhmaṇa, who sings in this strain: "such sacrifices he offered, such gifts he gave", and one by Rājanya who sings of the wars of the sacrificer prince. Brāhmaṇa sings by day, Rājanya by night. This Rājanya, a man of military caste, evidently sang heroic narrations.

There are two other sorts of minstrels who are mentioned

3. The Growth of Literature by Prof. Chadwick.
4. The Heroic Age of India, by Prof. Sīdhanťa.
in Purāṇas and the Mahābhārata, viz. Sūtās and Māgadhās. The Vāyu Purāṇa says "The Sūtās' special duty as perceived by
good men of old was to preserve the genealogies of gods,
Ṛṣis and very glorious kings, and the traditions of great
men ---". The Padma Purāṇa makes a similar statement.

In the Mahābhārata (111, 235) Dhṛtrāstra describes how
Yudhiṣṭhīra in his days of prosperity was wakened by Sūtās
Māgadhās and other singers who recited his praises. In
XV.23, Yudhiṣṭhīra's praises are sung by large numbers of
Sūtās, Māgadhās, and bards (Vandins) "One statement makes the
Sūtā a paurāṇika, the Māgadhā, a genealogist. A passage
says that from Prthu's time the Sūtās and Māgadhās, who
both came into existence then, were royal panegyrists, and they
and the Vandins awakened the king in the morning with
their blessings". Panegyrists were thus very common in
the courts of princes and lauded their actual deeds and sang
conventional praises. As the days passed these troubadours
grew in number till in course of time they formed a class well
known as the Vandins or bhaṭṭās. Still in Indian villages
these bards are to be seen, sometimes singing in pairs to
the beat of drums. In Gujarāt this type is known as Gagariā
Bhāṭ. He goes from place to place with a couple of disciples.

"His stock in trade is his Ākhyāṇas, his fact, and his māna.

5. V.1, 21-8. Ancient Indian Historical Traditions
or gāgara, a large copper pot with a narrow neck, from which he gets his name. With his nimble fingers loaded with brass rings, he starts playing upon the gāgara—and makes the pot resound with his skilful raps."

In Sanskrit Literature, Bāṇ was famous among these bardic poets. They continued their minstrelsy in the Prākritś. By this time the poetic art has become regarded as hereditary; they lived at the courts and sang of their patrons. These singers continued in Apabhraṃśa, and bards like Puspadaṁt wrote long narrative poems. "Apabhraṃśa" is nothing other than old Hindi influenced by Prākrit.

**Hindi Bardic Poetry:** - The literature of this age can be grouped into three classes. In the first come the poems of the heroic age itself, which had actually been composed at the courts of the heroes. Examples of these are Bisaldev Rāso and Khumān Rāso. In the second class come songs dealing with adventure not yet celebrated by bards. Gradually these scattered poems and songs were assembled and this led to the production of more ambitious compositions. The older court-poems gave place to epics, and in this manner Prithiraj Rāso came into existence. In the third class are the popular versions of the old heroic stories; such are Vacanika Ratan Singhjīri Mahesadāsotāri and Cand Rāujjetsīro.

---

7. Gujarāt and its Lit., by Munṣhi, f. 117
In the second class referred to above Prithiräj Räso was said to be an example of an ambitious work which developed out of the old court-poetry. Again, Bisaldev Räso and Khumän Räso had been short narrative poems, mostly in ballad form. Bisaldev Räso is the older one, composed about 1155 A.D., it is incomplete and consists of four chapters comprising about 309 verses. Khumän Räso tells of Mahäräjä Khumäna who lived perhaps somewhere between 753 A.D. and 943 A.D. As it also tells about Mahäräjä Pratäp Siñgh who existed in the time of Akbar, this poem seems to have received its present form at a much later date. Out of these and their like grew the present epic. In all the above-mentioned works the word Räso has been used. Some have connected it with "Rahasya" or "mystery". But in Bisaldev Räso the word "Räsägan" occurs several times in the sense of poetry. Hence it is possible that the word "Räsägan" changed into "Räso" in course of time; Prithiräj Räso would then mean "The Story of Prithiräj".

The problem of the personality of "Cand" and of incongruity in the details of the story can be considered together here.

The main story tells of the coming over of four Kshatrürya dynasties from Áleuyagya-Kûnda and the establishment of Cañhän sovereignty in Ajmer down to the imprisonment of Prithiräj by Shahâbu'd-Dîn Gorî. According to this work Prithiräj was the son of the king Soméswar of Ajmer and the
grandson of Armoraj. Someśwar was married to the daughter of Anangpāl, the young king of Delhi. Anangpāl had two daughters Sundarī and Kamalā. Sundarī was married to King Vijaypāl of Kannauj, and Jaichand was a son of this union.

Anangpāl adopted his grandson Prithīrāj and in consequence the states of Delhi and Ajmer were combined. Jaichand resented the union of these states. He arranged a Rājsūya Yajya besides a Swayambar (selection of one's own husband) for his daughter and invited all the princes to participate. These all joined the ceremony except Prithīrāj. Jaichand was angry at this and put a gold image of Prithīrāj at the gate as a guard, and thus signifying the humiliation. Jaichand's daughter Sāhyogitā was in love with Prithīrāj, and when she came with the garland she placed it on the head of his image. Thereupon Jaichand ordered his daughter away to a lonely house on the bank of the Ganges. Afterwards the Yajya was broken up by the soldiers of Prithīrāj, who was himself waiting outside and seizing a chance carried off Sāhyogitā. Their way was severely contested, but Prithīrāj proved victorious and reached Delhi safely. Here he passed his days in ease and enjoyment to the neglect of his state-affairs.

As the power of Prithīrāj's army had greatly dwindled due to the fighting with Jaichand, and as there had been much mismanagement in the State affairs, Shahābu'd-Dīn Gori thought it a favourable time to launch an attack. But in the first
battle he was defeated and captured. Prithiraj behaved generously and released him. But the attacks were several times repeated and in the last engagement Prithiraj was taken prisoner and sent to Delhi-Ghazni. Some time after the poet Chand joined his master there in captivity. One day when Prithiraj and Chand had been summoned into the court of Shahabudd-Din, the former killed the Gorī king with an arrow shot in accordance with instructions from Chand, and later the two survivors killed one another.

The reason for the enmity between Prithiraj and Shahabudd-Din has been stated to be that the former did not return a woman who had escaped to his protection from the clutches of the latter who loved her. Though the Gorī Sultan demanded her Prithiraj refused to give her up on the ground that it was a pious duty of a Kshatriya king not to yield up a supplicant at his court to a treacherous enemy.

Its Time and Genuineness: - There is now general agreement that Prithiraj Raso was not written by Chand, not in Prithiraj's time, but later. This can be proved by refuting several facts and data of incident and time given in the poem.

The dates mentioned in it are for the most part incorrect. In Book XLVI. C. 1. it is stated that Prithiraj was born in 1115, i.e. in 1058 A.D. In the Book XVIII. 31. it is said that Anajpal, the king of Delhi, adopted Prithiraj in S. 1138 i.e. 1081. A.D.
Again in book XLIV, 3. tells us that Shahābu'd-Dīn's army went into camp in S. 1140, i.e. 1083 A.D. Further, Book LIV, V. 63 says that Shahābu'd-Dīn attacked in S. 1158, i.e. 1101 A.D. for the last time.

Now the poem gives the year in which Prithūrāj fought for the last time, Shahābu'd-Dīn as S. 1158 or 1101 A.D., but historical evidence shows that Prithūrāj fought with Shahābu'd-Dīn in the Punjab in S. 1249, i.e. 1193 A.D., and was reigning in Delhi before that time. The author of Tabaqāt-i-Nāṣirī (written in A.H. 602 = A.D. 1205 = S. 1262) says that Shahābu'd-Dīn (Mu'izzu'd-Dīn Gorī):

"In A.H. 578 (= A.D. 1182 = S. 1239) the Sultān came towards Deval and besieged the maritime districts - he obtained much booty. "Again, in A.H. 580 (= A.D. 1184 = S.1241) he went to Lahore and plundered the whole territory ----" "In A.H. 587 (A.D. 1190 = S. 1248) he takes the fortress of Sirhind and being himself about to return to Ghaznī places Zīā'u'd-Dīn Muhammad in charge, with instructions to hold it until his return after the hot season. In the meantime Pithorā Rāi (Prithūrāj Cañhān) advances with other allied Hindu princes and defeats Mu'izzu'd-Dīn at Larāin, near Thānesvar. The latter, badly wounded, retires to Lahore, whence, on recovering, he returns to Ghaznī. " "In A.H. 588 (= A.D. 1192 = S. 1249) Prithūrāj besieges Sirhind, and Zīā'u'd-Dīn, after holding it successfully for
over thirteen months, is forced to capitulate, Mu'izzu'd-Din, returning to Hindustan, again encounters Prithiraj and his allies near Thaneśwar and totally defeats them, thus becoming virtually master of the country. Prithiraj, being captured, is put to death and his son appointed governor of Ajmer. Mu'izzu'd-Din, according to the Tāju'l-Maṣāṣir, immediately proceeds to Delhi, then held by a kinsman of Govind Rai, but on Rāja's agreeing to submit and pay a heavy tribute, he leaves him, unmolested and, -- prepares to return to Ghazānī".

"In A.H. 590 ( = A.D. 1194 = S. 1250-51) Quṭbudd-Dīn, leaving Delhi, crosses the Jam, and takes the fort of Kol. Later he aids Mu'izzu'd-Dīn in defeating Jayendra of Benares and Kannauj.

Thus it is clear that the battle between Shahābu'd-Dīn and Prithiraj Catthan and the latter's death occurred in S. 1248-49, that is about 90 years after the date mentioned in Raso. Although the writer of Tabqat-i-Nāṣirī was a foreigner, he is not likely to have committed mistakes in the dates, if he did in names. The second volume of Abūl-Fīdā, written in A.D. 1300, mentions Shahābu'd-Dīn's advent in Hindustān and states briefly the events that happened in the years 1190 to 1192; this does not

8. These passages have been taken from Raverty's Trans. of the Tabqat-i-Nāṣirī (Bibliotheca Indica). A few changes in the translation of names have here been made. (H.C.R.)
give any information about Prithūraj's battle, but the existence of Shahabu'd-Dīn Gorī is proved to be an historical fact from the narrative, and the other histories available mention A.D. 1192-93 (S.1249) as the date of the battle between them.

Various inscriptions verify these dates. One in the village of Bijnhōli in Mewār, about a hundred miles from its capital, records the grant of the village of Rewna by Someśwar Dev, the father of Prithūraj; this was executed by Mahajan in S.1226 - A.D. 1169. This shows that Prithūraj could not have been alive or dead in S.1158 - 1101 A.D. as mentioned in Rāsa. The inscription concludes with the genealogy of the Cathāns down to Someśwar Dev; this shows that his son Prithūraj had not ascended the throne when the inscription was placed in "Phālgun Badi" S.1226, i.e. 1169 A.D. Another inscription, in Menalgarh, in Mewār, records the erection of a monastery by Bhav Dāmahma, while Prithūraj Cathān was the reigning monarch; it is dated "Cait Badi" S.1226 - 1169 A.D. On comparing the two inscriptions it is clear that Prithūraj ascended the throne between Phālgun Badi and Cait Badi S.1226.

Further there are some copper-plates, patents of Rāja Jaicand of Kāli, bearing dates S.1233 to 1243
There has been found an incomplete book, Prithiraj Vijai, in Sanskrit written by a Kashmiri poet, Jayanak. The facts and figures given in this book are the same as those discovered during various historical researches. It names Karpur Devi as the mother of Prithiraj, but Raso gives it as Kamala Devi. The former is supported by an inscription in Hansi. According to this book and other authentic works such as Hammir-Mahakavya, the marriage of Someśvar with the daughter of the Tomar king Anangpal, the adoption of Prithiraj by Anangpal, and the elopement of Sañyogita are proved to be anachronisms. Dr. Buhler expresses similar views.

Further Raso says that Prithiraj belonged to Agnivamsi Kshattriyas, but a memorandum of 843 A.D. found in Gwalior and the famous Sanskrit dramatist Rajshekhar have proved the names of Pratiharas to be Suryavamsis. In Prithiraj-Vijai, too, Camahans are

called Suryavamsis. Thus Cauhans since before
Prithiraj and down to 1403 A.D. were regarded as
Suryavamsis. Had Rasō been written in the time of
Prithiraj it would not have given his origin in the
Agnivamsas.

Further, the names of the ancestors of Prithiraj
as given in Rasō differ from those given in Prithiraj-Vijai, in the writings of Vijnolā and in Prabandh-Kosā. The names given in Surjan-Carat, written in
1578 A.D., give 27 names of the Cauhān dynasty, of which
13 names correspond with those in other books. But out
of 44 names given in Rasō only seven correspond with those
in Prithiraj-Vijai and in the writings of Vijnolā. If
Rasō had been written at the time of Prithiraj there would
not have been such a difference. It seems that it was
written after Surjan-Carat, i.e. after A.D. 1578.
As has already been mentioned the Hammīr-Mahākāvyā
differs from the Rasō. Had Rasō been famous the writer of the
former work would certainly have followed it. Rasō
mentions the visit of Kumbhā, the eldest son of
Samar Singh, to the court of the Muslim king of Bīdar.
Till the time of Prithiraj Muslims had not even entered
the Deccan as rulers. The Bīdar state was founded by Ahmad
Shāh Vali in 1413; this is evidence that Rasō was composed
after this time. Further, in 1460 Kumbhakarṇa built the
famous fort of Kumbhālgarh and engraved a long
inscription on the five pillars. It does not mention the killing of Shahābu'd-Dīn by an arrow of Prithīrāj or the marriage of his sister with Sama Singh. But in 1675 A.D. in the long writings on 25 pillars by Maharāṇa Rāj Singh the name of Rāso has been mentioned, and also the above story. This appears to prove that Rāso was written sometime between 1460 A.D. and 1675 A.D.

So far the proofs of Rāso not being genuine have come from its collation with various works, and with inscriptions brought to light mainly by two Rājasthānī historians, Kavirāj Syāmal Dās and Dr. Gaurī Cand-Hirācand Ojha. But the text of Rāso itself bears witness to its unauthenticity. The following points require consideration in this connection:

(1) The use of guns;
(2) Mention of Mughaland and Sūfī.
(3) The tolerant tone of the poet.
(4) A resemblance to Jāyasī's epic.
(5) The poems in it are not in keeping with the reputation of the poet described as a friend, a warrior and a court-poet of Prithīrāj.
(6) A note on its language and reputation of the points raised by several supporters of Cand will follow.

The word 'gun' meaning a gun, has been used several times in accounts of the battles between Shahābu'd-Dīn and Prithūraj, there is no mention of such weapons. A gun was simply a tube by means of which stones were thrown at an enemy. Guns were in use in India by the middle of the 16th century. Malik-i-Maidān, "a master-piece of the gun-founder's art" was one of the cannon mounted on the walls of Bījāpur in this century or early 17th. (Concise History of the Indian People, H.G. Rawlinson, p.151) This clearly shows that the writer of Rāso belongs to an epoch when guns were used in warfare.

(2) At the beginning of his eighth chapter the poet writes, "I write the story of the Mughal of Mewāt." The word Mughal has been explained as Mudgal Rāi by the learned editors of the Nāgarī Prachārini Sabha- edition of Rāso. But these scholars have not explained how Mudgal Rāi can be substituted for Mughal. Further, Bājīd Khan's fighting on the side of the Mughal of Mewāt against Someśwar, the father of Prithūraj, supports the views that some Mughal has been mentioned as ruling Mewāt at that time. This account like so many that have had currency is totally incorrect, and gives backing to the opinion that the writer lived in the Mughal period.

12. Höhle translates it as: "The Tartar gave out his loud command towards the four quarters. (Whereupon) balls of large and small guns and rockets were thrown."
Further, a Jangam (a saint) has been introduced in the 60th chapter; at its close the poet writes, "Thus the chapter containing the story of Jangam—Sofi—ends here.

Some Sufis have come with the early invaders but it is unlikely that they would have decided to live in the country, whilst the Muslim aggressions were repulsed. It is certain however that they entered India in considerable numbers just after the Muslim conquest. And as Mohammad Gorī (d. 1206 A.D.) was the founder of Muslim rule in India, it is doubtful whether during his struggle for supremacy against the Hindu rulers, any Sufi could have been so reputed as to be acquainted with a princess like Sanyogita. Sufism seems to have become popular in the 16th century, in which it was so well represented by Jāyasī in his Padumāvatī. The author of the Rāso belongs then to a later period than that originally claimed for him, and must have been contemporary with such Sufi saints.

(3) The poet has described the valour of the soldiers of Prithirāj in much the same way as those of Shahābu'd-Dīn.

14. बृहस्पति श्री कवितावलि निःशङ्किते प्राचीनकालात्यक्ते—अंजम—सागरिकोत्तर
15. P.S. P. by Lajwanti, Ram Krishna.
16. Rāso. ch. 60.
Though the latter was the invader and challenged the renown of his hero, yet the poet gives a realistic and sympathetic description of Shahābu’d-Dīn’s valour.

Had the author of the Rāso been a contemporary and a court-poet of Prithīrāj, he would not have been so tolerant. Such a tolerance was never witnessed between two struggling faiths before the time of Kābir (d.c.1518), and not till Akbar’s diplomatic reign was it mooted in state management. The poet of the Rāso must have lived out his life near to, or even in, Akbar’s period.

(4) The story of the parrot (Hīrāman) and Rānī Padumāvatī appears in the Rāso in a form similar to that in the Padumāvatī of Jāyasi. The parrot is wise and loquacious in both works. In both it plays a part, making the prince and princess acquainted, though the name of Ratansen is given in Rāso as Prithīrāj, and instead of ‘Ālāu’dd-Dīn, the invader is Shahābu’d-Dīn.

In Padumāvatī this story has been more fully developed. It must have had a wide currency in the time of these two writers. Both composers were fond of myths and popular tales as appears from their works, whereas contemporary Hindu poets were more occupied with the mere stories of their heroes.
(5) Had the author of Rāso been a friend, a warrior or a court-poet of Prithiraj he would have given a more realistic account of the life of his hero, and a more continuous form to the narrative. The continuity has been so much disrupted and such foolish repetitions occur that one realises it could not have come as it is from a composer in his full senses. For example the first 132 pages are devoted to invocations, the origin of the ten incarnations of God. The work then proceeds to narrate the birth, childhood and sports of Prithiraj. It describes him as holding "Durbārs", going on a successful hunting expedition, and afterwards making for Delhi, his grandfather's place — all this at the age of eight years. On a priori grounds some at least of these events seem incredible. Further a poet's meeting with a saint and getting from him power to produce 52 warriors is not compatible with reason. Almost all the chapters contain such fabulous incidents and the repetitions are nonsensical. In ch. IX. Mir Husain brings with Chitrarekhā, whom Shahābu'd-Dīn Gori also loves. Prithiraj gives the former shelter, and battle ensues. Shahābu'd-Dīn is defeated, but Husain is killed and Chitrarekhā buries herself alive with him. Shahābu'd-Dīn is then said to have attacked Arab Khān for possession of Chitrarekhā and gets her.

Here it must be objected that there could not have been two Chitrarekhas whom Shahabudd-Din loved. Nor is it sufficient defence to say that the matters mentioned above are interpolations. If the criticism made here is accepted then about three-quarters of Rāso will be proved to be of a later date, and this will throw some doubt on the genuineness of the remaining portion. An action open to question in Rāso is mentioned in Chapter 28, where Anangpāl, Prithirāj's grand-father, who had already bestowed the kingdom of Delhi on him, attacks him on the ground of his misrule. Not only this, but he seeks the help of Shahabudd-Din who attacks him immediately. Reason seems altogether wanting from the account of this event. To accept it as it stands and to overlook the historical inexactitudes amounting to distortion of facts would be to inflict injustice on Prithirāj, as his associate and court-poet could never have carried out his functions so incompetently.

(6) The language of Rāso is not typical of the 13th century, but belongs to about the sixteenth. If the language of the Prākrit-Vyākaraṇa of Hemachandra, the Pratibodha of Somprabh, of Prabandh-Pingal (specially the verses about Hammīr) and of Jaitasi Rāo Kochand, with that of Rāso a wide difference is perceptible. In the former of these works a very small percentage of Persian words
is mixed with Rājasthānī, but in Rāso about ten percent of the words are Persian, which shows that for the most part it is not a very old book. There are many inconsistencies in grammatical construction. In some of the verses, especially the Dohās and Kavittas, the language is so settled that it can be compared with that in such verses in Sūr Dās, Tulsi Dās (16th cent.) even Bihārilāl, a poet who flourished in the 17th century. But in smaller verses such a number of nasaṭ words occur that there appears to have been borrowing from Sānskrit or Pārkrīt. In several places the language resembles in structure Modern Hindi, verbs for instance being used in the new forms. At the same time it retains the old literary form with the Pārkrīt and Apabhramśa words and cases of the old type.

(7) Some scholars have tried to maintain that Chand was the author of this epic and that it was written in Prithirāj's time. Among them are the three editions of Rāso, Mohanlāl V. Pāndia, Rādhā Krīṣṇa Dās, Syām Sundar Dās, and also the Misra-bandūns. The main points of their argument are: - (1) Even before Shahābu'd-Dīn Gori several attacks by Persian-speaking Muslims were made on India, and it is probable that some of these were

23. Not only the language but the ideas also are similar to those of Tulsi: - "मुसलमान भारत नहीं तबल, बिलासिके कर्कड़, तुमनाथ। हूँ मेरे साथ अशोक मुरुग, अर्ध प्रथम शेषकरोह " (कण्ठ, १६३). रासो:- "किसी क्षण कहें तुमने कथन गई। अर्ध प्रथम अर्थ में न आय। "मुनाफ्य हृदय क्षिप्र द्वारस " ग्रहण लोग अविनाश " (कण्ठ, १६३).
left behind, and the poet Cānd could thus have acquired Persian words and used them. He has said himself: "I have used also the language of the Kurān." 24.

(2) The "irregularity of the language" i.e. its varying usage, is a characteristic of human speech. Men use the same language for various subjects, but a difference in usage is noticeable.

(3) The poet, they say, has used in his reckoning Ānānd Saṃvat, which is 90 years behind the popular Saṃvat and they have tried to establish the dates given in Rāso by adding 90 to them.

(4) Because of their performing yāgvās the Calihāns were called Agnīyamāsīs, though they may earlier have been called Suryavamāsīs or Cāndravamāsīs.

(1) As for the first point, these authorities say that Cānd was born in Lahore where Muslims lived before Gorī. But in the Rāso there is no mention of Cānd's having been influenced by Muslim neighbours. Further, it seems improbable that the court-poet of Prithīrāj, even if living with Muslims, would show their influence in his writings. Bards hailed the victories of their heroes over crest-fallen foes, and at this time when the Muslims must have been regarded as ruthless
invaders the attitude of tolerance towards them shown in this work is out of place, and sets it down to a date later than the events narrated. Further, the defenders of Rāso's early date have not brought reliable proof, this poet was born in Lahore, and had Muslims living nearby in his childhood.

(2) They explain away the "irregularity in the language" on the apparently reasonable ground that one's language differs even in one's own writing on different subjects. This may be the case with the casual author, but not with an epic-writer who used the language current at court, and whose art was on trial before the king and his courtiers.

(3) The supporters of Čaṇḍ say that the writer of Rāso has used the Ānāḍa Saṁvat-era, which is 90 years behind the popular Vikram Saṁvat, and thus they bring the dates in Rāso quite near to those given in other works. But this Saṁvat has not been used by contemporary writers and cannot be employed merely to prove the authenticity of the dates in Rāso.

(4) If the performance of Yagyās can alone suffice to change the name of Surya-vaṁśkīs to Agra-vaṁśkīs, then

26. See Antiquities of India by Dr. Barnett, p. 95
Raghu, Dilip, Ram, Yudhisthira—all can be called Agnivamshis, for they performed many yagyas. Even demons in the line of Bali, if there were any, could be called Agrivamshis, because Bali performed more than a hundred such ceremonies. And so this plea is not sufficient defence of the mis-statement in Raso that Prithiraj was an Agnivamshi. Thus by proving, several of the facts and figures in Raso to be false, it is possible to fix its approximate date.

This was previously set down as being between 1460 A.D. and 1675 A.D. As the oldest MSs of this work was found in 1585, it must have been given its present form between 1460 A.D. and 1585 A.D. Though some writers have tried to fix a definite date for Raso there has not been found reliable data to confirm it. Hence merely this much can be said that the author was in existence in Rajputana when Jayasi was famous in Northern India and Muslim rule had entered into a period of tolerance.

The Language — General Remarks: — This work is believed to have been written in Dingal, a Rajasthani dialect, but, to have borrowed many words from other languages and dialects. There are a few peculiarities in the grammar. The first of these is uncertainty in spelling. As regards vowels, a word may be written one time with a short vowel, at another
with a long one. Vowels are inserted or omitted at will, and diphthongs are represented in two or three ways. As for consonants, the poet inserts or omits one as he pleases. Double consonants are written as single, and single as double; aspirates are deprived of their aspirations, and non-aspirates are aspirated at will. In the nouns and pronouns an analytical system has been used but it is undeveloped. The post-positions are used with दुम, as कुर्मल, tumakau, गुमले tumasa, etc., and is frequently used in verses.

**Nominal forms:** - Nouns in Rāso are almost formless, and there may be a group - of nouns at one place out of which the reader has to construct a sentence by supplying the needful case-signs. The irregularity of the language, too, stands in the way of formulating principles regarding forms; (1) Sanskrit nouns are used in the original form at some places, e.g., विरद virad, विलाप vilāp, etc.; at others their forms are twisted, e.g. मुहुरत Muhūrat, क्रबत krabat, etc. Like Keśav Dās this poet uses diphthongs with all sorts of forms, even with proper nouns, e.g. मोहना lohāna, सिरदेन Sarinda, etc. Persian and Arabic nominal forms have freely been used.
II. Verbal forms: - Verbal forms are also indefinite due to the irregularity of language.

1. The influence of Prākrit and Apabhraṃsā has distorted many of them, such as नामि, Nammi (v. 361 ch. 1) कुमाल्लो (v. 380. ch. I).

2. Some forms correspond to those in Braj and Bundelkhandī, e.g. महाभयां bhayau (v. 349 ch. l), रञ्ज racau (v. 364 ch.l).


4. The diphong ाi is very often used as the termination of verbs, e.g. ना मी mitai, सह sah (v. 513. ch.I).

5. Some forms are the same as in Kharībolī, e.g. थुकं puKāre (V. 515 ch. I), कैळे (v. 2. ch. 63).

6. The poet has written Sanskrit slokas too, and at some places he uses the Sanskrit forms of verbs in Hindi verses, e.g. बिहासी bhāsī (v. 11. ch. VII).

III. Adjectival forms: - Adjectival forms also are used irregular. Usually the gender of the adjectives has been changed according to the nouns they qualify, e.g. आलंकार गण अलंगाता sundari (v. 543 ch. I). As the Rāsō deals mostly with heroic and miraculous matters feminine adjectival forms are seldom found.

27. Kellogg, 495.
Adjectives have often been repeated (अद्वैत have been repeated about half a dozen times on p. 110). Adjectival forms are short, and their compounds are seldom noticeable. The poet also used those forms which are found in Sanskrit, Prākrit, Apabhṛṣṭa, and Persian, e.g. नल, Mākā; सब, Sabb; आजुळ्या, Jājulya; मस्तन, Asal.

Other Forms: The poet has often placed dots over words to give a nasal effect. Perhaps he did this to produce a Sanskritic effect, but many such dots occur due to the influence of Prākrit and Apabhṛṣṭa. He has written many slokas in Sanskrit; some metres too (as Sahākrit) are written after slokas and, these, combined with the nasal words, give Rāso a superficial Sanskritic impression. The poet himself has said that he has used six languages. Owing to his ambition in this direction the forms of the words are not similar throughout. Adverbs and pronouns are mainly from Prākrit and Apabhṛṣṭa.

Infiltration of Persian Words into Rāso: Owing to the conquest of the Persians by the Arabs in 638 A.D. and the conversion of most Persians to Islam the Arabic language was widely cultivated in their homeland. When the Persians began to turn...
own language as a literary medium in the 11th century, it had incorporated many Arabic words, but without their case-endings. Except when a distinction is necessary it is sufficient to speak of words of Persian origin. In no other well-known work in Hindi is there such a percentage of Persian and Arabic words as in Rāṣo. It may be noted here how these came to India and were at the disposal of this poet. These words may be classified under the following heads:

(1) Religion and Ritual.

(2) Courtly terms.

(3) Warfare.

(4) Miscellaneous.

(1) If looting was the chief motive in Mahmūd's invasions of India, religion was one which impelled them to turn their conquest to good account. With them or after them came preachers (māhālavīs) eager to spread the faith. Under the head of religion and ritual may be grouped the following terms: — Ṣūrān (Ṣūrān), ʿuṣṣāf, (mushaf), Rāhman (Rāḥmān), ʿīmān (ʿīmān), Kafr (Kāfīr), tātari (tətərət), pīr (pīr), ʿulūm (ʿulūm), ḥāfī (ḥāfī), tāfīqa (tafīqa).

(2) The invaders were led by men from noble families and terms of respect appropriate to them and to others deserving them were current. Such are Shāhāshāh (Shāhāshāh).
(3) The Muslims entered as invaders and had to maintain their position by fighting; being flesh-eaters they went after game, hence the words associated with war-fare and chase were current at the time of Rāsā. Some of these are: हमल (hamal), घुमाम (ghumām), सूर (sur), दरा (dara), कामन (kāman), निजाम (nizām), अदालत (adālāt), फातिमा (fātimā), जाम (jām), लागाम (lagām), तारवर (tarwār).

The Muslims had their own names for war and implements of war and the underlined words are such.

(4) Among the miscellaneous words some have to do with love-affairs, etc., e.g. शहीद (shahīd), चिराग (chirāg), कागज (kāgāj); and other words are: शहर (shar), तेज (tej), गमन (guman), जावाल (jawāl), मूर (mūr), सिर (sir), अस्मान (āsmān), पास (pās), बक़ाशा (bakāsha), मश्वरत (mashwarat), सितार (sitār), वाग (vagāt), गोल (ghol), etc.

Literary Merits: - As the poet of Rāsā is unknown, there must be a certain indefiniteness in dealing with the topic. He seems to have made use of tales current in his time. These are elements of the miraculous and the mythical, e.g. in a tale about Mt. Abu, the
saint's giving power to the poet to produce 52 warriors.

Amar Singh's creation of the Moon in a moonless night.

He seems to know well Hindu usages and customs, and to believe in their superstitions. He had a wide knowledge of courts, and of war, its conduct and equipment. But his knowledge of Sanskrit poetics was limited, likewise his range in Sanskrit. He is faithful to his hero, but at the same time is tolerant to the opponents.

His Idea of Poetry: - The poet's creative genius was not so developed that any definite idea of poetry, he may have had, can be discovered. An indication of such can be derived from a few utterances showing an inclination towards the perfecting of "flavours". For instance in ch.1, he says "I write poems, full of "Rasā". Apparently he was not fond of Alamkārās, but he has not stated that he would adorn his poems with literary embellishments, but he does say, "I have related — the nine "flavours"". With the latter object in mind he has given vivid accounts of beauty in Nature, of pranks in childhood, of valour, of love, and the pangs of separation, and he has succeeded to a great extent in this effort. Throughout

31. "सार्थक्यं रसायनं करेः" (ch. I)  32. "राजमीति नवं संकेतिकृतं संग्रहम् (ch. I v. 63)  33. Rāsā ch. XXII
34. Rāsā, ch. I.  35. Rāsā, ch. XX.  36. Rāsā, ch. XX.
his poem the heroic "flavour" appears to be predominant, and it can be inferred that he believed that "Rasa" is the soul of poetry.

His Idea of Love: - Love in Rāsa is of the romantic type. Padmāvatī hears the praises of Prithirāj from the parrot and her heart is captivated. His wives he had won by conquest. He was "gallant in love and in war", but in this poem the heroic element is the prevailing one.

His Idea of Fate: - The poet belonged to an age when courage and confidence had ceased to vitalise Hindu ideals and culture. The poet, like others of his generation, looked to the gods for aid and believed in the power of fate. Like Tulsī, he believed that "What is allotted can not be blotted".Vyās in Rāsa explains this idea to Anāpajñāpāl. Fate is the cause of success, reverse and change in man's life. One digs a hole and puts his wealth there, and an unknown person finds it and another derives benefit from it. To this poet's eye the world is an arena where fate disposes human beings as it will. One's lot is good or bad according to one's actions in the previous existence. Rebirth and fate are inextricably linked.
Yet in man there is a latent resistance to acceptance of this despotism of fate, and there are a few passages in which some of Prithiraj's warriors trusting to their strength, dare to hope to win.

His Power of Description: - The poet is not satisfied with brief descriptions; he gives graphic accounts of quite small details, e.g. praise of the supreme deity (p.160), of Siva (pp. 43, 77), of the Sun (pp. 1396, 1397) and of a goddess (p.492). He has given long narratives of battle scenes, and more than half the poem is occupied by them. Such descriptions are found on pp. 412-13, 706, 815, 1134-35, 1225-26, 1375-76, 1381-82, etc. There are elaborate descriptions of hunting (pp. 476-1512), lions (p.578), the forest (p.764), tents (p.485), Spring (pp. 1287, 1504, 1507 etc), food (p.596), the sword (p.1225), marriage (p.649). With the help of his imagination he has elaborated otherwise short tales; for example about a hundred pages in Ch.1 are given to the emerging of the Caturaṇs from Abuyagyakrids. These descriptions are irrelevant to a great extent but the author knows no restraint. A bard of the 16th century he had inherited a tradition of exaggeration and the interpolation of extraneous incident. He has done this well, but it will be seen later how the epic-theme has been jeopardised thereby. Here are two specimens of graphic descriptions:-(Of a horse) "His steed Keshore, the gift of his lord,
fit to be yoked to the chariot of the sun, of the blood of Iraq, like a wave of the sea, his ear the lance's point, his eye soft as that of the deer, his mane like the rippling wave, from the bucklers of the slain his hoof struck fire as he bore the bard to the battle!

(Of a marriage) "The women raised the song of joy; saffron vestments are displayed. Sānyogitā appeared like a heavenly Apsarā. The sacred book was opened at the Rohini Nakshatra, the Mekh Ṣakrānta, the Indramā yog. The Sun was in the eighth house, the Moon and Mercury in the seventh, Brihaspat in the third, Saturn and Rāhu in the fourth and Mars in the first, the place of progeny. This eclipse was ended by the gifts of the Rāṭhore Prithirāj. The stream of the sword had passed."

Treatment of Nature: — The poet appears to be not without some feeling for Nature, though his figures drawn from it are on the whole conventional however aptly applied to his purpose. Occasionally he compares some aspect of Nature to a battle-scene. "The clouds cover the sky and so it becomes dark in the rainy season. In the battle-field a similar darkness prevails, due to the weapons as they fall and the dense masses of troops.

40. These passages are from the translation by Tod in *Vow of Sānyogitā*. 
Like lightning the swords are shining here and the thunder resembles the roar of elephants.

Sometimes he becomes a pedantic worshipper of Nature. The Sun gives light even to the Moon. It does away with the darkness. It is respected even by Brahma and Vishnu. It moves all over the sky on a single-wheeled chariot.

The following is splendid in declamation, if its figures are somewhat overwrought. When Prithviraja wishes to set out to bring Sanyogita, Queen Pundirada tries to dissuade him, saying: "Long are the days, the nights are short, the water shrunk up, the fires of heaven kindled. The traveller at the sight of sun-rise takes refuge in the shade, his mind bewildered, the wind send up showers of flame; lakes are dried up and the fish quivering expire. The God of Love has turned anchorite; stripped of verdure are the trees, Oh, husband beloved, at such a time proceed not!"

To all his haters, as the winter is passing the daughter of Hammir would detain him: "The season of joy has approached, but without thee, the sound of the cuckoo is painful to my ear, the hum of the bee as the voice of a foe. Oh, beloved! though the blossoms of the "Amba" are like the forms of the God of Love, yet without thee it ceases to be a season of joy."

41. नरे यस्माद चिंतन हुए हैंग्र हैंग्रा नमो नस्ति यत्र तद्भवित्तिः
42. सैलान ईद अश्लिष्येत त्रिम्बकादिवेद गृहमयितां भवेत विष्णुस्तिः
43. सैलान ईद अश्लिष्येत त्रिम्बकादिवेद गृहमयितां भवेत विष्णुस्तिः
44. Tod's translation "The Vow of Sanyogita"
It will be admitted that the bard, the follower of war, had power to turn to good account imagery whether conventional or the product of his own imagination.

Characterisation: - His stage is too disturbed with scenes of battle to allow of much characterisation, except in the scattered accounts of Prithviraj. At his side are the famous male characters, Someswar, Anaigpäl, Rāval Samar Singh, Kañh, Dhīr Pundîr, and Chand. The female characters are mainly his wives.

The other characters are his enemies or their allies, viz. Bhora-Bhimaṅg, the king of Gujrāt; Nahar Rāi, the king of Mandover; Shahbū'ld-Dīn Gori; Kumodmani, the king of Kumayū; Jāicand, the king of Kannauj; Bhim, the king of Ujjain; Parimāl, the king of Mahobā. All of them have been defeated by him save Shahbū'ld-Dīn, a doughty warrior:

"वस्मास्य रशिर तीनं। चंद्र खूंड़े शुचिः रतनम।।
ब्रह्मैव भान गृहकोषम। पद्मः मुक्तिः मुनसाम खलन।।

श्रयस्ते अं अपृत्योदितां खण। कर फललयं खूंडे गुणं
रत्ने औरे खूंडे अतिरिक्त समाजन करे मुखे नमस्ते॥

(स. 63, ch. 51)"
Prithviraj himself is strongly drawn. He was the last Hindu king who fought stubbornly to defend his land from the Muslim invader. Though his love of pleasure and his lasciviousness lessened his capacity for statecraft and warring, yet his qualities were greater than his defects.

He held till the last to certain Hindu ideals. He gave shelter to a Muslim refugee, knowing that thereby he risked offending Shahabuddin. He pardoned the defeated Shahabuddin several times; and in Raso he valiantly incurred death by killing his enemy in the latter's own court.

Supernatural Elements: The poet has taken much help of the Supernatural. The instances may be grouped according to their sources:

(1) Mythology.

(2) Folk Tales.

(3) Superstitions.

(4) A mixture of all three.

(1) The greatest role of the Supernatural comes from Hindu mythology. (a) Indra has been notorious since the Vedic era for jealousy of another's prosperity. He was so in the case of Harisji Chandra, a king of Ayodhya, and Bali, the demon king. In Raso he was
envious of Prithīrāj's prosperity, and sent a Gandharva to create enmity between him and Jaicand, to bring about the ruin of the former. In a similar way Saraswati is sent in Rām-carit-mānas, to change the mind of Kaikeśi in favour of the exile of Rām.

(b) The Ethereal Voice: - This voice from above has often entered into the old mythology. In this work it told of the victory of Caud in the court of Shahābu'd-Dīn.

(c) Gods are supposed to give "Darśan" to those with whom they are pleased. In this work Prithīrāj gets a glimpse of Śiva and Hanumān (v. 263 and 267, ch. XXI).

(2) There are a number of tales which relate how a certain person met with a saint and was given miraculous powers by him. Here Caud meets a Rṣi who grants him the power to produce 52 warriors. The other miraculous tales are:

(1) The digging up of treasure.

(2) The story of the Elephants.

(1) A treasure was stated to lie in the forest of Nāgore. Prithīrāj and a friend went there. First of all an image was broken and then they had to fight a demon. When the place had been dug up a stone-built house was discovered and a golden and bejewelled swing was seen and a gold doll playing on a flute and dancing."

45. Rāsc, ch. 58, v.105. 46. Rāsc, v.44. ch. XXIV.
(b) The elephants demolished the garden of the sage Dirgha-Tapa; on account of his curse they became weak and entered into the service of men. Indra grew jealous of the attention given to them by a saint and Apsarā Rambahā was sent to allure the saint, but he cursed her and she was turned into a female elephant.

(3) Superstitions:—Superstitions grew stronger among Hindus under the for them debilitating Muslim rule. They worshipped a number of gods and goddesses. In Rāṣa Cānd is said to get help from a goddess. Likewise the belief in auspicious omens plays a considerable part in this work. Rājpūt warriors always looked out for auspicious omens before starting on any venture. Some of the more curiously auspicious are the falling of greens, and the sight of a woman with a pot of water; and of the inauspicious, the sight of a woman with an unfilled waterpot.

(4) Such a mixture is seen in the account of the origin of the Cāthāns from Ābū yagya Kuhda. The long account begins with the mythological story of Jan-mejaya, as mentioned in Mahābhārata. Into it are woven such stories

47. Rāṣa ,v.4-8. ch.27.
as that of saint Galav and his disciple Uttang, and also folk tales and superstitions.

Figures of Speech: - This poet has not set out to adorn his work with figures of speech. Where they do appear they are aptly employed, e.g., on pages, 764, 765, 774, 821, 977, 1134, 987, 1135, 1279, 1304, 1305, 1418, 1455, etc.

At one place he has likened the battlefield to black raincloud, at another a woman to Spring. He has used various traditional subjects of similes, such as the lotus, trees, the sun and moon, shadows and shades, raindrops, serpents and deities. His Almaḫkārās do not mar the beauty of his poems but help to a great extent to their understanding and are an aid to beauty.

Its Form: - The poem contains 69 cantos or chapters comprising about 100,000 verses. The cantos are often designated according to their principal theme, e.g., घुड़नाल, क हर. Its commonest metres are Sāṭak, Kavitt, Dūhā, CauπāI, Trotak, Gāhā, and Bhujahī. Sāṭak like the Sloka begins a narrative well, and the Kavitt is well fitted to develop effectively a heroic "flavour". The CauπāI is admirably suited to narrative; it is light and quick and can keep the tale from dragging. The Dūhā fills a similar function to that of the Greek
chorus, it can bridge a span of days or express proverbial wisdom, and so help to knit the several strands of the theme. Trotak conveys joy or pathos or other sentiment. Gāhā takes up a question or solves a problem, and Bhujangī utters a challenge to an opponent. The metres are not so changeable as in Rām-Candrīkā nor have they the settled precision of Rām-Carit-Mānas, which ensured a calmer atmosphere when worldly antagonisms did not enter and man's soul faced great spiritual issues.

As an Epic: — The work satisfies the main requirements of an epic, inasmuch as it deals continuously with the life-story of Prithīrāj, a Kshatriya king, a hero in action, whose conduct reached between its merits and demerits, the mean of manly virtue held to be the standard of its time; and, a further condition, it deals with many phases of life and nature.
Development of Indian Warfare till Rāṣa

The earliest accounts of warfare in India are traced in the *Rgveda*. In the battle between Indra and Vṛtrāsura a vajra (a projectile) was used to kill the latter. In all the *Vedas* Viṣṇu has been described as the long-stepping god, equipped with bow and arrows. By this time the Aryans had emerged from their primitive condition and had need of weapons of offence and defence. Viṣṇu’s bow and arrows mark a great advance in this direction. Varuṇa had a "pāś" or noose and Śiva had a "śula" or trident. A quotation from *Tattiriya Āraṇyak* says of the origin of the bow and arrow: "Viṣṇu departed with fame and the gods followed him, seeking to obtain fame. From his left hand a bow was produced and from his right arrows. Hence the bow and arrow have a divine origin. They were many but could not overcome him though he was only one." In the Vedic period horses were ridden in the saddle and driven in the chariots of warriors. Later, in the Brāhmaṇic period also, bows and arrows remained the...
main weapons and chariots the main conveyances.

(In the Mahābhārata, Kṛṣṇa like Achilles of the Greeks, was wounded by an arrow in the one vulnerable part which would prove a mortal wound). By the time of Rāmāyana a certain amount of organisation of troops in the field had developed. The army was arranged in divisions. The actual numbers of a division are as follows: infantry 109,000, cavalry 65,000; elephants numbered 21,000, and chariots 21,000. These figures seem exaggerated as the army of Rām is said to have 18 such divisions. In Mahābhārata, too, Pāṇḍavas are said to have seven such divisions and Kaṇḍravas eleven at the beginning. The preliminary to war was the dispatch of an ultimatum such as the Kaṇḍravas sent to the Pāṇḍavas with abusive speech. The envoy was returned with words no less abusive from their side. Similarly Ángad was dispatched by Rām to Rāvana's court. In the lack of a favourable response the army attacked the enemy's front without further warning. The divisions were distributed among various groups, headed by gallant fighters and these were posted at places of importance according to

5. Bhāskara Bhatta, Bṛhadāraṇyakopāna, p. 139. (Kāmśāya Sulphala Brāhmaṇa by Caland p. 63.)

the status of their chiefs. Battles were mainly decided by the simple combat between eminent warriors of both the parties. The fights between Lakshmana and Meghnad, and Ram and Ravana are instances of such. Chariots were the most usual vehicles at that time. Besides the customary bow and arrow other weapons employed were the club (gadā), favoured by Hanuman and other monkeys; the sword (used sometimes by Ravana and Meghnad); the spear (śakti); the axe (paraśu), the favourite weapon of Parasuram; the hammer (mudgar), the discus (cakra). The chariots had room for two persons, the warrior and the driver, and both were legitimate prey. Sometimes two warriors rode in the same chariot, as Ram and Lakshmana. The chariots too were an object of attack, and we find that Ram and Ravana were placed at a great disadvantage owing to the destruction of their chariots. Fighting started in the morning and ended at sunset. At sunrise both sides renewed the engagement. Till the time of Mahābhārata the rules of chivalry demanded that horsemen should fight against the horsemen, those on elephants against elephants and so on. Heroes still used chariots:

\[\text{\ldots}\]
The writer of Ṭaḥafat Naṣirī, describing the battle between Prithirāj and Shahābu'd-Dīn Gorī says "The Sultan attacked Rājā Govinda Rāē of Delhi who was seated on an elephant and knocked out two of his teeth with a lance. The Rājā hurled a stone that severely wounded the Sultan's head." Swords and lances were the common weapons, but as in this case, stones were employed as missiles. The chariot was by this time out of favour. A different technique was employed by the Muslims. Until fairly recent times elephants have been often employed on the battlefield, though now their use has ceased as they readily stampede. An interesting matter of tactics is the statement in Rāso that Prithirāj when hard pressed drew up his men in four-square formation the better to resist the charge of the cavalry and elephants. Many of his soldiers were trampled down inside the square.

The sword and the lance have since long centuries been favourite weapons. Indian blades made in the Punjab and swords, made in Sylhet, had a reputation that long continued in poetry. Guerilla tactics have always been popular with hill men, who are thus spared the risks of large concentrations. But in the field a large scale disposition was necessary. In Rāso there is mention of the crescent formation, i.e. two flanks in advance of the centre; this and the like was the Hindu mode of attack.

Muslim armies had a vanguard, a right and left wing and a centre. In Rāso charges on horses, and elephants were made. The horse has been an old friend of warrior. The story of the elephants of Puru against Alexander is well known. The poet of Rāso describes the fighting between Jaichand and Prithiraj and, Shahābu'd-Dīn. In the former he mentions only the above-mentioned weapons, in the latter big guns and ammunition. The mention of these is an anachronism. Even into the Mahābhārata they have been introduced: "Armed with instruments which vomited iron balls and bullets from their throats and with machines that propelled large stones and rockets, they rushed forward to strike Krishna."

9. अर्जुन ने कश्यप से लागू होने का आदेश किया। अर्जुन ने गंगा से जलाते हुए अयुध कराए।

In Baso's cannonade the names given are hathnāvī, ṣaḥbūr, etc. But gunpowder was not introduced into the Deccan till the close of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th century.

11. Introduction to Bidar, by Ghulām Yazdānī (1948); Supra, p.35
The Last Stage of Bardic Poetry: The treasures of Rājasthānī literature were ransacked by Col. James Tod. The Bardic records of the princes of states like Mārwār, and Mewār yielded the epic material of the longer heroic stories recorded in the "Vacanikās". The Hindi bards of this period did not sing of those in whose courts they lived, but rendered in song a story of a gory-battlefield. The last famous one in this style was the Vacanikā by Jāgo, which told of the battle of Ujjain.

Jāgo's had as a model the Vacanikā Acal Dāsā Khicī Rā by Śiva Dāsā, in which was celebrated the courageous struggle of Acal Dās in defence of his strong-hold in the first half of the 15th century. He died heroically fighting against the forces of the Pātisāha of Mandev. This work belonged to the old Dingal period, and its style is somewhat uncouth. Another source of inspiration Dr. Tessaorti found in the Gaja Rūpikā, which narrates the adventures in the battlefield of Rājā Gaj Singh of Jodhpur, father of Jaswant Singh.

There is another poem Ratan Rāso, by Sādhu Kumbhakarna, which gives an account of the battle of

1. Anāls and Antiquities of Rājasthānt (ed. Crooke) Vol. I. 60v
3. Ibid. 4. Ibid.
Ujjain. It has no connection with the Vacanikā of Jāgo, and is in the Āṅgikā dialect.

Vacanikā Rāṭhore Ratan Sinh Jī Ḍ ṇ Magahesādasotā Ḍī ṇ-

It has been said of this work that "There is hardly any Caran of ordinary learning and reputation, who has not in his collection of books, a manuscript copy of the Vacanikā"

Its Author: - The name of its author, as given in the last stanza of the work (265) and confirmed by tradition is Jāgo, and abbreviation of Jaga Mala. He was a Caran of the Khirīva clan. The name of the father of our author is not given here, not in any other work, but as a result of his researches Dr. Tessitotory believed Jāgo to have been a servant at the court of Ratan Singh of Ratlām. Rām Singh, after the death of his elder brother Ratan Singh, granted Jāgo two villages of Almiyo and Deerī in the territory of Ratlām, which continued to be held by his descendants until the year 1903 A.D. Jāgo is believed to have died at Ratlām, but in what year is not known.

The Story of Vacanikā: - The Vacanikā commemorates the battle of Ujjain, in which Mahārājā Jaswant Singh of Jodhpur, a leader of the Imperial army made an attempt to withstand the joint forces of Aurangzeb and Murād, the

5. The Introduction to Vacanikā p. l.
two rebel sons of Shāh Jahān, who were marching on Āgrā (1658 A.D.). The Imperial army was defeated and Jaswaṅt Singh had to retire into the desert in his own country. The Rājpūts had fought bravely, and among those of them who sacrificed their life on that day was Ratakīṅgh, Rājāh of Ratlām in Mālawā, and this poem celebrates particularly his bravery and death. It belongs to a date closely following that of the battle, c. 1660.

Its Language: - There are two dialects used by the bards of Rājpūtānā in their poetical compositions, Dingal and Pingal. This Vacanikā is written in the former. Dr. Tessitori divides Dingal into two forms, an old and a modern. He further says that Rājasthānī literature till the end of the 16th century is said to have been written in old Dingal and the later in modern Pingal. This Vacanikā however is in the old form. But signs of transition are apparent. For example the diphthongs ai and au are now e and o. The vocabulary of the bards has remained the same. But some uncommon words, like Ghurasa, Javadhi, Saradhū, occur in the Vacanikā.

Its Form: - A "Vacanikā" is a work in rhymed prose; such is known by this name in Dingal. "It is a

6. Introduction to Vacanikā, p. 4.
rhymed prose governed by no rules except that each phrase or sentence in it, no matter whether long or short, is required to rhyme with the next phrase or sentence. The chief verse forms used in this Vacanika are Dûhâ, Chappaya, Kavitt, and Gâhâs. Chandas in it are mainly of the Bhujiangi variety, based on Gaj Rûpak by Adhokishano.

Literary Value: Though this Vacanika may not occupy a high place in the literature yet, in the words of Dr. Tessitori, "It is as elaborate in form as any of the poems of the highest repute". It does not satisfy the conditions of the epic, and its main interest is as a relic of the last stage of the poetry of the heroic age of Hindi.

Second to it in time, and first in repute and worth, comes Veli Kisan Rûmînî Rî by Prithirâj which has won praise from both Western and Eastern critics. It represents a highly developed form of bardic poetry in its last stage.

Its Author: Prithirâj was a poet warrior at the court of the Moghul Emperor Akbar (r.1562-1605)

He was a brother of Rājā Rāi Śiṅgh of Bīkāner, and was born about 1550 A.D. He took part in the Imperial expedition against Mīrzā Ḥākim of Kabul. This was probably the second expedition of 1580, which Akbar made against Ḥākim, when he forced him to submission. His gallantry won him a fief in Gujārānā. But it was his verse that won him the greatest fame. He was a "cavalier", and troubadour and pious", he was honoured in his life-time as a saint; he was a poet who sang the praises of Kṛṣṇa and was at the same time a warrior in the campaigns of Akbar. He was a contemporary of Tulsi Dās, and it is of further interest to note that each of these penned his masterpiece under a strong religious stimulus, the difference being in the object of their devotion.

The Story: In the 291, the poet tells of the origin of his story. It has been taken from Śrīmad-Bhāgawat, chs. 52 to 55. However the story begins with the court of Bhīma, father of Rukmīṇī, firstly as his regarding women as superior to men, and secondly as his purpose of making his poem rhetorical. Rukmīṇī grows up with all the charm of a young maiden. Then her brother's desire to give her hand in marriage to Śiśupāl, contrary to her wishes and to those of her
parents. Rukmini is in love with Kṛṣṇa and sends word to him. In the mean-time Śiśupāl comes to claim her hand. She elopes with her lover, Śiśupāl follows them and fights with Kṛṣṇa, but is defeated. Kṛṣṇa takes her home and they get married with Brāhmaṇic ritual. The poem concludes after the birth of a son. At the close the poet praises his book and calls it "Kām-Dhemū", for there is no blessing which it cannot bestow on its readers.

Literary Value: - As mentioned above, it is one of the best specimens of Rājasthānī literature. "The great merit of the poem is in the combination of a delightful genuineness and naturalness of expression, with the most rigorous elaborateness of the style" Dr. Tessitori considers that it refutes the opinion of those who maintain that Dingal is "too harsh for erotic or idyllic subjects, and only fit for heroic themes".

Veli must be classified as a short narrative poem since it does not fulfill the conditions of an epic. According to Daṇḍin and Kaviropolis Viśvanāth, "A short narrative poem is a short form of an epic where one
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aspect and one "flavour" have been developed", and the Veil is covered by this definition. Though it follows the Saïskrit epics in the beginning in as much as it opens with prayers to the deity and its story is centred round the great figures of Kṛṣṇa and Rukmīṇī, and it deals with many aspects of life and Nature; yet it cannot be classed as an epic, since it contains only one chapter and in place of eight. (per Sāhityad). It is a short narrative poem in epic manner, and is without sufficient epic intention.

11. Sāhitya Darpanas, s. 550
III. THE SÜFİ AGE: PADUMĀVATĪ as representative epic.
Introduction (From the Bardic Age to Jāyasī):

With the Bardic age ended the glory of Hindu rule and culture in India. Muslim sovereignty by this time was well established. Before the eyes of the Hindus their temples were destroyed, images broken, priests disrespected and they made helpless, and gloom prevailed in their community. Their only solace was to pray for God's mercy and aid. Such was the political situation.

Religion had fallen on evil days. The masses were victims of superstitions. From the beginning their religion rested on the three main bases of action, knowledge and devotion. With these three was combined the idea of self-sacrifice. The absence of one of them in any age destroyed the soundness of the faith. Without action religion becomes quietist, in the absence of knowledge it is blind, without devotion it is soulless. Very few are in possession of knowledge; action and devotion alone are really available to the common people.

Among sectarians the Nāthpaithīs and Vajrayānī saints indulged in false penances to the neglect of other duties of religion. They misled people with their false mysticism and its wonders. Their doctrines had no place for love and devotion. Fortunately the learned stood fast by the ideals of Vedānta, and there were some poets whose verses moved men to a piety and devotion that influenced Muslims also.
These poets spoke of a God comprehensible to them. Rāmānuja-cārya, Vallabha-cārya, and Rāmānanda instituted their own rites of devotion and some of their disciples have enriched poetical literature.

Some saints combined the false penances referred to above with devotion in one tenet. Nāmdev, a famous saint of the Deccan, adopted it and admitted into the circle of adherents to both Hindus and Muslims. After him Kabir gave definite shape to it and the Nirgun-Panth emerged.

Kabir was influenced by Vedāntism in his belief in one God, and in his advocacy of devotion he followed Sufism and Vedāntism does not acknowledge a formless Supreme Being as the object of worship and Kabir did not accept this philosophy as he believed in a god without form. Nanak, Dadū and Matūk Nās followed him and spread his teaching among the masses.

The Nirgun-Panth of Kabir inculcated both devotion and knowledge (of God), but the penances remained the same as of Nathpanthis. Next there sprang up a school of saints who worshipped God in human form. Under this influence were composed the poems of the Rāmājate and Krāna-cults. It will be seen later how Tulsī Dās heralded the path of devotion in his life of Rām.¹

¹. Infra p. 119
This late school was called Sagun-Panith.

These two creeds (Sagun and Nirgun) continued from 15th till 17th century. In the long list of poets connected with them those of Nirgun stand first. There were two main divisions among them according as they placed the emphasis on knowledge or love. As the poets of the first category did not compose any epic-narrative, interest here lies in those of the second. The latter established the greatness of love through imaginary tales. Through wordly love they revealed the path of love towards God. These tales were well-known to the mass of the Hindus. In their main features they show how man shares life in common with the trees and birds and thus prove the unity of all life.

A story of this kind was first employed by Iśwar Dās in Satyavitī-Kathā in the reign of King Sikandar Shāh of Delhi. It was written in Dohās and Cāmpāis, and begins with a conversation in Patrānic style. A Dohā follows each five Cāmpāis, and there are 58 Dohās in all. Its language is Avadhi. Its language and the style were followed by the Sufī poets.

It may be pointed out here that this style of Dohās and Cāmpāis originated in Apabhraṃśa-literature. Some six poems, called Rāsos, were written in Apabhraṃśa. Jain Merutang and his contemporaries left much for the writers of the later days as models to follow. Bhavi-Sayatt-
Kahē is a specimen of this style and Hindi owes much to this literature. Sufism is tolerant, and its absorption in meditation on divine love made it respected among Hindus as well. The first of the Sūfī poets was Kutban, who wrote Mrgāvatī, in which the love-story of the prince of Chandranagar and Mrgavati, the daughter of Rupmurūrī of Kanchan, is described. The poet has shown the difficulties and sacrifices on the path of love, and spoken of the divine love. Sufism enters at some places.

The next Sūfī poet is Manjhan, who composed a similar work, Madhumālatī, but better and larger though incomplete. It deals with the romance of Manohar, son of the king of Kanesar, and Madhumālatī, a princess of Mahāras. In the work there are some supernatural elements. The storm, Madhumālatī's conversion into a bird, etc., show how Sūfī poetry adopted this element from Hindu sources. This is the more important to note as such elements are found in Jāyasī's epic. The Sūfī conception of all-pervading love enters into the tale. The pain arising from the separation from the Beloved(God) is of the very fibre of Sūfī romanticism. When a lover experiences this pain he sees all the world as it really is; pain permeates it and all within it. Manjhan's example was productive of other such poems in Hindi, foremost of which is the Padumāvatī. Jāyasī in this work has mentioned five of these by name, of which only two are extant, Mrgāvatī and Madhumālatī.
The Poet: - Malik M. Jāyasī was a disciple of a famous saint Shālikh Muḥyī’d-Dīn and lived in Jāyas in Avadh. He wrote the Padumāvatī in the time of Sersān about 1540 A.D. Not much is known of him except some references in stories, current at that time. He was a great Sūfī saint, and led a very pious life. He was famous for the boons he bestowed; after one such favour to the Rājā of Amethī, a son was born to the Rājā. Some of the manuscripts of Padumāvatī are in Persian character, and so it has come about that the date of composition has occasionally been read 927 A.H. for 947, the earlier date does not fall within the period of Sersān (r. 946 - 52 A.H.) An old translation of Padumāvatī in Bengali confirms the earlier date. Some think that probably Jāyasī began writing in 927 and went on till 947, but the argumentation seems useless in view of the fact that the numerals for "two" and "four" could easily be confused in Persian. Sudhākar Dwivedi’s research gives Ghazipure, U.P., as the place where Jāyasī was born.

Jāyasī has said of himself that he was one-eyed, an infirmity at which others sometimes jested. He has praised the first four Caliphṣ which indicates that he was a Sunnī Muslim. The to - name "Malik" was
was added to his name Mohammad from respect, and as he lived in Jāyas, he took as nisbat Jāyasī; thus his full designation is Malik Moḥammad Jāyasī. He wrote two books Padumāvatī and Akharāvatī. The latter contains Caupāis arranged in alphabetical order and dealing with God and his creatures, and the love between them. But Jāyasī's fame rests on the former, which speaks of the soul's highest aspirations and the pain of separation from God.

The Story: — Padumāvatī, the daughter of King Gandharvasen of Singhal, was peerless in beauty and qualities and no suitable match for her could be found. She had a parrot, named Ḥirāman which was very learned and could speak fluently. One day while it was telling Padumāvatī of the difficulty of finding a suitable match for her, the king over-heard it and became angry. The next day the bird flew away from fear of the wrath of the king, but greatly to the sorrow of Padumāvatī. It was captured by a fowler, who sold it to a Brāhmaṇa of Cittaur. Raja-Ratan, son of Cittaur bought it from him for a large of rupees, and became very attached to it. One day while he was out hunting, Queen Nāgmatī, who was very proud of her beauty, asked the parrot, "Is there any more beautiful woman than I?" At this the bird laughed and, describing the beauty of Padumāvatī, said that there was as great a difference between them as between darkness
and light.

The Queen, fearing lest the king should get to hear of her, gave orders to kill the bird. But the maid-servant knowing of the king's fondness for it, hid it in her house. On his return he was irritated at not finding it. Then it was brought and it related the whole story. At the account of Padumāvatī's beauty the king was overcome with longing, and after a little time he left in the garka of a mendicant to find her. Some steps ahead went the parrot Hirāman, showing the path, and sixteen thousand princes accompanied the king, dressed like him in humble fashion. From Kaling the party sailed to Sinhal. There Ratansen went to a temple and sat sunk in thought of Padumāvatī. The parrot went to Padumāvatī and told her about the Prince, and her heart at once became fired with love. Ratansen once saw her at worship in the temple. Afterwards acting on her instructions he attacked the fort of Gandharvasen, her father and with the help of Śiva and Hanumān, became victorious. Gandharvasen gave Padumāvatī to Śiva who gave her in marriage to Ratansen. The young couple enjoyed many months in the fair isle of Sinhal.

In Cittaur Nāgmati, a wife who has been mentioned earlier, sat miserable owing to the separation and sent messages by
birds to the Prince. He then returned to Cittaur with Padumāvati and friends.

A learned Brāhmaṇa and astrologer Rāghav-Getan, who had been exiled by Ratansen, came and informed Ḍālāmūd-Ḍīn Khiljī, then reigning at Delhi, of the great beauty of Padumāvati. Ḍālāmūd-Ḍīn attempted in vain to capture Cittaur in order to obtain possession of her. By a ruse however he succeeded in laying hold of Ratansen and held him as a hostage for her surrender. During her husband's imprisonment proposals of an insulting nature were made to her by one Devpāl, Rājā of Kumbhalner; these she repelled with scorn. Ratansen was subsequently released from his dungeon through the courage of Gorā and Bādal, the former of whom was killed in the battle which followed. As soon as Ratansen was again seated on his throne, he attacked Devpāl, to avenge the insult offered to his wife and there, after killing his enemy, he himself died due to mortal injury. His two wives became "Sati" with his corpse, and while their ashes were still warm the advance guard of Ḍālāmūd-Ḍīn's Army appeared at the gate of the city. It was nobly defended by Bādal, who fell fighting in the gate, but was finally taken and sacked. In the concluding verses of his work the poet declares it to be an allegory.

The story of Padumāvati is founded on the historical facts of the siege of Cittaur, which is described by Tod
in the *Annals*, 1, 307.

Jāyasī has changed the name of the hero as given there from Bhīmasī to Ratan. From a comparison of the two accounts of the same story it is clear that the first half of Jāyasī's account is based on fiction, but the other on history, though it too contains some imaginary episodes, for example that of Devpāl.

The Language, General Remarks: - As it appears from his epic Jāyasī knew something of other Indian literatures and languages, but was not a savant. He obtained his knowledge more from personal contacts with good associates. An illustration of this is obvious in the frequent use of two words in *Padumāvatī*, viz. Surya (sun), 6and (moon); Ravi, Bhānu, and Diniar occur as alternatives for the former and Sasi, Sasihar and Mayank for the latter, but they have so many more synonyms in Sanskrit. Further he did not know much about Prosody as in his *Campāś* at some places there are 16 syllables, at others 15 only, which is a defect. His *Dohās* mostly contain the wrong number of syllables.

Jāyasī adopted Avadhi as spoken in the villages for his work. Being a branch of Eastern Hindi it differs much from Kharīboli and Braj-bhāṣā.

In Avadhi the verb agrees with the subject in person,
number and case. Here and in i are added at the end of verbal forms, instead of asi or ani. The character ba is used in the end of the future of all verbs. In Khariboli and Brajbhāṣā the case-ending particles are added to the simple forms of the verbs, as kareneko, but in Avadhi these are added to the 1st Person singular of the Present tense of verbs as kāmā. Sometimes these words are not found. Avadhi uses pronouns ending in a, while Brajbhāṣā uses them ending in o. Jayasi and Tulsī both use hai, hai, hai, ti as subjects of transitive verbs in the past tense but ko, yo, so as subjects of the intransitive verbs. The adjectives and nouns in the genitive or possessive relation which end in and o in Brajbhāṣā and Khariboli, end in ā in Avadhi. Here are a few specimens of the forms of words in Padumāvatī:

1. Nominal Forms: - Nouns in Padumāvatī have been used mainly in two genders masculine and feminine. Inanimate objects too come under this rule.

11. Nouns in the masculine end in a, as sarag: in ā as pahārā, in ē as sansārā, in ā as sansārā. Sometimes these nouns end in a diphthong as saai (p.24), rājai (p.44), bhāda (p.240), the latter form is scarce in this work. A few nouns occur ending in ā, as bairi (p.286), bidesi (p.36).
III. Feminine nouns end in बासना, निघन, नागिनी, नाली, माता, मिट्टी, सुम, etc. Sometimes he has seldom used compound words. When he does he observes the Persian order as परस्त्र-रक्षा-कहान, the reverse of the Hindi order, परस्त्र-कहान-रक्षा.

IV. Sometimes he has used very old forms of words, as दिनिया, दिनिया, साध्वा, अभूष, मुलान, भुवाल, भूल, पाध्य, पुहुमी.

V. Verbal Forms:

I. Sometimes a verb has the double form, e.g. करेंकर (present tense, p.28), रक्षिया, मिट्टी, रक्षार (Past tense p.140), देख, देखिया, देखिया (Future tense p.35 etc).

II. Verbs in the imperative mainly terminate in आ, आ, डिया and आन. Such imperatives are found throughout the work.

III. The present participles generally end in इत्या, e.g. जिया, सुम. Some times they end in आत्ती in Fem. gender, e.g. अनाति, एनति (p.163).
IV. The Past Participles generally end in s, e.g., kari (p.163), onaî (p.173). The first form is more frequent than the latter.

(V) Sometimes हूँ or हँ is used as the termination of verbs, showing a sense of respect or soliciting permission e.g. राखिहि rākhīhi (p.27), होता hōta (p.342); हूँ has been used for Khariboli था thā.

Adjectival Forms:

1. Jayasi has mostly employed similes and metaphors to illustrate the qualities of his characters, hence adjectives of quality are not so frequently used. He has changed their gender at only a few places; e.g. निर्मल nirmal (p.14), अनूप Anūp (p.22).

2. Numeral adjectives have been frequently used; they mostly have their forms as in Kharībolī, e.g. एक ek (p.3) नव nav (p.19).

3. Sometimes the numerals have their Avadhi form as spoken in the villages, e.g. दुई dui (p.36), चाहु cahū (p.91).

Other Forms: - Pronouns in Padumāvati retain most of the forms of the standard Avadhi. But the author has taken certain liberties with them; for instance the third personal pronouns have also been used as demonstrative and correlative pronouns as, हिं jehi, ठी tehi (p.110). Such post-positions have been used, as साह kahā, पाई pai, कै kai, केरी keri, साखि sa khī, etc. Adverbs have almost
the same form as in standard Avadhi. But when he requires it the poet adds to them फ़ि हिः or हु हुः, e.g. जलाहू जलाहू (p.120), कालें कताहू (p.39). He has used some very popular proverbs, e.g. ना लहिं नोहे पिताकर राना (p.27) (As long as the father remains the guardian), आंगली बौंदू काल (p.108) (May bad luck fall upon the Yogi!)

Persian Words: - The language of Padumavatī has not been affected by the introducing of Persian or Arabic words. It is only where references to certain persons or events require it that he employs them. When he mentions the Prophet of Islam, the Muslim king, or his Shaikh he gives their names, such as बुहुम्मद (Muḥammad), उस्मान (Uṣmān), हतिम (Ḥātim) and खिसी खिसी (Kistī), and in connection with them he uses such terms as दुनयद (dunyād), अयत (/ayāt), दस्त्गँर (dastgir), शाहक (shāhak), भराज (Murshid). All these words occur in the first chapter, and in the entire remaining portion there are only a dozen of them, and these are Persian terms for coins, or towers or proper names, e.g. अलाउद-दीन (Alāwūd-Dīn), दिनार (dinār), बुर्ज (burj).

Literary Merits.

1. General Remarks: - Jayasī was a true poet and most of his verses express the genuine emotions of the human heart. His pen portrays in masterly fashion joy and sorrow, and the splendours of earth and heaven. Some
of his best scenes depict the joyous play of the young maidens in Sīnghal, the difficulties in the path of love, Padumāvatī's feelings for the Prince, her meeting with him, Nāgmatī's plight because of separation, Ratansen's anger at Alaunād-Dīn's message, the noble part of Gora and Bādal, and the scene at the funeral pyre of Ratansen. The first half of the work is mainly of a romantic character, whereas in the latter half various phases of life have been described. But its style is rather rhetorical, and is not so spontaneous as that of Ram-Carit-Mānas of Tulsī.

His Idea of Poetry: — Sufī poets made their poetry a medium of expression of divine love, and did not write for the sake of the art. Their's was so intimate a communication with God that one is sometimes astonished at the almost anthropomorphic expressions. The out-pouring of feeling had their first attention, not its form.

His Idea of Love: — Love has two aspects in Padumāvatī, an ideal and a philosophical. The former is the first concern here.

Love springs up merely from hearing of the unique virtues of the beloved, as in the case of Ratansen, on hearing of Padumāvatī from Hīrāman. This love was so great that separation from the beloved became unbearable. The ache of this separation can only be understood from experience of it. The condition of the parted lover is
worse for him than dying. To inspire love may, in the poet's view be an easy thing, but to safeguard its sanctity is difficult. The ideal of love is very lofty and only attainable by those with true vision and aware of the sacrifice involved.

The anguish of separation is not amenable to any comforting;

Love is telepathic; Padumāvatī is troubled in Singhal, even without having heard of Ratansen:

"Journeys end in lovers' meeting and now lover and beloved see each other in all things. This is the ideal love when there is total devotion, and this condition is the aim of a worshipper, and of the essence of Sufism."

His Idea of Fate: - There are few utterances about Fate in this work. But the trend of the story, in combination with the few, shows that the poet has taken his idea of
Fate from Hindu tradition. Fate has been an obsessive idea since man's earliest days, but Hindus at the time of this tale were deeply depressed, and too dispirited to fight for their rights, hence their recourse to destiny. Success lay at its disposal and failure, too. These ideas were accepted by Jayasi. He is glad at the expected birth of Padumavati, and thrilled at the thought of her future. But since "Whatever is destined cannot be effaced", so all the events in Padumavati were preordained by the supernatural agent Fate.

Ratansen had love and courage enough to reach Singhal and gain Padumavati, but still he looked towards God for success:

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

Similarly Nāgmati, on separation from her husband, bewails her plight and acknowledges the powerful hand of Fate. Padumavati, when separated from her husband in the storm at sea, looks towards God and confesses that He is the cause of all that happens:

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

2. See Padumavati, p. 172.

Admission of human frailty before the great ordain could go no further.

His Power of Description:—Jāyasī is lavish of words in his descriptions whether of battle,(p.263), of seasons (ch.29), of horses (p.20-21) or of beauty (Padumāvatī's, ch.10), and he freely uses similes and metaphors. Exaggeration heightens the colour-scheme of his pen-pictures.

In Mahādev he describes a complete Nathpanthī Yogī; he dwells at length on the aspects of the six seasons as known in India, explaining their effects on human wishes and ambitions. He excels in his account of Padumāvatī: the tresses of her loosened hair shed darkness over earth and sky:

"The hairs coiled like serpents, and their fragrance rivalled that of the Malaya mountains with their sandal woods; her eye-brows are like a brace of arrows or the opposing armies of Rām and Rāvana (p.49)". The torture of separation to Nāgmatī is effectively expressed. She cried all the year and there was none to pity her; in the meantime the bloodshed in her tears made, "The flowers of the Palāś tree red, and the Parval(a vegetable) ripe, and made the cleft in the wheat grains".

4* तैह सुरूः अर्थ परमस्तवस्य नीपतुमु भागैः उज्ज्वल ग्रीतम्।
परस्म तत्तमा बृहस्पती विश्वासः । (हैदराबाद)
The poet has applied bold colours to represent the pangs of separation. "Because of this flame "Nāgmatī, herself, was burnt and remained a black figure. This flame spread everywhere. From the earth it reached the sky. It was inextinguishable, and whosoever was under its effect, ran far straight ahead."

Besides the "flavours" of rhetoric and pathos the heroic also stands out clear, as in his accounts of warriors and their warfare. When the armies of Ratansen and Aḥād-Dīn battled together sky and earth looked like one. "Both sides stood firm, both were like the never breaking storm. When elephants fought with elephants, it was as if mountains had engaged each other; they were fierce and violent. The heavens were overwhelmed by their trumpeting, and the earth wet with their blood-drops."

He includes in his picture varieties of trees, birds, fruits (p.13); the customs and dishes at a marriage-feast (pp.141-43); and a view of a royal household. The seas too, of Hindu mythology appear (ch.15), and some astrological facts (ch.32). His information is extensive and varied, and his draughtsmanship is seen in massing his materials masterly fashion.

Treatment of Nature: - The poet has come close to Nature in his accounts of it, and seems to enjoy or be sad at what he describes. He seems to be standing by looking on at the various
scenes in a garden. When he mentions trees or birds, he seems to have been close to each of them. When he speaks about the sweetness or sourness of a fruit he appears to have tasted it. The garden-scene delights him, and the sounds of the parrot, Cātak, cuckoo, hāril, and crows are familiar to him. His characters' enjoyment of the seasons reflect his own.

His descriptions of Nature are for their own sake, and not with any philosophical motive. They are given either to convey an idea of the beauty of an object, or to depict the joy or sorrow of some character. Under the first kind come the accounts of gardens, trees, birds, and seas; under the second mention is made of certain birds but mostly of the seasons. The former kind is in evidence in his description of Singhal (ch. 2) and the conduct of Ratansen; and the second when telling of the pleasures of the princess Padumāvatī and her maids, and the grief of forlorn Nāgmatī. To carry the latter's message a bird has been employed:

"किरी कोरी हाव या नैंद खोला।
आच्छानी रानी कहें विद्वंद्व बोला।"

6. कोरे धोल धोली सत्यन लोह।
ग्रेम तुस हों आधिक सिरै नाना।

7. "कोल पार" करे कालन दूसरो।
"यासुकार" की मदुसुप्प सोह।
"या कालन" करे कालन दूसरो।
"या सोह" की मदुसुप्प सोह।
His adaptation of the seasons to the moods or situations of his characters is striking. Here are the illustrations: "Padumāvatī was with Ratansen. It was raining, and the months of the season were pleasant. Padumāvatī had her cherished season. Sky and earth, both, looked charming. The voice of the cuckoo, the rows of doves and the coming of Bīrbaḥūṭī (the rain-insect) all were amusing. The lightning flashed and it rained nicely. The noise of frogs and peacocks added to the cheerfulness. She was with her husband, and at the thunder's roar clasped him by his neck - "

"(Nāgmatī during separation)"

Characterisation: - The main theme of the poem being love, not a great deal of attention has been given to detail in the individual characters. Only those of Ratansen, Padumāvatī and Nāgmatī are followed through several events and remain until the end. The parrot is mentioned only up to the marriage of Ratansen and Padumavati, and Rāghavcetan comes only till his work of investigating Ālānā-Dīn finishes when the latter attacks Cittaur.
Ratansen: He is the celebrated Rājpūt hero of history, to which he is known as Bhīmsen. He fell in love with the beauty of Padumāvatī from hearsay. To gain her he sets out as a mendicant to Singhal where she lived. His love makes him superior to all the hardships of the way. He sees Padumāvatī then and is dazzled by her beauty. Unable to obtain her otherwise he attacks her father's fort, and is victorious, and wins her for his bride. A message from Nāgmatī recalls him to Gītāur, where he rules for years with his two queens, till he had to face the forces of 'Alād-dīn who attacked him to carry off the beauteous young wife. Ratansen fights well but is deceived and imprisoned by the Muslim king. He is released from jail by the gallant efforts of his wife and warriors, but dies later in a battle with Devpāl, who had tried to lure away his queen. Ratansen shows up as a romantic figure, enterprising where his love leads him and capable of great endurance for such a cause. His is a gallant love, but also a constant one; he is faithful where he has given his heart.

Padumāvatī: She was the fair princess of Singhal and many cherished a desire to look on her. At a loss for one to love, she confided her woe to a parrot, named Hīrāman. She was distressed when the bird flew away from
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fear of the wrath of her father. When it returned with Ratansen her joy was full. Her true love makes her prepared to die at the stake with Ratansen and she gives all her allegiance to him when she marries him. She is infuriated at the loathsome suggestions made to her by Alahd-Din and Devpāl. Faithful unto death she perished on her husband’s funeral pyre.

From beginning to end her character is flawless except where she quarrels with Nāgmatī; here she exhibits some of the meanness incidental in the relationship of a co-wife.

Nāgmatī: — She behaves well till her pride is stung and her jealousy roused by the consciousness of a rival. In her impotent fury she prepares to kill something dear to her lord, the parrot. Her grief at his absence is real, but on his return at receipt of her message sent through a bird she again becomes jealous of Padumāvatī and quarrels with her. At the bidding of her husband she grows calm and restrained. Her remaining days she passes agreeably and eventually perishes on his pyre.
Alān'd-Dīn and Rāghavcetan are both evilly minded; the latter behaved treacherously to acquire wealth, and the former is swayed by his lust to his own eventual destruction.

Gorā and Bādal are the two Rājput warriors who give up their lives in the cause of their Prince. Bādal leaves his newly married wife to enter into battle. Gorā in spite of his serious wounds fought till his end:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{में होना कहा अबनि गया!} & \quad \text{तू मा रखल राखा।} \\
\text{राजति सरसी लंपिनि,} & \quad \text{हुरश से देल ग्या पोखा।} \\
\end{align*} \]

Figures of Speech: - The poet is not fond of Alāmārās, but where they do occur, they fit in naturally.

Alliteration and repetition are not so common in this work. Similes and metaphors are in greater number, and it is in the latter that he has best succeeded. His similes are mainly of traditional type and original ones are few. An element of exaggeration has enabled him to lay greater emphasis where he wished. Here are a few examples of his rhetorical devices.

Alliteration: -

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{शेखल रक्तल भयउ गुलवुलता।} \\
\text{तन मा पैंगर ोरहैं जा बाता।} \quad (336) \\
\end{align*} \]

In this ra has been used 4 times.

Repetition of words: - कैद नास न संभारे अपानि अपानि फ्यूडी। (75)

Here अपानि अपानि has been used twice.
Himales: - (Padumāvatī's) teeth are set in her mouth which look like jewels, and in between the dark skin shows; the teeth sometimes shine forth and are like the lightning flashes in the (dark) nights of Bhādā (September)"

Metaphor: - (Ratansen and Padumāvatī become separated in the storm on their return journey; Ratansen says, "The black bee got the lotus and they were happy together. Meantime an elephant came and destroyed all the lotus plants." The meaning is that Ratansen and Padumāvatī were happy together till the cruel storm snatched her away.

Supernatural Element: - The author has often introduced supernatural beings to accomplish some purpose. He takes these mainly from two sources, Hindu Mythology and popular tales and customs.

Under the first category came the sea-god and his daughter Lakṣmī (p.201). The sea comes in the shape of a Brāhmaṇa (p.206).

Under the second comes the part played by the parrot; the rising of the garland in the pond (p.30); the predictions, which prove to be true, of the astrologers about Ratansen (ch.6); superstitions (p.56); Pārvatī, Hanumān, Mahādev as helpers of
Ratansen (p.127); a huge and dangerous demon that dragged Ratansen's boat (ch.33); etc.

Allegory in Padumāvatī: - In the conclusion the author writes that his work has an allegorical signification. Thus Cittaur is the body itself, Ratansen being the soul, Singhal the heart, and Padumāvatī wisdom; the parrot Hiraman is the guru, none can realise formless deity; Naṃmatī is worldliness; Rāghavcoetan represents the devil and 'Alaald-Dīn is worldly attraction.

In his work Jāyasī has expatiated on the form of God and his omnipotence (pp. 205-6) and his existence in all the creatures (p.202), and appropriately made human love an illustration of that divine love through which this omnipotence and existence can be realised, He has given an"allegorical interpretation" of the narrative and to have purposed such from the beginning as an analysis of his ideas shows.

In Ṣūfism the lover is the representative of the soul, so this is correct as applied to Ratansen, and, being the body as Ratansen lived there, Padumāvatī as wisdom living in Singhal, the heart, is contrary to the Ṣūfī idea. Ṣūfīs admit four divisions of human faculties:
(1) Nafs (the senses), (2) Ḥaql (wisdom), (3) Ḥalb (the heart) (4) Ruh (the soul). Thus wisdom is not in the heart but has its separate identity.

Further, the heart has been regarded by the Sufis as formless like the soul. So Singhal is not suitably interpreted here as it is territorial. Further, there is not much difference between worldliness (दुनिया-स्वर) and worldly attraction (आयाम). Nāgmati tried to resist Ratansen's going to seek Padumāvati and Ḍom-Dīn wished to carry her away, and so in both cases there were attempts to deprive the soul of its wisdom. Further, nowhere is wisdom regarded as deity whose realisation the soul tries to achieve through love, so if Padumāvati remains wisdom, the attempts of Ratansen, the soul, would be futile. The role of the parrot as the gurū would be in keeping with tradition. This idea has been accepted by Vālmiki and Vyās. Kaṭār laid such emphasis on the gurū: "कर्म सत्तासंग मुरुदेवलसे-चतन गरिहः
आसुने द्वस्ते नैषि भागी।" (कृ.सर्वामन्क, Kaṭār),
and later Tulsi accepted it: "लिनु मुरु दूरसे सवि राम,
राम किं हों दित्तिविकास निःसु ते।" (र.ग.र.र. 8).

But the gurū leads the soul not merely to wisdom, but to true knowledge (of God), and wisdom is only a means to that end. The belief in the unity of God and the soul is one conception of Hindu philosophy and here God has been said to be beyond the wisdom (बुद्धि). 23 But as has been mentioned there runs an allegory throughout the work. This sense of allegory

23. भन्स्यरु पश्च भुज्रुणो भुजुः पश्चातः स:।
(क. र. 3-42).
This work of Jayasī shows some influence of the Persian romantic Masnavī. There is also apparent and influence from such a renowned Sufi work as the Masnavī Mantiqut-Tayr of Fariduddin Attar (About 1157 - 1229 A.D.), an allegorical poem of something over 4,600 couplets. Its subject is the quest of the birds for the mythical Simurgh, God "The Truth". It begins with the usual doxologies; including praise of God, of the Prophet, etc. The narrative portion of the poem comprised 45 "discourses" (Maqālāt) and a conclusion (Maḥātima). It describes the birds' assembly and their choosing the Hoopoe, a bird celebrated since the time of Solomon among the Muslims, as their leader to conduct them on their quest. The Hoopoe harangues them in a long discourse, telling of the perilous road which they must traverse to reach the Simurgh. They pass in succession through seven valleys of Search (the stages of the path in Sufism), ultimately purged of all self and purified by their trials, they find the Simurgh and in finding it they find themselves.

Jayasī begins his narrative with similar invocations. In Padmavatī the parrot like the Hoopoe, leads the way of the lover Ratansen; it tells him of the troubles on the way to his beloved before they start. They had to cross
the seven seas, and afterwards Ratansen undergoes great hardships and obtains Padumāvatī, the desired object of his search, and realises the Self. The story up to this point is the equivalent about the first half of Padumāvatī. Thus the allegory on the lines of the Persian ḡasanavi ends where Ratansen marries Padumāvatī. And its later portion becomes more historical.

As an Epic: — Thus Padumāvatī contains a famous story, with a renowned Rājput king for its hero; it deals with various phases of life and Nature, and illustrates a "symbolic attitude", in man's life. Jāyasī believed in a particular creed but it has not warped his judgment or tolerance and he has dealt most sympathetically with a Hindu story. He is pleased at the pleasure of Padumāvatī and Ratansen, and sorry for Nāgmatī's self torture in separation, and deprecates Ḥālād-Dīn's attack on the Hindu prince. The greatness of his poem depends in great part on his breadth of mind and his sympathetic heart, and these qualities go to make Padumāvatī one of the successful Hindi epics.

Sūfism in Padumāvatī: — Sūfism was born soon after the death of the Prophet of Islam and proceeded on orthodox lines. It and its counterpart in Christianity, mysticism, have long been a subject of study, unremitting 25.

in these days of psychological penetration into the deeper things of the mind.

The derivation of the name is now generally accepted to be from the Arabic سُور (sūr), ascetics wore such rough garments in their subjection of the flesh. It flourished most outside Arabia. In Iraq, a cockpit of many theories of life and faith, it came into contact with gnosticism, and in Persia with a speculative quality of mind. In the effort to study it as an outcome of Islam there has been an unpreparedness to look for contact with Indian philosophy; but trade and other connections with India were so many and so close that men reaching unto God could not but be influenced by Indian speculation. Sir William Jones writes of Sufism: "A figurative mode of expressing the fervour of devotion, or the ardent love of created spirits towards their Beneficent Creator, has prevailed from time to time immemorial in Asia; particularly among the Persian theists, both ancient Hūshangīs and modern Sūfīs, who seem to have borrowed it from the Indian philosophers of the Vēdāntā school." This "figurative mode of expressing the fervour of devotion" is exemplified in the Hindi Sūfī poets, and Jāyasī shows just such devotion in his Padumāvati.

27. See, Intr., to the History of Sufism, by Arberry, p.9.
The Sufi state of feeling is picturesquely shown in Padumāvati: "Leaving that state (and its affairs) the Rājā became a mendicant and took with him a small Sāraṅgī (the instrument). He rubbed the ashes on his body and his soul was totally absorbed (in the love)". Thus a Sufi surrenders all to become entirely devoted to love towards God. Ratansen in Padumāvati reaches such a state of single-minded devotion in which he is devoid of conflicting stimuli. "He has left all his kith and kin and to him now troubles and pleasures were alike." This is the mystic state of Sufis as Sir Md. Iqbal says: "The mystic state brings us into contact with the total passage of reality in which all the diverse stimuli merge into one another."

The oneness of God with his creation (Monism) is different from the belief in God of an orthodox Muslim (Monotheism). A Sufi believes in an all-pervading God, but the creed of the orthodox Muslim is exoteric; he believes in one omnipotent God, who is the creator, preserver and destroyer of the world. Sufis believe that the objects of sense are merely the outward form of the Great Spirit, hence they devote themselves to loving one, and thus they love all simultaneously. This idea of God and of love of Him is set forth in Padumāvati. The greater the devotion to the Beloved, the closer the relationship.
Sufis believe in "Abiding after passing away," Jayasi says, "Until a person loses his identity, he cannot realise the cherished object." This means that true love requires the utmost sacrifice and it is through sacrifice that the desired object is gained.

Sufis traverse several stages to reach their goal. Before attaining to Fana, the mystic seeker must traverse by slow stages, the tarīqāt or path to reach haqīqat (reality), or the goal of union. The path comprises seven stages: repentance, abstinence, renunciation, poverty, patience, trust in God and satisfaction. It is through these stages that the mystic passes from the contemplating self into one contemplated and attains to the state of union which is the goal of quest. Ratansen (the lover) traverses these stages to reach his desired object.

The element of quietism (rizā) gave Sufism a tolerant and peaceful tone. There is much discussion about the source of this element, but some scholars trace it to Indian ideals. Anyhow this spirit was in Jayasi; he mentions Hindu gods and

31. जयसी तदुपात्र । नरेन्द्र । जयसी तदुपात्र ।(Kedarkant)
32. जयसी तदुपात्र । जयसी तदुपात्र । (Akharvat)
goddesses with due respect. The late Prof. Browne writes, "Renunciation of self is the great lesson to be learned from Sūfism, and its first steps may be learned from a merely human love." With this spiritual outlook Padumāvati gives the message linking human love with the divine, and so touches the Hindu and Muslim hearts alike.
IV. THE RĀMĀĪTE AGE: RĀM-CARIT-MĀNAS as representative epic.
INTRODUCTION

It was stated in the last chapter that the Sufi-poets composed both short narrative poems and epic poetry. Their compositions, with their message of universal love symbolised in human, brought some comfort to both Muslims and Hindus, but it was a message of quietism and endurance. The strength of Hindu chivalry had been broken in the long contests with the invaders. Many of their possessions had been looted and poverty was wide-spread; they were grown spiritless, seeing no end to foreign dominion or hope of prosperity. But the wisdom, temperance and justice of Akbar (v.1562-1605) created an encouraging atmosphere. His genius for government gave to the heterogeneous elements of which his empire was composed a unity and cohesion they had never possessed before. His deeds and his fame had long outlived him, but his name does not yet adorn any epic. "It may be noted", writes Grierson, "that the reign of the emperor Akbar coincided with that of Queen Elizabeth, and that the reigns of both these monarchs were signalised by an extraordinary outburst of literary vigour, nor indeed, if Tulsi-Das and Sur Das were compared with Shakespear and Spencer would the Indian poets be found very far behind."

But there were influences quietly at work which helped to prepare the way for the man and the moment. For instance Ramanujachary (1016) A.D., with his philosophy of God as creator of all and into whom all merges, brought fervour into true devotion and into Hindi

1. The M.V.L. of Hindustān by Grierson p.34 (cf.v).
poetry, and his teaching that devotion brought the worshipper near unto God spread rapidly. The chief deity of this movement was Viṣṇu or Nārāyaṇa. In the 14th century Rāmānāda stood forth as an exponent of the Rāma-creed, and, unlike Rāmānuja who had confined the path of devotion to the three higher classes, he removed the obstruction for any. He recognised the various caste divisions and functions, but the path of devotion he made open to all irrespective of class. "The teaching of Nārāyaṇa in the Marāṭhā country, of Rāmānāda and his famous disciple Mābīr in the North, and of Ṣvaitanya in Bengal, to mention only a few outstanding names, had come as a message of life to many whom the philosophy of the schools on the one hand, and a life-less ceremonial on the other, had left hungry and dissatisfied." The disciples of Rāmānāda continued spreading as the articles of their faith devotion among the people and devotees sang the praises of their Lord Rām. This article was soon to have complete and perfect expression through the pen of Tulsī Dās (d.1624 A.D.). His genius unfolded itself in all the varieties of Hindī poetry. Hindī language (Avadhī & Bṛaj) and literature attained to maturity in his Rām-śrāiṭ-Mānas. In Dr. Grierson's words—"Pundits may talk of the Vedas and of the Upaniṣads, and a few may even study them; others may say they pin their faith on the Purāṇas, but to the vast majority of the people of

2. A Century M. by W.G.
Hindustān, learned and unlearned alike, their sole norm of conduct is the so called Tulsi-Writ Rāmāyana. 3 Growse says that "The book is in everyone's hands from the court to the cottage and is read or heard by every class of the Hindu Community." 4

4. Introduction to the trans. of Rām-Carit-Mānas.
The Poet:-- Information about its author, Goswami Tulsi Dās comes from two main sources, Gosāi Carit, by Bābā Benī Mādhav Dās one of his disciples, and Tulsī Carit, by another disciple, Raghūbar Dās. There has been much discussion about the time and place of his birth. Generally 1526 A.D. is now accepted as the year of his birth, and scholars like Rāmchandra Šukla and Sir George Grierson approve its adoption. While still a child he lost his parents, and was brought up and taught by Bābā Narhari Dās of Benares from whom he heard the story of Rām. There lived nearby an erudite Brāhmaṇa, named Šeṣāsanatana, at whose feet Tulsī Dās studied all the Vedās, Upaniṣads, Darśanās, (philosophical treatises), Purāṇas and historical books. After the completion of his studies he returned to Rājapur, his native place, but none of his relatives were then alive. He married there and lived peacefully. Tulsī Dās loved his wife extremely. Once when she had gone to her father's place, he swam across a flooded river to meet her. There she taunted him saying that, if he had loved God as much as he loved her, he would have obtained redemption from all worldly fears. These words shook and impressed him so much that he straight away renounced the world and came to Benares (Kāshi, as it was then known). There he lived for some months, and from there he travelled to all the pilgrimage places in India. Some nineteen years were

5. For discussions see "Goswami Tulsi Dās by Syāmsundar Dās".

6. (मानि त्रावरत्र अप्रवक्ते, देवेक्षा अस्तितक माधवी)
धिनकियोऽपल्लवं रेषिकोऽरेषिति।
त्रावरत्र अप्रवक्ते अपं सह तामस जस्ती नीति।
त्रावरत्र अप्रवक्ते अपं सह तामस जस्ती नीति।
spent in this way, and he travelled through almost the whole of India. At last he came to Chitrakūṭ, where he lived for a long time. In 1559 Sur Dās, the famous Hindi lyric poet, came to see him here. Here he wrote Gītāvālī and Kṛṣṇa-Gītāvālī. After this he went to Ayodhyā in 1574 A.D., and in the same year began writing Rām-Carit-Mānas, which he completed in just over two and a half years. Some parts of it, certainly the Kīṣṇindhā chapter, were written in Benares. Afterwards he lived in Benares. He numbered among his friends ʿAbduʾr-Rahīm Khān-Khānāh, Toḍārmal, Rājā Mān Singh, and Nabhājī, a Sāmskrit scholar. The following remarks of Sir George Grierson make an eminently fitting tribute to the man and his merit: "It would be a great mistake to look upon Tulsi Dās as merely an ascetic. He was a man that had lived. He had been a house-holder, a word of much meaning to an Indian and had known the pleasures of a wedded life, the joy of clasping an infant to his bosom, and the sorrow of lāsīng that son ere he attained his prime. He appealed not to scholars but to his native men as a whole. He mixed with them, begged from them, taught them, experienced their pleasure and yearning. Here, cried they, is a great soul that knows us. Let us take him for our guide."

Story:- In the opening chapter of Rām-Carit-Mānas the poet writes, "In this manner reassuring myself, I undertake to recount Rām's charming adventures as they have been reverently

told by Vyāsa and the other great poets whose lotus-feet I adore, praying "Fulfil ye my desire"; Thus the story of this work is an account of Rām's life and adventures. The substance of it is: Dasartha, king of Ayodhya, had three wives, Kauśīlyā, Kākeśi and Sumitra, but no son by any of them. Then he performed a vajna (religious ceremony) and gave his wives havya (sacred food) from it. In due course four sons were born to him. Rām from Kauśīlyā, Bharat from Kākeśi, and Satrughna and Lākṣmana from Sumitra. The four children grew up in most favourable conditions. From the first Lakshmana made a companion of Rām, who however loved them all alike. Once Viśvāmitra took away Rām and Lākṣmana to protect his āśram, with the reluctant consent of the king. Rām accomplished his task well. Through his supernatural power he restored Gāntam's wife who had been changed into stone by the curse of her husband. Then Viśvāmitra accompanied by the two youths went to Mithila, where the swayambara of Sītā was being held. Rām won Sītā by raising the Siva-bow, and his marriage to her was celebrated with regal magnificence. His brothers got married there too. After their return Ayodhya knew festive days, which however later gave way to a period distressing and vexations on account of the two boons granted to Kākeśi, which cancelled the proposed enthronement of Rām and sent him into exile. Sītā and Lakshmana accompanied him. The loss of Rām quickly proved a mortal blow to Dasarath. Whilst these untoward events were taking place Bharat and Satrughna were away; when called back

---

8. विश्वासक्रियाः नाना साराणां वृक्षारणी मार्जिता करण्मार्जिता (क्रियाः करण्मार्जित) (13)
they were grieved the quick at what had happened. Bharat, after cremating his father's corpse, went to the forests of Chitrakūṭ to induce Rām to come back, but all in vain.

Rām left for Pañcāvatī. There he met with Sūrpaṇakhā, the sister of Rāvana, whose nose and ears were cut off by Laksmana on her shameless proposal of marriage. Rām had to destroy Raṇshasās there who fought in consequence of this event. Later Rāvana, on learning of his sister's disgrace, by cunning means, secured the possession of Sītā while Rām and Laksmana were away. Rām next made an alliance with Sugrīva, now installed as king of the land of the monkeys on the death of his cruel brother, killed by the former's hands. Hanumān, a gallant and wise monkey, became Rām's best helper. To him fell the credit of finding Sītā in the garden of Rāvana, and of burning down the grand demon-capital. Rām, with the help of some gifted monkeys, constructed a bridge over the sea to Lankā, and led his army over it to that island. A battle ensued, and the Raṇshasās were all destroyed. With the victory Rām regained his spouse, and they returned with Laksmana to Ayodhya, as the period of exile was ended. He ruled his kingdom so well that even now for Hindus "Rām-rājya" (the rule of Rām) is a byword for perfect peace and prosperity.

In the later half of his last chapter Tulsī has dealt with several of the phases of Indian faith, and in the end proves that devotion is the best course of all.

Difference from the original:— The main sources of Tulsī's story are (1) Vālmīki's Rāmāyaṇa, (2) the Adhyātma-Rāmāyaṇa
(3) Yogvāśisṭha and (4) Prasāntarāgahav (a drama). The three last owe their origin to the first one. Tulsi took his main theme from Vālmīki but in his treatment of the story as a devotee he was influenced by the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa; the last two sources also helped to a great extent in moulding his mind in devotion to Rām.

The main difference from Vālmīki's original lies in certain episodes and interpolations. These occur particularly in the first book, Bāl-Kānd and the Lāṅkā-chapter. In the first book both authors lead the story up to the same point, the marriage of Rām and Sītā. In Tulsi Bās this is the longest book, in Vālmīki the shortest but one. In the first four cantos of the latter, which merely gives a table of contents, it is stated that Vālmīki learnt the whole of the narrative from Nāraś, and taught it to Kuśa and Lav; there is nothing corresponding to this in the introduction to the other work. Vālmīki's actual poem commences, without any prelude, with a description of Ayodhya and its King Desarath and his ministers, and of the longing of the King for an heir. Then Vālmīki mentions that Abīlyā's son Śatānand and King Jamak of Mithilā welcomed the saint Viśvāmitra, with Rām, and Lāṅkhmaṇa, and Śatānand, in about eight hundred lines, tells about the reception of Viśvāmitra into Brahmanism. There is no such speech in Tulsi's work. Further the latter mentions the garden-scene where Sītā sees Rām, and worships the Goddess Pārvatī and prays that her heart's desire may be fulfilled, but in Vālmīki this
episode does not occur at all.

Then in the Ayodhya chapter Vālmīki mentions that a saint Jātāli, a nitud enters, went to persuade Rām, but was unsuccessful; this incident is not found in Tulsi; Jātāli gets only slight mention there? Again, in the Forest chapter Vālmīki wrote that Kabaśādī told Rām to go to Pavaśar and become allied with Sugrīva, where-as in Tulsi this advice is given by Sāvarī.

Vālmīki states in Chap. VII that Rām, Lakshman and also the monkeys were rendered senseless through Meghnād's cunning in the fight, and that Hamśām went to bring herbs from the Kaifās mountains; but Tulsi relates that only Lakshman was wounded and Hamśām went for herbs to the Dhaulagiri mountains and he describes Rām's lamentation over the loss of his brother. Further in Vālmīki Indrajīt appears with an imaginary Sītā and kills her before Lakshmana and Hamśām, and the whole party is overwhelmed with grief; Tulsi however makes no reference to such an event.

Again Vālmīki tells of the exile of Sītā, the birth of Lav and Kuśa, and of the horse-sacrifice, but Tulsi has omitted these altogether and ended his story with the peaceful return and reign of Rām. 10

\[9. \text{Rām, p. 380 (B.Bhattacharji).}\]

10. To the story of Vālmīki a new chapter has been added to Tulsi's epic, i.e. "Lav-Kuśa" chapter.
By the time of Tulsī Dās five different styles had been developed in Hindi: (1) Kavīt-Chand, as in Rāso; (2) the Doha and Campāi, as in the Sūfī poets; (3) the Lyrical of Kṛṣṇāite poets; (4) the Doha style of Kabīr, and (5) the Chappai. Tulsī was successful in employing all of them. In Rām-Carit-Mānas the arrangement is a combination of Campāis, Dohas, Chandās and Sorathās mainly, the first pair the main style remained of Dohas and prevailing. Tulsī had two vernacular dialects before him, Avadhī and Braj-bhāṣā, and he used both, His Gitāvalī and Vinaipatrika employ Brajbhāṣā, Avadhī received its most developed form in Rām-Carit-Mānas. But his Avadhī is different in form and tone from Jāyasī's, Jāyasī used the current language, but the majesty and lucidity of Tulsī captivate the audience or the reader more quickly and keenly. Tulsī's genius was nurtured on ancient Saṃskṛti language and literature, hence his language shows his indebtedness to their discipline. He could have written an epic in Saṃskṛti, but he preferred to touch the hearts of the masses. He writes, "When a coarse blanket is more useful, why wear a doublet of silk?"

Here are specimens of his forms of the words:

(1) Nominal forms - Taśiṃ nouns have been used in their original form; and not been distorted; at some places in these nouns, both masculine and feminine, a short vowel is changed into a final long vowel, for the sake of the rhyme, e.g. अनुभूति (anubhūti)
(ii) In Tadbhav nouns, both masculine and feminine, a short vowel takes the place of a final long vowel, e.g. for दुलह dūlah, dūlah is used, for सुधासिनी सुधासिनी, सुधासिनी सुधासिनी (Bāhūya, 3.19).

This substitution is not common in this work. For finally u or ū have been used to suit the metre, e.g. for विवाह विवाहिनी (विवाहिनी) (Bāhūya after D.1346); for तन तन, तन तन (Kīṣk after D.17.) etc. The former form is more common than the latter.

(iii) All nouns are unchanged in the singular, except that in the accusative and dative हि is often added to the uninflected base, e.g. दुलहि dūlahi, अश्यामलि abhāmali.

(iv) The nom. plur. is like the nom. sing.; the obl. plur. is formed by adding ना, ना, or नी to the nom. sing. e.g. from कपि kapi, there is कपिन्ह (Sūlay, after D.28), लतान latañ (Laṅka after D.150), बचननि bacanani (Laṅka after D.116), etc. Sometimes the long vowel of the first character of a noun is shortened when ना is added to it, and at other times it is shortened with the last character in such a case, as from बनार, there is बनारानी from मन्त्री there is मन्त्री.

(v) Sometimes the very Sanskrit case-forms are used in Rām-Carit-Mānas, e.g. रामरामनामायामि (Laṅka, 42), सुबर्ण सूलन (Bāhūya, 3.18).

(vi) Various postpositions have been employed: किहरि is used in the accusative and dative, दहिभरि, दहिभरि, दहिभरि, दहिभरि, and दहिभरि are used in the oblique. Sometimes हि सौि is used with the nouns.

in the same sense, e.g. देना palī†aृ (Kanha 1214).

(II) Verbal Forms: The tenses of the verbs do not conform to any certain rule in their grammar. Here a few peculiarities in their forms are noted.

1. The Imperfect Participles are formed by adding ता to the verbal root, e.g. जाना jāna there is जानत (Sundar, after D.1). This is not very common in Rām-Carit-Mānas.

2. The Perfect participles add no letter, only the is inflected to त, e.g. जपि japi, सुनि suñi (Sund, after D.18). This is more often used in the work, perhaps for the reason that the actions were completed in the past.

3. The Gerund has the same form as in Braj and terminates in ना or ला e.g. देन देन (Ayodhse D.42), आठ तील (Bāl. after D.272).

4. In the perfect tense verbs end also in अ, e.g. भजित भजित (Bāl. after D.294).

5. Irregular forms of the perfect of certain verbs also occur, e.g. सने होना होना there is नये bhaya; from रहना रहना there is रही khañ, from कहना kahanा. there is कही khañ (Ayod, after D.16).

6. The past tense seldom ends in ना e.g. कर य karan (Ayodhse D.41).

Some times in the imperative ता is joined to the root displacing ता, e.g. from जानना जानना comes ता जाना (Sundh D.14). Sometimes ता is added to such roots e.g. from देना deñ, there is देन देन (Sundar, D.41).

15. See Kelloggs, 534.
16. See Kelloggs, 535.
(VIII) Sometimes in the past tense निःर्गति takes the place of निःर्गति
e.g. निःर्गति (Samudar, D.17), etc.
(ix) The author has employed various Sanskrit verbal forms, e.g.
शेषिति Rodatि, वदति vadati, नामाति namami, निर्गतिः nirmahanti
(present tense); अद्यतने evamasti (imperative), etc.
Adjectival Forms:— In modern literature the employment of many
adjectives is looked on with disfavour, but Tulsi has made use of
many and to good effect.
(i) Most of the adjectives are Tatsam, and their genders have not
often been changed according to those of the nouns qualified, e.g.
सुखद sukhad (Ayo. after D.248), विकल vikal (Ayo. after
D.255, used with feminine noun). At a few places the gender of
adjectives has been changed, e.g. प्रोऽ कल्याणकarunāma, there is
karunāma karunā-ma.
(ii) Some Dābhā adjectives are used but there are few terminating
in -ā.
(iii) For comparison such words as समर्थस, लघु saris are used (Bal.
after D.34.).
(iv) For the numerals Tulsi uses the forms दुः ik, दू दui,
दसि dūsa, सोऱ्य sorah etc.
Other Forms:— In Rām-Carit-Mānas pronouns have the same forms as in
Avadhī, e.g. मो mo, mohi, ohi, ओह, (in personal
pronouns); ओह जे hē, ते tehi, तै jahi, तै tahi etc. (in
relative pronouns); कल kaavan, etc., (in interrogatives) तैर वार to
show respect), etc. Adverbs have been used in their original forms,
but sometimes hũ is added to them, e.g. तेर दल हाल, there is कबूल कबाहु, तू मुझे आनु तू मुझे असफन abahū, etc. Tulsi has borrowed many of his words from Sanskrit, but a few are used from other languages, such as Arabic, Persian and the common dialect of the people, e.g. नवहानी जाहाना (Bal. after D.2.), कागद (Bal. after D.12), गोरेब लीलास गाजनक मीनावर (Bal. after D.30), बामिय अधी शहीब (Bal. D.36), गाँव गाँव (Bal. after D.108), जल खुलह (Ayo. after D.30) बाजार, बाजार बाजार, बाजार बाजार, बाजार बाजार, बाजार बाजार (Uttar, Chand.24); these are words from Arabic and Persian. The next are words current among the common people, निरंगुलिया निरंगुलिया (Bal. after D.224), खर khar (Ayo. after D.33), कोहा Kohā (Ayo. after D.30) dohai (Sundar. after D.10), डासू डासू (Uttar. after D.61) etc.

Literary Merit; General Remarks:— In no sense can the so-called Ramayana of Tulsi Bas be regarded as a translation of Valmiki's work of this name. A committee of six pundits once attempted to show that a part of it was a translation. They issued a strange edition of "Aranya" and "Sundar-kanda" and compared them with a similar poem in Sanskrit, but all such attempts have proved futile and his work stands accepted as an original. Not only this, "His thoughts had travelled beyond the thoughts of earlier days", the two poems vary as widely as any two dramas on the same mythological subject by two different Greek tragedians. Even the coincidence of the name is an accident, for Tulsi Bas himself called his poem the Rām-Carit-Mānas, and the shorter title, Rāmāyana, corresponding in character to the Iliad or Aeneid, has only been substituted by his admirers as a handier

The beginning of Rām-Carit-Mānas is unique. "No other book has such an introduction, written with such a deliberate consideration of the creation and so wide an outlook." The poet in his first verse (in the Sanskrit sloka) acknowledges that the ideas contained in his book may be traced in the Vedās, Purānās, Sāstrās and elsewhere. This indicates his utilization of his deep learning in Sanskrit literature. Further, in the last line of the same sloka he says that he wrote this book for his soul's solace. He wouldn't reserve to himself the satisfaction and enjoyment which he got from his mental vision of Rām-Chandra. It was essential he should share with others. This restless feeling permeates his poetry. And thus poetry comes from his heart. One can easily imagine that he wrote this work not merely from an urge to begin a great poem, but from an urge to write because he felt a pressing need to describe the story of his hero in Hindi, in a language with a popular appeal. His sincerity is transparent in his epic. He became an ascetic at the taunt of his wife, but he had turned such not merely at the lash of a sharp or reproachful word; his experience of life taught him its reality; "He was a man that had lived." He knew many phases of human life and could make their like realistic in the life of Rām.

Further he was not merely a poet but also a religious reformer. He

21. अन्नमुः सुङ्कः न्रिगण्यां च ममे यथ भवाप्रयोग: निमित्तं कंपते अत्यन्तिकृति।
22. स्वन्तं सुङ्कः न्रिगण्यां सूङ्कः स्वाधिक्य गाणियो भवाक्षुण्यन्तिः अङ्गुल्यमानिति।
24. So the first so-called Sloka of Vālmīki burst forth from the heart
25. Tulsi Dās, a poet and a Religious Reformer by Grierson p.452.
cherished all that was best in Hinduism, and he made God real, not insentient or unconcerned but hearing the prayers of his suppliants. In his hero Tulsi Dās he has embodied in human shape a supernatural being. Rām was born to rectify the wrongs, prevalent upon earth; in times of gross injustice and sin God enters into mundane life in human form. In his work Tulsi often reminds his listeners or readers that Rām is the omnipotent Being, though he never claims to be so. On the other hand Sūr Bās, the other of the two best poets in Hindi, does not often mention that Kṛṣṇa was God, but Kṛṣṇa himself declares that He is.

His idea of Poetry:- As mentioned above Tulsi wrote for the satisfaction of his own soul. His satisfaction lay not only in his own personal happiness, he desired his poems to produce similar feelings in his readers or listeners. Thus in others. He says, "learned ones say that nice is that poesy which is created in any one heart, but which shows its beauties in another one." Thus Tulsi believed in perfecting the Rasa, so that others might also experience it. His perfect dedication of himself to his hero resulted in one of the finest examples of the poetic art.

In Tulsi's opinion "those verses are futile which are composed in praise of a worldly person." He had experience of life's true values and knew that poetry is not assayed in such terms.
-121-

His gift and his message were for the good of all. He wrote, "That fame, composition or wealth is really good which does good to all, like the river Ganges." Thus his idea of poetry is related to his idea of a hero. To him these two are the complement of each other. Unless and until they are combined true poetry can not be composed. Subject and medium must be worthy of each other.

The Idea of Love: Tulsī has painted no love other than that towards Rām; it is here devotion, whether as love towards husband, brother, or commander or king. By means of this triad he has put the ideal before the Hindu community.

His Idea of Fate:- Tulsī accepted the Hindu traditions, including that of supernatural intervention in human affairs. He could not be called an escapist. His age was one of frustration, political, economic, and spiritual. The extent of man's bondage is seen in these words: "Neither gods, demons, men nor serpent-gods can blot out the dictates of Fate."

The inevitability of what befalls is urged by Vaśiṣṭha before Bharat who was grieved at the demise of his father and the exile of his brother. "Hearken Bharat, Fate is powerful. Loss and gain, birth and death, and fame and dishonour are all caused by the

31. शृंगारित भद्रगृहीत गृहित अस्ति तत्र नीणि (Bal. after D.18)
32. सरलालं भवित कौलिनिबिभला (Bal. after D.19)
33. कु टुम्बीश्म हिमवत स्वरुप, उनि विधि लिखा लिखिता (Bal.D.80)
देव वनसपति नर-नाग मुनि, कोऽढ ने महन धारी।
Rām gives similar solace to his mothers for what had happened. Sītā's fault in going out of bounds and thus being liable to be carried off is condoned on similar grounds.

The poet's panacea for human ills is faith in and devotion to the Supreme Deity, whereby one is put in tune with ideal Godhead.

The conduct of the hero must have power to play on the hearer's feelings. The mime and the epic have the same ancestry, and histrionic skill are essential to both. Various passages of Rām- Carit-Mānas appeal to various readers. In the recent work "Quest for Sītā" by Maurice Collis his deliverance from the evil Rāvana and her triumphant issue from the ordeal by fire are praised as being among its finest passages. But the scenes describing Mātharā's cunning enticement of Kāikeṭe, and Dāsarath's despair and self-reproach are tense with dramatic power and emotion. Take for instance the time when, with her ambitious passion stirred to its depths by Māntharā, she appears before Dāsarath. "He saw her standing before him burning with passion, as it were Fury's own sword drawn from the sheath, with ill-counsel for its hilt and cruelty, for its sharp edge, whetted on the hump-back grind-stone. The monarch saw her stern and terrible" she will rob me either of life or honour."

34. सूत: भरत आचारी अवलम्बन। विलासिके कथा तुम्हारा।
35. मेहरी अरोपाय परेशानी।
36. सुकृत-साधन आसन, प्रेमकृत शेर रेख।
37. Crowse (p.248)
Treatment of Nature: - Tulsī lived his life if not in accordance with Nature at any rate close to it. Whilst the court in the beginning set a standard to which works of art should conform, in time that standard came to be a rigid measure. Metaphors that were drawn from Nature became stereotyped as if Nature were never variable. Tulsī was not content to draw from the common pool of phrase and figure. His mind abounded in राम-गरिमा as his राम-गरिमा-मानस, the lake of the deeds of Rām, in beautiful things. Perhaps there is no page of his work without some reference to Nature. For him it shares the happiness of human beings. When Rām came to Chitrakūṭ, the inhabitants rejoiced aloud. Not only men, but the birds, deer, creepers, trees and all the plants were rejoicing at it.

Whilst Tulsī had an eye to see and to admire, he yet worshipped Nature in the traditional way. It was people with gods and goddesses, made visible in the Sun, the Moon, the Earth, Rivers and Mountains. But his worship was different from that of the English poet Wordsworth who studied Nature, meditated on it and found that:-

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sages can.

For Tulsī its worship was included in his religion.

He has painted Nature as he saw it. The Boston points out to
Bharat, the place where Rām lived in the forest, "See, my Lord, those huge trees, पाहर, जीमुन, mango and तमाल, in the midst of which is conspicuous a bar tree, so beautiful and grand that the soul is changed at the sight, with dense dark shoots and red fruit, affording a pleasant shade in all seasons of the year, a mass of black and purple as if God had brought together all that was lovely to make it."

This description shows how the poet has observed the trees closely and picturesquely outlined the scene.

His images are impressed with grandeur; Rām, pointing to the moon says, "See, the moon like some dauntless lion, that has its dwelling in a cave of the Eastern ranges, pre-eminent in might, majesty and strength, rends asunder the darkness as it were the head of a wild elephant..."

Though Tulsī lived in a land where changes sudden and violent come over the face of Nature he does not produce such a picture of violent destructive power as that in Shelley's "West Wind". His lion-like moon spreads pacifying rays upon the earth. It can not be said that Tulsī was a less ardent spirit than Shelley, but his descriptions are like the calm bosom of the ocean, while those of the other are like a hill-stream, gathering speed as it descends from high up the crest and destroying, all that impedes its way. Sometimes a natural scene provides him with the background of a moral discourse.

Describing the rain-cloud he once said: वर्षावं शिखरं क्रिष्ण रोहिणि निःणाशये। अज्ञा नलं धुमकोंकालं शांति

40. Ayo. after Θ.227 Gr. p.323.

41. फुक देसा कि ताळं कन्धू । देशा आदि जामक।

अदेह शांति देशाद शांति हि अदेहार्थिः शांति ऊर्ध्वक। (कौशलिक India 1913+4331 (867+475)
Characterisation in Rām-Carit-Mānas:- As has already been stated Tulsi had known family life and lived much among men before he withdrew into the retirement necessary to his great task. Thus Dasarath, Bharat, and Lakshmana and Sītā are no mere abstractions, but live impersonations. Each of these is so characterful that their individual treatment will help to a fuller analysis of the work.

Dasarath:- Of Dasarath as a king there is not much to say; his conjugal and parental conduct place him in the foreground in one splendid tragic scene. Vālmīki has depicted him as more uxorious than he appears in the hands of Kaikēśe, the fairest of his queens, Tulsi has been content to show his exceeding fondness so that he fulfilled his two vows even at the sacrifice of Rām, but his paternal instinct was wounded to his own death. If he weakly betrayed his heir's interest, he did the utmost he could to atone when conscience-stricken. One sees in him a Greek figure led to an action he would not have willed and to an end he could not escape.

Rām:- Rām is the hero of the poem. Foremost of all in him is his role of Supreme Deity and ideal man "Omnipotence apart, the main feature of Rām is his passivity, gravity and tenderness." From very childhood these qualities came naturally to him. Bravery

42. Goswāmī Tulsi Dās by R.C. Śukla p.125.
and chivalry were also elements in his composition. With Lakśmaṇa he protected Viśvāmitra's āśram and cleared the forest of demons, he won Śītā through his valour. Then he got the better of the warrior and matricide Paraśurāma. His acceptance of a long exile was not from repugnance to temporal power or mere submission to a parent's wish. He was resolute as his words to his step-mother show:

"Hearken mother, that son is indeed fortunate who is devoted to the will of his parents." Resisting all inducements from without he put aside abruptly ease and pleasure, and in mendicant's guise roamed the forest and faced its dangers.

To Tulsi's eyes he was omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient God, but his human identity is not neglected. For instance he had to make an alliance with Sugrīva, whose host rallied to his aid. Rām's clemency and justice were evident in his forgiving those demons who came under his protection. Viśiṣṭa was one of these. The righting of wrong was his first motive, not the acquisition of land.

On his return to Ayodhya he ruled so efficiently that there remained no malice or poverty in his kingdom. "From the time, Garuṇa, of the uprising of the glorious sun of Rām's power, the three spheres were all suffused with light". The years of his reign were long and happy in the service of his people.

Tulsi was not troubled with monophysite or monothelite problems; God and man were blended for the visionary. He went further than

43. तुल्सी जनकी स्वामी सुन्दर भारती।
    जों विद्वत्ता माता अन्वयन ब्रजराजी। (क्ष. अ. 4.13)
44. Growse Er. p.573.
Rāmānuja and Rāmānand for his Rām was not merely an incarnation of Viṣṇu but an incarnation of the Supreme Deity. He was thus able to present a consolidated character, co-ordinating the views of the worshippers of Śiva and Brahma. "We find Brahma and Śiva recognising Rām as something more than one of many incarnations of Viṣṇu; they recognise him as the Supreme Spirit."

Bharat: In his invocatory verses Tulsi has succintly summed up Bharat,

The portrayal here is very skilful. The young Bharat had been away from Court while momentous events were taking place. He came back to find himself unduly raised from obscurity to the highest position of responsibility in the land. "On hearing the news Bharat was totally overpowered with grief as when an elephant hears the roar of a lion." Such was his love towards Rām that even against the advice of his elders he refused to accept the responsibility thrust on him. He reproached himself as the cause of all the mishaps and his utterances make a most poignant passage, "I speak the truth; hearken all and believe; - - - If you persist in giving the crown to me, earth will sink into hell. What guilty wretch is equal to me, for whom Sītā and Rām have been exiled!"

Not content with refusing the throne he set out for the forest to persuade Rām to return, his people accompanied him. His speech

45. The Rāmāyana of Tulsi Dās by Macfie p.81.
46. सुनते घरनें बिक ग श्रा विषादों! जनु संगीतं कार्यं कै से जनयीता! (Ayo. after D.175) Gr. Trans. p.292.
at the assembly in Chitrakūṭ, shows that the burden still weighs him down. His words scorched and made the audience wilt as when the frost smites a bed of lotuses. And Rām himself rose up to praise him, "Whoever even imagines wickedness in you shall perish both, in this life and the next".

It should be noted here that Tulsī was engrossed in the description of Bharat's fraternal devotion and loved to picture him as a symbol of such rather than a creature liable to human frailty.

Lakshmana:- Lakshman's is a somewhat different type of fraternal affection from the preceding. There is apparently an equality in their love, but in its outward expression it takes a more practical form in Lakshmana, who left princely comfort and his loving consort Winita to join Rām in exile, There he remained day and night in the service of his brother, and fought the Rākshasās by his side.

He is a contrast in his quick action and resentment to the usually placid and persuasive Rām. He at once grew angry on hearing the words of Jánaka that there remained no hero on the earth to break the bow of Śiva. He picked up a quarrel with Paraśurām who

48. किवि ल कटियो श्रीर गौर दुलार्। शैव श्रीर अनंती मित्र मुण्डवार। (Aya. a/l, D.254).
49. उरुप्राण तुम पर कुटिलबिंदू। जी के दुःख पहड़लक, नसिध। (Aya. a/l, D.256).
50. अनु ब्रमन तलु करी मित्रन के कुण्य नरी।
51. में हिसंजु प्रजु-सीहो प्रक-शाली। मंदे में सीड़ के लेणौ भ्रातः।------
52. श्वेत-विरुद्ध, अस्तु से मनी हारी।---

इसके अतिल कुटिल भ्रू भी हैं हरफ-पर फरकक्षण रही हैं।
showed anger on the breaking of Śiva's bow. His anger flared up again merely at hearing the news of Bharat's arrival in the forests with an army and he would have taken action against him, so Rām Chandra Sukla has advisedly put him in the catalogue of ordinary characters, placing Rām and Bharat in the list of the ideal.

Hanumān:— As Rām is ideal man and Bharat ideal brother, so is Hanumān ideal servant. He first met Rām near Pampāsara where the latter had gone in search of Śitā. There and then Hanumān's heart recognised his proper master. Sincerity and honesty are two outstanding qualities of a servant and these Hanumān possessed in full measure. He flew across the sea, went alone into the demon-capital of Laṅkā and found out Śitā's place of captivity; he burned down Laṅkā and brought to Rām news of Śitā; he was most helpful to the latter at every juncture, and it was he who brought the herbs to cure Lakshmaṇa when he fainted. These lines in the poet's invocation are a worthy tribute to him:

Female characters The female characters in the work may be divided into four main groups as mothers, wives, saints and servants. In the first category come Kauśīlī, Sumitā, Kaikeie and Maina (mother of Pārvatī); in the second Kaikeie, Śitā, Manīta, Maṇḍodārī and Tārā; in the third Anuṣūya and Śavarī, while the fourth consists mainly of Maṇḍhārā and Trijaṭā, of whom the latter was maid to Rāvan's family.

55. तैह रह सावित्र साहित्य सुधीरो आदि।
(1) Of the mothers Kausîlyâ stands out the foremost. She is a model wife and mother. Her character is revealed in the Ayodhya chapter when first announcement was made of Râm's coronation and she was overjoyed. Then into her gladness her own son brought the tragic news which plunged all in gloom; he came to ask her permission to leave her for 14 years. His words:

अन्चल विनीत मधुर रघुवर्धन। शर समतले आतु उर करीक।
सहीम अृपरत सुप्रेम शीतल श्यामी। स्तिमि रञ्जारसार पालवस पाली।

vexed her to the core of her heart. "Her eyes filled with tears and her body trembled all over, like a fish, overtaken by the scour of a flooded river."

But Kausîlyâ was an ideal mother; she did not chafe at the injury done her or her son, but bore herself magnanimously and agreed to Râm's going into exile. She was in a dilemma between affection on the one side and duty on the other, and she chose the latter. Moreover with a brave front she turned to comfort and encourage the young man who must shoulder his harder task.

Sumitrâ hears with sorrow the wish of her son Lakshmana to go. She is "distressed like a hind who sees around her the fire devouring the forest." But her nobility is stirred by the wish and the need, and she speeds him on the way with the words,

"तान तुषारा मातु अधीश्। पिता तान सब भोली सनही।
साधिक तांठो जगे शम निकासु नंदो देवसु अनु प्रकाशस।"

(Ayo. after D.175).

57. Gr. Trans. p.231
58. बरस साति हृत अन्तल नरि देसे।।
59. तान आँठ-आँठ बलि बेदिए भोज। पित्ता-प्रायसु सब बरसं तोंका। (M740.056/0.56).
60. मै० सादेसे खुले बचने कहो। मृणी देखि जगू शब-पचू नमस॥
Kaikeie:- Kaikeie is a good subject of study. Prior to her request for the boons she loves Rām and Bharat equally and is overjoyed to hear of the coronation of Rām. Then the snake enters the garden; Manthara comes with her wiles, sinuous as a serpent's coils. At first she rebukes Manthara when she would warn her of a future darkened for her by the coronation of her stepson. Kaikeie was endowed with beauty and grace, but was not free from weakness of character. She could not withstand the evil allure of Manthara's words and fell a victim to her scheming. Tulsī has added a supernatural reason for this change of attitudes and thus her innocence is proved; the gods he says thought that the demons would not perish unless Rām went into the forests, and so they sought the help of Saraswatī, the Goddess of learning, who turned the mind of Kaikeie (Ayo.D.15). Whatever may have been the cause, it seems clear that Kaikeie's character was not strong in righteousness. Cunningly she asked the two boons on which turn the remainder of the story. Fair Helen's broken troth sent a fleet to Troy and Kaikeie's evil ambition for her son brought death and unhappiness in its train, and has given the world a great epic, but their story worked itself out to its end in tears as well as brave deeds and wassail.

Later she felt remorse at her misdeeds and learned from Rām of her forgiveness.

Mainā, distressed by Nārad's prediction of her daughter's marriage to one with whom she thinks her union would be fraught

62. प्रथम गुल भेंटी के देखीं। सूरल सुनाव भक्ति, मति भेंटी। (Ayu.)
with unhappiness and woe is rebellious against the cruel fortune so imminent. Her maternal affection for the child prompts her to suggest their throwing themselves down from a hilltop. Fortunately this apprehension is not realised. Mainā does not appear again in the work.

(2) Kaikeik had been taken into the royal household after Kanśilyā and Sumitrā, and became the mainstay and comforter of the King's advancing years. She lived agreeably with the other wives, and helped Daśarath in peace and war. All went well till Maṇṭharā's machinations worked on her vanity:

(Ayo. after D.21)

she raged like a tempest when she thought her wish thwarted:

(Ayo. after D.36)

The strongly abusive terms used of her at this time contrast with her penitent behaviour later. That the common people abused her is easily understandable, but one can regret that the poet has appended mean (kuṭil) to her name at Chitrākṛtyā, by which time she has become repentant in sackcloth and ashes.

Of Sītā little need be added to what has already been said. She is a symbol of the ideal helpmate. But her feminine resourcefulness did not escape Tulsi; when she was being carried off by
Rāvan she dropped her scarf among the monkeys as a clue, and her scream may have been a ruse to direct the driver's attention. Mere rage in her circumstances would have been idle.

Vālmīki in his last chapter makes Rām send her into exile in consequence of the washerman's taunt that she had been taken back after living in the abode of Rāvan. She did not question the justice or wisdom of the order, but obeyed, and without loss of dignity for the situation excused the innuendo. Tulsi substitutes for this chapter his sequel, which is more useful to his cause, the justification of many by faith.

Urmilā - Tulsi took little notice of Urmilā, wife of Lakṣman. There is no mention of a final farewell before his departure. She accepted her lot without complaint. Tulsi's dramatic sense evidently found it better not to draw a full role for his two chief female characters, so equal in every other way. Sheer goodness with no action to test it could cloy. But Maithili Śarana Gupta saw possibilities in her situation and did justice to them in his Saṅketa (pp. 25).

Manodara and Tārā. These play short but significant parts. The former, wife of Rāvan, exceeded him in foresight. She knew of Rām's power and that he would allow nothing to stand in his way. She warned her husband and urged him to restore Sītā, but in vain, and he went into action to the destruction of himself and his kin, - one more case in history, where the woman's psychology had the truer insight. Tārā showed herself faithful unto death, becoming "Satī" on her husband's funeral pyre.
Of the woman who had taken to the ascetic life of the jungle Anusūya and Śavārī; the former, wife of the Rishitaṇa gave to Sītā wise counsel on domestic loyalties. She draws a parallel between human and divine love:

śanu सीता तन नाम, स्तुपिरी नीर परितत करेहि,
तैहि वत जैय तने, करेहि कल्य संसार किंग! (Aranyaka.5.5).

Śavārī is a type of the meanest among them being justified by faith. She is of low origin, but Rāma rewards her conduct in these words:

कहे रक्षुपति लुनु भागिनि ताग।
नाने एक असे कर नागा। (Aranyaka.5.53).

In the words here he has recognised the caste-system, but not in the path of devotion.

Of the other female characters Maithārā stands out. She is most cleverly drawn. With lure, ruse, and warning she leads or goads her mistress on; she plays her as a cat a mouse. Her portrayal is a masterpiece in miniature within the great work. Audiences must have looked on with the interest of horror as the "Hunchback" plied her cunning.

**Figures of Speech:** Tulsī's masterpiece, these figures in the poems appear natural and free from artificiality. He never used Alākārās for their own sake as Keśava did, but notwithstanding very few verses in Rām-Garit-Prānas are devoid of them.

**Alliteration:** Alliteration and repetition, far from obstructing the flow of the verse, keep the listener's mind alert, so that it cannot wander and lose itself in the maze of simile and metaphor.
The materials of the similes and metaphors have been taken from mythology, tradition, Nature and customs. Of these Nature has supplied most, in accordance with epic tradition. Thus when the foot of some respected person is described, the lotus is brought to make the comparison; in the description of the human face, the lotus and the moon are both employed; the lion and the tigress stand for rage and fury. Sometimes a great moral precept is conveyed in simple but pithy form, e.g. "The bow of Śiva was not moving, as the wishes of a chaste woman are unmoved by the words of a sensual person". "As the water remains unseen if it is covered by the lotus-leaves, similarly the Brahm (God or the soul) (though in everyone's body) is not realised because worldly aspirations have covered it."

Here are a few specimens of various figures of speech in Rām-Carit-Mānas, with comments where considered necessary:

Alliteration (very common):

"अन्तः अ वर्तन भाविकारात्.
होइ श्राकुन स्नुकर शुभ दाताः"

Here has been used four time and "twice."

Repetition of words (frequent):

"क्राणुं क्राणुं रूपिं साक्षिकं मनोयेः"

(Ayo)
In these lines अंग and सुर have been used twice each.

Similes (common):-(i) पुंनी ठुकलाट उठा तब कैसे। जिबिल ही ननि बिनु तामी। (Aranyaka)

The troubled condition of the sage has been compared to that of a serpent which has lost its gem.

(ii) सम दूसर स्थित तेघ जल नूद कहन अरम्भनी।
अनन्त तो सो कोकी जलनु जले बिकिन तमी। (Ayo. D.47)

"Men and women alike began to fast and make vows to secure his return, like the poor 'cakwa' and the lotus when bereft of the Sun".

Metaphors are scattered and few. The most popular of them are those
metaphors on मानस (Bal. from D.50 to D.54); राम as the सून (Bal. after D.291); the furious Kaikeie as a river (Ayo. after D.36);
Bharat as an ocean (Ayo. after D.250); woman as the spring (in abusive tone) (Araññiya after D.72); अर्याय as the rainy season (Laṅka after D.68); राम's glory as the sun (Uttar. after D.52); ज्ञान (true knowledge) as an alighted candle (Uttar after D.17). For example

राम as the sun:

Supernatural Elements:- Tulsi has taken most of his supernaturalism from Hindu mythology, based on superstitions widespread among Hindus.

The story of राम itself contains such elements:- the transformation of a stone into a woman, (Bal.); the laughter of an image (Bal.); Saraswati's part in turning Kaikeie's mind; the blow on Sītā's foot inflicted by Indra's son; the changing of forms, as in
the case of Surpanakha and Marica; divine weapons and Indra's aeroplane are all such as had been common in fables and tales widely current. Rama and his party were themselves incarnations of God; gods and goddesses; the Rakshasas' origin is also known to be from the Kshatriyas. Thus fact and the supernatural have been much intermixed. Tulsi has also introduced the voice from above as warning of some imminent event; mention of the celestial voice occurs also in Rasoi. He believed in Omens good and bad. He observed the time-honoured customs at marriage and at death. He believed in keeping up religious ceremonies and in the virtue of yajnas e.g. the four sons of Dasarath they were born after a yajna. He believed in dreams. He thought that all things in the world have an existence and a soul, hence he invited even the mountains and ponds to Parvati's marriage. He believed in the effectiveness of a curse, and Dasarath had to abide the consequence of the curse uttered by the blind sage. He thought that gods and goddesses came to human help when they pleased, so Siva and Brahma grant extraordinary powers even to Ravana and Meghnad. He believed in rebirth, and the previous births of all his characters have a direct bearing upon the story.

67. ज्ञाता कंदे में मच अणिए। कहेड़ शकुन्तलम्बरे सेवित सुधिये॥

(Avo. after D.188)
As an Epic:— *Rām-Carit-Parānas* is the best epic in Hindi literature. In theme, language, style, descriptions and characterisation Tulsī has surpassed all Hindi poets.

The story of Rām is an account of the noblest Aryan prince the soil of India has ever produced. Though in myths and religion he has been given a supernatural form, yet his embodiment in human shape is no less attractive. Vālmīki painted the latter well; he thought only of Rām's life and story, not what this story could mean to millions. He could not utilise Rām's virtues to heal the painful sores of human society; perhaps this was not so greatly needed at that time. But Tulsī was born at a period of need, and he was so enraptured by Rām's character that his presentation of it has become unique in Indian literature. The art of this great poet has made Rām real, but his genius and sympathy have made him vivid and ideal. As the story of Rām was glorified and regarded to be historical, it was well fitted to be the theme of an epic.

Kṛttivās had written his *Rāmāyana* in Bengali about 200 years earlier. His work was popular but his poem has been influenced to a great extent by Bengal and its customs. Every tale is "adapted to rustic life. The character of Sītā is conceived as that of a young lovely woman of Bengal. Princes of Bengal figure everywhere, Bāli the monkey-prince wears a Bengali dhūti round his waist". Thus the majesty and earnestness of Tulsī's epic is not found in his Bengali

---

68. *Bengali Rama-yanas* by Sen.
predecessor and he was not influenced in anyway by the latter. The later Bengali writers on Rām have come under the influence of Tulsi, but by trying to preach the Kṛṣṇa-cult through the Rāmāyānic story they have made their writings somewhat unreal, so that they do not possess his effectiveness.

No one has written an epic on Rām in Gujrati. Vadhav, son of the famous poet Bhallaṇa, wrote a Rāmāyana in the 17th Century, but an account of its lack of a definite theme and of artistic power it can not be compared with Tulsi. A disciple of Bṛṇānanda composed a Lakkā chapter only. In the 18th century Pṛītaṁ Dās wrote the Adhyātma Ramayana, but like these others it proved a futile attempt. The Rāmāyanas of Eśkānāth and Moropant in MARĀTHĪ are a mixture of the story of Rām and spiritual knowledge; they too do not satisfy the requirements of an epic. Hence Tulsi's work stands unique in the literatures of the vernaculars of India. He has employed a style well adapted to his theme. The metres are few and change at regular intervals, thus keeping his style undisturbed. CAUPĀĪS carry the burden of the narrative, The DŌHĀ, in a few words provides semi-proverbial wisdom or bridges over a time-gap. The SORĀTĀ has a somewhat similar purpose. The CHAND is a more or less deliberate device to arrest and hold attention, for it picks up an emphatic word from the close of the preceding stanza and its manner is rhetorical and enthusiastic.

Many aspects of Hindu philosophy are treated of in his work. For instance, the defines devotion and true knowledge
and puts devotees above all others. The belief in one God is expounded in a way to help along the path of devotion, and it is not at variance with his adherence to the caste-system. Ideals proclaimed in Rāmdaritmanas apply equally to the saintly and the worldly. The story began with a quest for peace and the solution is given at the end in the conception of Rām-Rājya: "जब ते शांति प्राप्त न आदि! अदितं मयं श्रव्यः अभन्वक्तः॥ अवृद्ध उद्युक अते तदाज्जस्त्वाम्! कृष्ण कौस्तुः देवत सहकृतः॥ कैश्चित् कृष्ण गुण दानोऽसुक्तकः से गोविन्द गृहस्ते समाहितः॥ (uddhāra, aHd.52)
The Idea of Incarnation in Rāmdūcīrt-Mānas.

Tulsi says, "God comes on the earth and removes all worldly ills at such times when righteousness has faded away and the proud demons have become powerful." Exactly the same reason for incarnation of deity is given in the Gītā (Ch. IV v. 7, 8). Ravindranāth Tagore writes, "Some modern philosophers of Europe, who are directly or indirectly indebted to the Upanishadās, far from realising their debt, maintain that the Brahma of India is a mere abstraction, a negation of all that is in the world, in a word, that the infinite being is to be found nowhere except in metaphysics. It may be that such a doctrine has been and still is prevalent with a section of our countrymen. But this is certainly not in accord with the pervading spirit of the Indian mind." Instead it is the practice of realising, and affirming the presence of the infinite in all things which has been its constant inspiration. Upanishadās also say, "Whatever there is in the world is being enveloped by God." This all-pervading power of God has been expounded in the 11th chapter of the Gītā more clearly. Vālmīki also has attributed this same nature to God or Viṣṇu.

1. जब जब हरि की चर्मि होती है। आद्रोधिन में हो श्रेयसानी।
   तब तब गुणों क्षुद्र गुणों श्रेयसान इंसानों को हरिकृतराशिं।

2. यदु यादु तेहि भगवान शलोचन की भावत।
   आ-युत्पत्तिमन्दरों नवनामः नवभाजनम् संजात्यायाम्।

3. Śaṅkaraḥ, k. 16.

4. ईश्वरायैर्मनिश्रयः स्वर्गस्तवम् यानिकमिति गगालामिन्नस्त।

5. वालस्त्र, १५, २६, ७६, ९६, १२, १७।
Tulsi follows on the same lines and says, "I understand all the world enveloped in Rām and Sītā, hence I bow down before all with folded hands. He had this idea of God who would come in human shape for the rectification of wrongs.

The incarnation of deity served for him three purposes; (1) As stated in the Gītā, the rectification of wrong; (2) to given the form of God to the devotee, and (3) to put an ideal figure before the perplexed Hindu masses. Vālmīki has given the first of those purposes as the cause of the incarnation in Vāman⁷, Kapil⁸, Kamātī⁹, Parāśurām¹⁰, Varāha¹¹ Kṛṣṇa¹² and Rāma¹³ and almost the same purpose has been given by Tulsi, who however advanced a step further by accepting this human shape as God because none can be worshipped without a form. Macfie well concludes, "In our examination of the various religious ideas of the poem, we have been all along leading upto what is its very heart and centre - the birth of Rām and the work he achieves in the world. The poet's claim is that he is not only an incarnation of Viṣṇu, the second member of the Triad, but of Brahm, the Supreme Spirit of the Universe who has taken on himself a visible form."¹⁴

To Tulsi the third purpose in the incarnation is that secret instrument which he was giving to the world as a solution of all problems. This solution he submits through 3 sources:

---

6. "हरि सरसव काव्य सब जग जनमः। करुण प्रकाशनाथी सुन्दर पति।"
7. Bal. 29 vs. 2 - 9;
8. Bal. 273 vs. 25, 29, 30;
9. Bal. 45 vs. 15 - 16;
10. Bal. 76 vs. 19 - 24;
11. Ayo - 110;
(1) Pārvatī asks her lord Śiva about the mystery and the greatness of Rām in order to remove her own delusion. 2) Bharadwāj asks the same of Yajñavalkya; (3) Garuna asks this question of the Crow. The answer in each case is the story of Rām. The three who ask are representatives of deluded humanity, and through the answers of the learned they are shown the path of redemption. To the author Rām was the one and only great Being. Hence Śiva is vexed to hear this part of the question of his spouse, "Is there some other Rām of whom the books of revelation sing and on whom holy men meditate?" and he denounced all those who entertained such thoughts as Heretics and enemies of Rām's feet, who are ignorant, undeserving blind and reprobate, people on the mirror of whose minds nothing remains, lustful, deceitful, and very perverse, who have not even in dream seen an assembly of the saints, --- they understand neither gain nor loss. They can not discern between Aquśā and Sagūśā."

15. यहो आ रुष राष्ट्र भुच्छ । लवहो रामायण अनादि ।
राष्ट्र राष्ट्र - अनवां वहुत मुनि वि ज्ञान रघुराजङ्गेना।
परलस्य गति कोरी || (व्रत. अभ्यर्थ 8.1)

16. जीते हीरेज्या शुची भोली कान्त। श्रवण देखू पौने पोही-अचल समानः।
नयननात संत दूरस भोले देख! प्रोचन और- प्रेम कर ले खोला।

17. Rāmāyana of Tulsi Dās p.96. (व्रत. अभ्यर्थ 1.122)
V. THE RITI-ERA: *RĀM-CAṆ-DRIKĀ* as representative epic.
Keśav was a contemporary of Tulsi Dās. In the period when Sur Dās and other members of the poetic octette (Asta-Chā, i.e. eight seals or die stamps) of the Kṛṣṇa-cult reached the pinnacle of success in their lyrics and while Tulsi was engaged in writing Rām-Carit-Mānas, his immortal portrayal of devotion, Keśav was able to inaugurate an age which covers about two hundred years of Hindi poetic literature.

It is greatly to the credit of Keśav that he laid so well and truly the foundations of the 'Rīti-era' and established the Alākār-school. He wrote poems both short and long, but they are generally creations of the mind and were written to display his great knowledge. On the other hand some express the feelings of his heart and are exceptions to the above statement.

The Poet: Keśav Dās was born about 1555-57 A.D. into a famous Sanādhya Brāhman family of Kāśīnāth of Orchā. He lived at the court of Indrajīt Singh, brother of Prince Rām Singh. Once Keśav, through Birbal's instrumentality, induced Akbar to


2. This date has been fixed by Pt. Rām Candra Sukla (H.S.I. p.212). The Mīrābandhūs have discussed this date and fixed it as 1551 A.D. (Hindi Navratna)
excuse Indrajit from a heavy fine he had imposed on him, and he was greatly honoured thereafter by Indrajit. His family had been reputed for its Sanskrit learning, and his brother Balbhadra Misra was a learned poet. In this cultured atmosphere he grew up and acquired in due course distinction in poetics.

Kesav loved ostentation as is obvious in his writings, and his thoughts often dwelt on the sensuous and sensual, so much so that he felt hurt in his old age when beautiful maidens called him 'old Papa' and passed by.

Kesav had widely studied Sanskrit-literature. He cultivated artistic form in verse and took a keen interest in poetics. Hence he read with devotion the works of Daṇḍin, Ruuyak, Vāman, rather than those of Bharat Muni, Viśwanāth and Mammat, who believed "Rasa" (flavour) to be the soul of poetry. He wrote two books on poetics—Rasik-Prīyā (1591) and Kavi-Prīyā (1601). His epic-narrative Rām-Candrika appeared in 1601 A.D., some sixteen years before his death in 1617.

**His object** - The poet has mentioned his reason for writing this work. He says, "The sage Vālmīki once glanced at him in a

---

3. के साथ करंटी अर न्म अर सार जारिए न कराई। चांद- मित्रिन सुर- बापी चामो बाला करु गाई गाइ।

This has been translated by Keay in these words:
Kesav says 'my (grey) hairs have done to me what my enemies cannot do; Maidens with a countenance fair as the moon, and eyes like deer, now call me Baba (father).'
Hist. of Hindi Lit., p.38.

4. The Misrabandhus and Pandit Rām Candra Sukla agree with this date. But Lālā Bhagwan Din fixes it between 1610 and 1623 A.D.
dream and Kesāv asked him how he might obtain the real happiness."

The sage in answer told him that this could be gained only through devotion to Rām. 6. After further questioning by Kesāv the sage expounded briefly the greatness of Rām. 7. As soon as the great saint disappeared Rām became endeared to the poet, 8. who then resolved to praise him in song "whereby prosperity would be gained and previous sins condoned". 9.

In this way the main idea in writing this work seems to be devotion to Rām. But the work suggests that it was the poet's ambition that led to its composition. The introduction of the great sage and poet Vālmīki is itself proof of his ambitious zeal. Further, the use of various metres, Alāhāras and fiction are proof of his determination to express himself in a manner so distinguished as an epic. His pride in learning and in his heritage also contributed. It is due to the combination of all these that Rām-Candrika saw the light of day.

5. Rck. V.7 ch. I.
6. Rck. V.9, 10 ch. I.
7. Rck. V.8, 13-17.
8. Rck. V.18 ch. I.
9. Rck. V.20 ch. I.
The story in *Ram-Candrikā* is the same as in *Valmiki's Rāmāyana*. Kesāv has here narrated the main events very briefly. He has made greater use of conversations between his characters and with descriptions of forests, seasons, and certain human features.

Rām, Lakshman, Bharat and Śatrughna were the four sons of King Dāsarath. Once at the request of Saint Viśvāmitra the King sent Rām and Lakshman to protect the saint's āram. This task accomplished they proceeded to Mithilā and took part in the Swayambāra of Sītā. There Rām broke the bow, a feat that had baffled all the suitors, and obtained Sītā's hand in marriage. While returning home he had a quarrel with Paraśurām, which was made up through the supernatural agency of Śiva. Rejoicing filled the minds of the people of Avadh. These reached a climax when the coronation-day of Rām was fixed, but due to the boons granted to Kaikeie all further proceedings were cancelled, and Rām, Lakshman and Sītā went away to the forest. Surpapakha, sister of the Demon King Rāvan came to the forest of Pancvāṭi to seek Rām's hand in marriage. Lakshman taking matters into his own hands cut off her nose and ears. At her instigation her three brothers Khar, Duṣan and Triśirā fight with Rām and are killed. Then Sītā was carried off by Rāvan, and the quest of her led to the struggle at Lāṅkā. She was recovered after
Rāvan and his party were slain. Rām then returned home and ruled happily. Sītā was exiled by her husband because of her living, though under compulsion, at Rāvan's place. In the forest two sons, Lav and Kuśā, were born to her. Rām performed an Aśvamedh Yagya, and sent a horse around the world in the traditional fashion. Next a battle took place between Hār and Kuśā on one side against Rām's party. In the end the two sides became one, and Sītā rejoined Rām. Later he divided the kingdom among his sons and nephews and retired.

Thus the story as treated by Kesāv is almost the same as that narrated by his predecessors, but he has made some additions. Rām is said to play 'Dauṇḍ' and enjoy watching young women disporting themselves in a pool. No 'Sanāḍhya Brahmanā' were at the disposal of Vālmīki or Tulsi, but Kesāv mentions them several times. His hero Rām worships them. There are other minor additions; but they will be dealt with later under literary criticism.

Language: General Remarks:—The language of Rām-Candrīka is mainly 'Braj-Bhasā'. It is mixed with many 'Tatsam' Sanskrit words. Here and there also occur words taken from Bundelkhandī, a dialect of Western Hindi. Bundelkhandī proverbs are also used by waγ of illustration of a point or a precept.

10. Rck. Ch. XXIX
11. Rck. Ch. XXXII
I. Nominal Forms: (i) In general the Sanskrit nouns in the book work are in the same form and gender as in Sanskrit, e.g., चंद्रिका (V.21, Ch.I.), व्रज व्रज (V.3, Ch.II.),
(ii) As there is no neuter gender in Hindi, Sanskrit nouns in the neuter have been treated as masculines, as अंडे Mandir and सूंग सूंग (V.8, Ch.VIII). But there are some exceptions to this, e.g. आग आग आग (V.65 and 66, Ch.XIII).
(iii) The poet uses several forms of a word as Keśav Dās and Keso Dās; आग आग (V.5, Ch.XIV). etc.
(iv) In the nominative plural of feminine nouns अि अि often appears for झाँझ Boli, as in अिएः bāhai (V.10. Ch.XVI) for अिएः bāhe; अि has been used in all sorts of words, i.e. in nouns, adverbs, adjectives, and verbs. The poet uses it even with proper nouns, e.g. लक्ष्मण लक्ष्मण (V.41, Ch.XVII), राम राम (V.51, Ch.XVII).
(v) At some places he has added आउ to such nouns as साह ताह Kumbhakarṇau, Indrajītau (V.7, Ch.XIX).
(vi) Masculines are changed into feminines with such suffixes as:
(a) अ, e.g. वित्तज हुल विदेहका sutā (V.4, Ch.XXXV); (b) अ, e.g. स्वयं मयी Swarn mayi (V.4, Ch.XXXV); (c) य, e.g. मां मां मां (V.60, Ch.XIII); (d) न, as नाम Priyadarśinī (V.34, Ch.XXXIII).
(vii) Following the general rule in Brajbhāṣā, he adds न  na
to make the plural of nouns. If the letter preceding 'a' is immovable, he has moved it with 'a'. E.g. घना घान (V.88, Ch.XIII). There is one exception to this rule; या या or या या occurring at the end of a word are immovable, they are not given a vowel, e.g. दरिं दरिं (V.88, Ch.XIII), जायान जायान (V.10, Ch.XIV).

(viii) Certain particles occurring at the termination of nouns add different meanings, and these also give the sense of possession and lordship, as भूपति भूपाल (V.22, Ch.I), पुलवाल भुपाल (V.24, Ch.VI), दुभिवंतन दुतिवंतन (V.17, Ch.XIII).

II. Verbal Forms: The verbs in राम-चांद्रिका show the various forms of the Braj-bhasa verbal conjugations. The tense-terminations in Braj correspond generally with those of Khariboli. (i) For final ा ा and ा e, Braj characteristically exhibits ा ा ा ा ा. Thus for आ आ करें there is कराता कराता (V.44, Ch.IX), for महो महो मोह, महो मोह (V.53, Ch.XII).
(ii) Kesav has mostly used verbs ending in ा ा, ा ा in the first singular. These and ा ा in the second person plural of the future are changed into ा ा; e.g. for कहुँ कहुँ कहाता (V.93, Ch.XIII); for आनो, आनो आन (V.15, Ch.XIV).
(iii) After verbal roots ending in ा ा, ा ा, ा ा,
there is commonly found e.g. bhāvai (V.5, Ch.XIV);

(j) vāvātī (V.47, Ch.XVII), dhovai (V.22, Ch.VI)

(iv) and yau are found as terminations of both the imperfect and the perfect participles. Before tu roots in ā sometimes take iy instead of ā;

e.g. for hārāvatū there occurs hāriyatu (V.13 Ch.XXVIII).

(v) The conjunctive participles is formed by the affixes kai or kari, e.g. vilokiki (V.6, Ch.XXIII), laikari (V.58 Ch.XXI). The former has been more used than the latter.

(vi) The terminations of the contingent future are (a) aū, ā, ū; (b) aī (c) āi in the singular and aū, ā, āi in the plural number.

(vii) The termination hu is not separated from the preceding root, as it is sometimes in certain Braj works printed under English supervision.

(viii) Some verbs have peculiar forms as from honaū (to be)

come hrai (V.5, Ch.XII); hvaihau (V.95, Ch.XIII)

15. Rck. V.14 Ch.XXXVIII
16. Kellogg (Rem.1) p.287
17. Kellogg S. 489.
(ix) There are some forms of *Bundelkhandi* verbs, as *panāgī* (V.16, Ch.XVII).

III. Adjectives. Adjectives are not so frequently used in *Ram-candrika*:

(i) From a close study it is seen that, at some places here the poet changes their forms according to the nouns, as सिंगरिक *Sigare* (V.9, Ch.XVII), सिंगरी *Sigari* (V.10, Ch.XVII); at other places he does not, as दोन बानी *Din bānī* (V.33, Ch.XIX).

(ii) Some adjectives, chiefly 'tatsamas', assume certain Sanskrit terminations to indicate case and gender. Thus there often occur adjectives with Sanskrit *fem.* terminations in *ā* and *ā*: e.g. कुशली *Kusālī* (V.35, Ch.XIX); विनिता *Vinitā* (V.11, Ch.XX).

IV. Other forms. Pronouns and adverbs do not vary from their Braj-forms.

Summing up, one may say that the poet has taken much liberty with his words to secure his *alāmkāras* and metres. Thus at some places letters in a word are missing; at others a word has been distorted; e.g. तिक *Tik* occurs for तिय *Tiya* (a woman); चीचि-ली *Chichila* chāch (V.31, Ch.XV). He has employed some Avadhi words such as इहाँ *Ihaṁ*, उहाँ *Uhaṁ*, दिखाँ *Dikhaṁ*, रिखाँ *Rikhaṁ* righāu. The number of Bundelkhādi words is greater than that of Avadhi. Some words occur in the form in which they are

---

actually spoken in the villages in Bundelkhand; e.g. कुचि (V.3, Ch.XXX). There appear some Bundelkhandī proverbs also, e.g. उभाई हाथ बाली रिक (V.65, Ch.XIII).

His liking for ambiguous meanings and varying metres has made his language very difficult and for ordinary persons it is beyond their comprehension. Even a learned scholar of Hindi has to think and consult lexicons before he arrives at the right meaning of the verses.

So it has been rightly said: "If you do not want to give a poet a gift, ask the meaning of a poem of Keśav!"

Keśav's poems are archaic in style. This view differs from that of Misrabandhūs who, inspite of all the difficulties in Keśav's poems, see in them merely simplicity and sweetness.

V. General Remarks: Literary Merits: Tulsī succeeded as an epic-writer in great part because of his rendering of the important portions of his story. The ability of a poet is tested in no small measure by his choice of such matters. The writer of Rām-candrikā does not seem to have cared for so important a matter of technique in epic-writing, hence his book does not touch the heart of his readers. From the short sketch of the narrative it has been seen that Keśav has used the same story as Tulsī, but with a difference. In the latter

are delightful descriptions of Dasarath's family, Rām's childhood and his charming ways. Again Tulsī has created the 'garden-scene' in which Rām and Sītā have a glimpse of each other. Further his accounts of Bharat's self-reproaches, of the assembly at Citrakūṭa, Rām's lamentations at the loss of Sītā, his remorse at the swooning of Lakshman in the battlefield, make his book natural and living. But in Rām-candrika these incidents and their human side are entirely lacking.

Dasarath, the King of Avadh, had four sons; Rām and three others. In this bare brief statement he introduces to the hearer the hero whose feats and character are to arouse him, hold him in suspense and win his admiration. In the next verse he speaks about the city of Avadh, and in the following one about Viśvāmitra's coming to bring Rām to his aid.

He does not pause to indicate how or why Rām, the divine incarnation, was born and how he passed his pleasant childhood. There is no such domestic, human touch as a reference to the tinkling of his childish ornaments which was so dearly cherished by his mother in Tulsī's work. But Kesāv had little or no thought of such homely, ordinary interests. He looked on art objectively. It presented itself to him in its formal aspect, in external relations and symmetry. Hence he gives long descriptions of gardens, ponds and trees. But it is clear from

20. Rck. V.22 - 1st Ch.
21. Rck. V.24 Ch.I.
these that these natural objects have not awakened much sentiment in him.

Again he gives vivid descriptions of the princes present at Śītā's Swayambhara through the mouth of a 'Brāhmaṇ' at Viśvāmitra's 'āsram' and this continues from Verse 13 of Ch. III to Verse 2 of the VIIth. Thus Rām and the company know all about the Swayambhā while still distant from Janak's city. Tulsi, on the other hand, makes brief mention of these princes when Rām and others are in the Swayambhā. It is odd to find such long accounts of the princes given during a conversation.

Further there is a long account of conversations between Vaṅgāmūrya, a demon, and Rāvan, which occupies the whole of Ch. II. It is strange to think that the poet has never dwelt on the interesting features of the story with the same attention as he has devoted to imaginary and purposeless colloquies, which disrupt the flow of the story and its charm. Again, he has failed to give the complete form of the story. Vasarath 22. sends Bharat and Satrughna to Bharat's maternal uncle's place. Next he decides to abdicate in favour of Rām. 23. In the meantime Kaikślī asks that her two promised boons be granted, but it is not mentioned there whether this is agreed or not. Next he tells of the departure of Rām towards the forest.

22. Rck. V.I. Ch. IX.
23. Rck. V.2, Ch. IX.
24. Rck. V3, Ch. IX.
25. Rck. V.5, Ch. IX.
On hearing of this Kausīlyā, his mother, prepares to go with him, but he reminds her of the duties of a wife to her husband. There is no mention of her maternal instinct and wishes. Again, without any previous mention of him, Lakshman sets out with Rām to go to Sītā. Sītā and he entreat him to grant permission to accompany him. Without further elaboration Rām is shown on the way to the forest. At the mere hearing of his departure Dasarath falls dead. Thus the poet has not mentioned the paternal feelings of Dasarath or of his pressing solicitations to Rām to remain in Avadh which play so vital a part in Tulsī's poems. Either Kesāv shirked in his abrupt transitions, poignant description or was incapable of the personal feeling which is a necessary condition of being able to arouse it in others. Psychology would have no difficulty in discerning that he was not merely living on the surface or balancing on the outer edge, but that he was not sensible of, or else had become insensible to, ordinary human emotions. Thus he has not described the assembly at Citrakūṭ, which is one of the most pathetic and philosophical touches in Tulsī.

In Ch.XI, Rām hastens forward to Pancvaṭī. Surpanakhā meets him there and proposes marriage. After speaking of her ill plight the poet tells of the abduction of Sītā, Rām's proceeding towards Pampāsar and his friendship with Hanumān and

26. Rck. V.29, Ch.IX.
Sugrīva. Hanumān goes to Lanka and sees Sītā. Thus the poet unduly and without appreciation of the human side hurries along in this story towards the XXth chapter, in which Rāvan is defeated. Rāma meets with Sītā and they set out for Avadh. Obviously he has not succeeded in giving continuous form to the hero’s story, nor has he touched on incidents pathetic in themselves or suggesting pathos. Like a magician by sleight of hand he changes the course of the story and the miraculous happens without previous indication.

In the remaining 19 chapters he describes only three main events in the hero’s life: his return to Ayodhyā, his coronation and the exile of Sītā, the birth of Lav and Kuśa and their fighting with Rāma’s party.

His book contains some 1668 verses. The main story occupies about one thousand of these and the remainder are devoted to fanciful statements and dogmatic opinions. These are irrelevant to the main theme and unsuited to the “flavour” of the poems. He has devoted about two chapters to Rāma’s derogatory speeches in the assembly of saints about kingship and life. This seems entirely out of place here as there was no need to talk of the evils of kingship and of human life before such great saints as Vālmiki and Vyās, who had already renounced the world and its ways.  

Then a chapter is given to the conciliatory speeches of Vaśiṣṭha to Ṛg. Ṛg was the incarnation of God and so was able to deliver saintly homilies before even the greatest saints, and therefore these long conciliatory speeches of Vaśiṣṭha to Ṛg are not in keeping with the relative merit and dignity of the two. On this and several other occasions one feels inclined to say that Kesāv, priding himself on his great knowledge, has played with the narrative and the poems in the epic.

Further the latter indicate strongly his pride in his own caste, viz. Sanādhyā Brahmānās. His Bharadwāj says to Ṛg, "Do not think of Brahmānās as human beings. Consider them as the very image of Viṣṇu." To Kesāv Brahmānās were like the great deity Viṣṇu. Tulsi had similar ideas, but he was a staunch believer in the caste system of India, based on the proper distribution of human activities, and so he expressed such ideas as being inherent in or springing from his religion, and not with a view to show the dignity and standing of his caste and thus of himself. But Kesāv’s case is different. Not satisfied with praise of Brahmānās in general he praises more this sub-section to which he belongs, the Sanādhyās. Therefore the saint Bharadwāj says to Ṛg:


29. Rck. V.5 Ch.21.
(Vishnu told Mahādev) that when the lotus-plant grew up and spread all over from my navel, Brahmā with his four mouths was produced from it. According to Brahmā’s wishes four sons were born to him, and Brāhmaṇas who were born according to the wishes of these sons were called ‘Sanādhya’. 31. Thus the Sanādhyaś are the off-spring of the Creator himself. 32. Rck. V.17-18 Ch.XXI

Here are other instances of the great respect paid to them. Rām washes the feet of Sanādhyaś and presents to them some villages. He worships them to the exclusion, at first, of other Brāhmaṇas and Rṣis. 33. Rck. V.23 Ch.XXVII

Brahmā, the Creator, praises them and tells Rām to kill Lavaṇāsur, so as to be able to confer on them some villages in Mathurā-district. Rām praises them and says: “Whoever is devoted to Sanadhyā Brāhmaṇās cannot be hurt even by the trident of Śiva.” When Śatrughna kills Lavaṇāsur, Indra and the gods are pleased and ask him what boons he would like. Śatrughna asks that “Whoever takes away the property of Sanādhyaś, should be completely ruined,” 34. Rck. V.10 Ch.XXXIII

35. Rck. V.45 Ch.XXXIV

36. Rck. V.55 Ch.XXXIV
and whoever serves them should be happy, but their opponents be otherwise. ³⁷.

As suggested before Kesav has not given fitting narration of the story of his hero, and the question arises: If he did not tell the whole story, what were the matters or objects which he did place before his listener or reader, and what aspects or qualities in them interested him? His readers will be in a position to answer that he has dealt with four things elaborately. His approach was by way of the physical or external, rather than the metaphysical or introspective and humanitarian with concern for the why and wherefore of things. It can be said of him that

1. Thus he depicts the splendours of the city of Ayodhya, and the pomp and show at the Swayambar at Mithila, and the like, but there is scarcely any light and shade in his painting of his characters; a high and hard light beats down and there is no softness and tenderness or reference to the childhood of Rām, and of his relatives and intimates. The self-sacrifice and heart-felt affection of Bharat which Tulsī

³⁷. Rck. V.56 Ch. XXXIV
rendered with such idealism, he could not portray, or the pathos in Daśrath's bitter frustration.

2. He has described/great length the statuesque body of Rām, but shown no picture of the more attractive subject of his behaviour with others. Sītā's beauty he has chosen for mention but not her captivating gait, or the nuances of emotion in her beautiful features. Tulsī has treated such themes in so different a manner as to make it regrettable that Keśav could not conceive of the tender feelings of a princely spouse venturing voluntarily, and even against the affectionate protests of her husband. Other instances are found in the account of the beauty of Sītā's maid, and of Rām's playing in the pond.

3. Keśav has added some fictitious incidents in his work. For instance Rām goes to play caugān, a game which is mentioned in the Pahlavaṇ Kārnāma and the Shāh-nāma record of the Sasanian period of Persian history and has often supplied Persian poets with similes ever since. The game was introduced into India by the Muslims. It has received a long description here.

38. Rck. V.46 to 58 Ch.VI
39. Rck. V.59 Ch.VI. Also Vs.40 to 43 Ch.IX.
40. Rck. Ch.XXXI.
41. Browne: Literary Hist. of Persia, 1138,463.
Again, a dog comes into the court of Rām with grievances and tells the story of a Maṭhpati (owner of a religious endowment).

Next there enters on the scene a Sanāḍhya Brāhman.

It has already been seen how Keśav, to fulfill his personal end, introduces Brahmā in Rām's court, and at his instigation Lavaṇāsūr is killed to endow the Sanāḍhyās with some property. True poetry deals impartially with the subjects of its theme and does not admit of any special pleading or advocacy, whereas this author has made his poem exhibit his personal predilections.

4. Keśav has described the fighting elaborately. The battle between Rām and Rāvan occupies three chapters. Likewise three go to the battle between Lav-Kuśa against Rām and his party. In his account of this battle the author has achieved great success and there is true poetry in Sītā's rebuke of Lav and Kuśa for having so acted as to bring about the slaughter of their uncles and their men. The innocent plea of Lav and Kuśa at this point is heart-moving. Further the true maternal traits in Sītā's character are shown when all the dead are restored to life because of her sincere womanliness.

One might judge Keśav in the light of the three qualities which Tolstoy thought to be essential to a work of art:

"First a correct, that is a moral, relation of the author to his subject; secondly, beauty of form; and thirdly sincerity, that is love of what the author describes." 43

The fact that Keśav dedicated his most admired work Kavi-Priyā to a famous courtesan of his time does not lead one to think that his standard of personal morality was so very high as to befit him to present a picture of deity holy and supreme, and holy in his contacts with human beings.

Beauty of form was a chief interest with him, but was often satisfied with sensuous or imagined delights.

Whilst sincerity of love for his subject is not doubted, it is evident that form in conception and expression chiefly engaged his attention. Rhetoric and its laws reduced substance to a subordinate position.

II. Nature in Rām-candrikā:- As has already been stated Keśav, through his pride in accomplishment short of the ideal greatly undermined the genuine quality of his poetry. This is also the case in his allusions to Nature. He describes everything that Tulsī made his reader observe, but his love

of Alākārās led him to adapt his verses to suit them. And so, while describing the garden of Dasarath he mentions various beautiful trees and flowers, yet he does not make their fragrance real to the reader. They serve his purpose well when he describes a beautiful maiden under pretext of describing a garden. He virtually represents external nature in the figure of a beautiful maiden. His extreme sensuousness did not let him see the underlying beauty of meaning in Nature. While looking on flowers and fruits he seems to be thinking of maidens and their graceful movements.

Again when he describes the forests in which Viśāmitra lived, he enumerates a number of trees which do not actually occur in the forests of Bihār, such as Lāvāḷ, Pūghifal, Pīla, and Rajbāsa. In doing so he has followed the tradition of Saṅskrit literature. A similar description of a forest is given in Kādambari. It will be noticed later that the writer of Prīnapravās has followed the same line. Indeed it has been a common practice of poets in India and Persia to draw from a stock of names of flowers and plants, and to use such terms irrespective of their local appropriateness. It has been remarked above that Kesav's descriptions of Nature

44. Rck. V.1. Ch.III.

45. 'Kālāmukh' of Kādambarī.

Kādambarī:— तमसाल हैं तलाल अकूल बहुती, रला लहा ज्यूलिन गारी कोनी रगळा कला पै।

(ोल लोणु धवली लांबा पानबी, इलामत कूल रेपु धरली १५४;
अल्गुङु हंद्र प्रेकरी। उवाचः.)
are sensuous, but his sensuousness differs from that of the English poet Keats. The latter was susceptible to beauty, and wheresoever he saw it he was charmed by it. Hence he was naturally attracted towards the beautiful in Nature and his enthusiasms are genuine and impressions imperishable. On the other hand Ke$av had a Grecian admiration for beauty, especially of its physical embodiment. He is sensuous and even sensual.

His similes too, with their far-fetched imagination, have greatly marred the sense of his natural descriptions. His ambiguous phrases (sleash, paronomasia) in his accounts of Nature never touch the heart but rather evoke a sense of humour; e.g. firstly, as soon as the moon wishes to go in a westerly direction, the sun makes her devoid of lustre and beauty. The second meaning is, 'As soon as a Brähman wishes to drink wine, the deity, at once, makes him poor and insignificant.' The Equivoque has long figured among Indian poets as a feat of ingenuity, but this aiming "at two birds with one stone" has led to great ambiguity in his poems and reduced the sense of their genuineness. He sometimes compares

46. Please see 'Figures of speech', ahead.
47. Hck. V.14 Ch.V.
one natural thing with another but does not succeed in drawing an apt likeness.

III. Characterisation: The characters in Rām-Candrikā are the same as in Rām-Charit-Mānas but they cut here a different figure owing to this author's pride in the specious. He has made his characters differ in some aspects from thos of Vālmīki and Tulsī. // Rām, the Hero: In the examination made earlier of Rām-Charit-Mānas it was noted that Rām had been painted as the perfect ideal man. He is an incarnation of the Supreme Deity, but by his manliness he captivates the human heart. Rām in Rām-Candrikā, however, has not been painted so well. There is here no detail of childhood. He plays a heroic part when he refuses to kill Tāśaka on the chivalrous ground of her being a woman, and when he breaks the bow of Śiva, but in this work he is not the Rām whom Tulsī painted as subduing Paraśurām by his sober and tactful words, for here Mahādev has to come and do his utmost to reconcile the two at variance.

Rām here teaches a wife's duties to his mother when she persists in accompanying him to the forest. Kesāv seems to forget that Rām is the son of Kamsīlya, and that it is unmannerly on his part to counsel her in this manner. It is no defence at all to maintain that he was a God.

49. See p. 120.

50. Rck. V.43 Ch.VII.
Both writers have worthily depicted Rām's heroism in winning the battle of Laṅkā and recovering his beloved helpmate, but Kesāv has not done well by Rām's character when he writes of him as sitting in the place where girls of 16 years of age come and dance and sing around him. Not only this, but he is shown peeping into the pond where Sītā and her maids are playing, and himself joins in the play there. In these respects Kesāv has failed to identify his hero more closely with mortals, and has impaired the majesty of his greatness and holiness, and thereby has done an injustice to him as tradition, authors and believers have cherished him. But in his last chapter he has done something which retrieves the position of Rām and restores his dignity by making him exile his wife and purposely allow all the members of his party to fall in the battle of Lav and Kuśa as he aimed at destroying their vanity. Rām acts justly as king and father when he equally distributes the kingdom among his own sons and those of his brothers.

Sītā: As the heroine of the poem she remains the same beautiful princess and dutiful wife as painted by Tulsī. But due to insufficient direction of the characters and of their conduct even Sītā has sometimes been placed in an awkward situation. For instance when Rām tells her to remain in  

---

51. Rck. Ch.IXL
Ayodhya, she says that she has heard the duties of a wife from his own lips a little before when he had stated them to his mother, and would observe them sincerely; she had overheard the conversation between him and his mother. But such eavesdropping was hardly proper behaviour on the part of a princess.

She bravely shares the hardships of the forest equally with her husband. She is sorely tried in the garden of Rāvan by his attentions and her resistance shows the sincerity of her loyalty. She gladly returns with her husband to Ayodhya and levels no reproach at anyone for her exile. Her rebuke to her sons who killed all of Rām's party is worth noting for its directness. The sublime loftiness of her character is recognised by its securing the restoration to life of all the slain.

Subordinate Characters: Lakshman is the same affectionate brother, trusty, confidant, and brave servant of Rām as in Tulsi Mas, except that in the latter the detail is fuller. Dasarath and Bharat do not fill, as in Tulsi, their respective roles so whole-heartedly and convincingly.

52. Rck. V.24 Ch.IX
53. Rck. 61 to 65 verses Ch.XIII
54. Rck. V.10 Ch.XII
Hanumān has been dealt with more fairly. He is shown to be a true servant to Rāma and a help to him in recovering Sita. He is also a brave warrior; he set fire to the island of Lankā and saved Vibhiṣaṇa from the unerring arrow of Rāvan. Till the end he remained loyal and dutiful.

Āngad has been given a more wordly shape than in Tulsi. In spite of his association with Rāma, he still has left a corner in his heart full of a passionate desire to revenge the death of his father. Rāma provides him an opportunity in the battle with Lav and Kuśa and thereby his vengeful instinct is appeased. Āngad had behaved roughly with Mandodarī, and so the demon king Rāvan leaves his Yagyā. Āngad's action was reprehensible. It was a violation of the lofty ideals of old Indian life which would not allow the use of force towards the weaker sex; it has been seen for instance how Rāma had refused to kill Tādākā. Thus Keśav has marred the charm in the brave character of Āngad. Perhaps the poet has painted him as a monkey-prince, in which case his conduct is not surprising; but the question remains: Were Āngad and his race really monkeys?

Śatrughna has been given a little more importance in Ram-Candra. He kills Lavanāsur and makes over the villages to Sanaḍhyas. In the battle with Lav and Kuśa he brings down

55. The Miśrābāndhūs have mentioned this event but have not criticized it. (Hindi-Navratna) p.48.

56. See p. Rom. "प्रियदेव जनाधिपति दृश्याय विश्वकेर्ति! ॉरते विद्धि - यथे इति अन्य सुपदाताः।"  (Bal. afo. 0.23).

57. Chap. XXXIV
Lav senseless, but later Kuśa triumphs and overpowers him. Lav and Kuśa, the two brave sons of Rām, prove their noble descent and inherent worth by their gallant fight. But their fortitude and prowess in battle do not interest the hearer or reader in them as does their protest of innocence to their mother, the exiled Sītā. When she rebukes them for killing all their kith and kin, Kuśa offers the injured plea: "Mother, why do you blame me? When you heard that they had captured my brother Lav, you sent me there and at no time did you tell me that Rām was my father." Here Kesāv's heart betrays some emotion as the gallant Kuśa who overpowered all the mighty warriors in Rāvan's battle, and even Bharat and Rām, makes this reasoned argument before his mother. He makes plain to view the sacred ties that bind the members of a Hindu family where child and parent recognise their mutual obligations.

Vibhiśan, brother of Rāvan, is more human than in Tulsī. He helps Rām in the battle, but is ridiculed by the poet as he is made to leave the party of his own brother and bring about the ruin of his own family. Lav laughed at the mere sight of him and taunted him: "Come, oh Vibhiśan, ....... the only ornament of your family."
IV. **Figures of Speech:** If in criticism of Keśav's work it be said that its external embellishment is more conspicuous than the genuineness of its verse, it will not be an exaggeration. When invention is secondary the figurative tendency in language grows stronger and more systematic. Keśav is never satisfied with a few Alāṃkāras or a limited variety of metres. He has put several of the former into a single verse and various metres in a single chapter. For example we find "Śleśā", "Vakrokti", "Vyajstuti" and "Amuprāś" in one verse. **^lesa**, "Vakrokti", "Vyajstuti" and "Amuprāś" in one verse. As for metres he changes them frequently as if he wished to show his knowledge of prosody and his ability to make use of its rules; e.g. in the first chapter there are 51 Verses and about 27 various metres. He derived much of his knowledge of metres from Sanskrit writers, but was not satisfied with this and has introduced his own, such as 'Sugīt verse'.

Similes in **Rām-Charitamāla** clearly manifest his aim to achieve the unusual or the striking, whether they sensibly correspond or not with the object being described. For instance at one place he compares the Sun to Indra's umbrella, at another (in the same verse) to a skull full of blood in the hand of a 'kāpālik'. Viśvāmitra says of the Sun, "The

60. Rck. V.16 Ch. V.
61. Rck. Ch.I.
62. Rck. V.10 Ch.V (Kāpālik is a mendicant practising penances).
red-faced monkey-like Sun climbed up the tree-like sky and made all the flower-like stars fall by shaking. His poems contain numerous similes of this sort. It may be remarked here in contrast that the poetry of Rām-Carit-Mānas has been illumined and made more effective by appropriate similes. In Kesāv it is otherwise. One example may be cited by way of illustration. Tulsī and Kesāv have both given fanciful accounts of the Moon. In Tulsī's work Rām asked about the dark spot in the Moon, while he was sitting with his friends in the battle-field of Lāṅkā. Sugrīv, the monkey-chief said it was the shadow of the earth. Another declared that Rāhu hit the moon and the spot marks the place of the blow. (There is a mythological story that Rāhu, a demon succeeded in joining a dinner-party of the gods, given by Indra. The Moon as one of the gods was there, and it was the Moon who disclosed the secret of Rāhu's presence. He was then cut in two, and the pieces are known as Rāhu and Ketu. Rāhu struck the Moon, and the black spot remains there as proof. Hindu Mythology explains the Lunar Eclipse as due to attacks by Rāhu, and the Eclipse is partial or full according to the area engrossed by Rāhu.)

64. Rcm. P.514 (ed. by R. Bhaṭṭa).

65. कष तौरसि तौरसि य सुपुरुषोऽर तस्से महाप्रताप्तं भण्डे क्रिष्णि॥
Another remarked that the creator gave shape to Rati; he extracted the essential portion of the moon to effect his purpose, and the hole still remains. Rām said that poison is the brother of the moon, and with his poisonous rays the moon produces the heart-ache and pains of the separated. Finally Hanumān made his contribution: "Hearken my Lord! the moon is your dear servant, therefore he keeps your dark shape in his heart and it is shown in the Spot."

This long passage with its similes shows that Tulsi was well-versed in Hindu Mythology. And the separation of lovers, a source of tears in all erotic literature and in the devotional writings of the mystics, Rām regards as something vitiating happiness. The Spot looked to him like poison which could be communicated to mortals and bring the longing and ache of separation, as it had then to himself and Sītā.

Rām and Hanumān looked at the self-same thing, but they interpreted it differently. A psychologist might say that each found in it a reflection of his own idea; for one

66. The Wife of Kāmdeś, the God of Love; she is considered to be the most beautiful of women.

67. Mythology relates that gods and demons overpowered the ocean and obtained 14 gems, including poison and the Moon; hence these two are brothers.

68. कुल अुग्रंत सुयुज्य वर्ण, सरसि तुरंतां यस्य सः।
तव अवरसि तैः का उर बससि, सरसं द्वारमत्ताभास। (कामदेश ०.१४)
it was a canker eroding happiness, a poison; the other saw a treasury imaged in it.

On the other hand Keśav describes the Moon in his characteristic showy manner. Sītā says "(It) is a beautiful new bouquet of flowers thrown away by Sācī (Indra’s wife) after smelling it; it is like the looking-glass of Rati; the cushion of Kāmdev, the god of Love; again it is an ear-ornament of pearls, left by the Sun’s wife....". Then Ram compares the Moon to "a lotus, growing in the Milky Way; to a resting place of Śeṣa in the milky ocean, on which Viṣṇu is sitting thinking it to be a deer-skin." (Mrschāla or skin spread on the ground is regarded as making a very sacred place to sit; so it has been used by Hindu saints and is still.) Thus Kesāv has confined himself to the flowers, the bouquet, the looking-glass and the ornament for his similes, so clearly manifesting his contentment with the objective. His poetic genius did not thrive in this atmosphere of worldliness, and his poems do not generally strike a chord in the heart. A few verses in Rām-Čandrika show him stirred to genuine emotion and seeking its expression. An illustration of this is found in Hanumān’s account of Sītā’s forlorn state in her separation. He says, "Hearken, my Lord Rām, due to your separation such is Sītā’s plight; as the female..."

69. See Vs.41 to 45 Ch.XXX.
70. See V.29 Ch. XIV.
roams about in the forests so she wanders about in the Aśoka
garden, searching for you among the dark trees and creepers of
the garden (as these resemble you in colour); as the female
goose always desires the tender lotus-plant, so Sītā ever
longs to hold your lotus-like arms; as a hind never approaches
the abode of a lion, so Sītā never goes towards that part of
the garden where the Keśar (a reed) grows; as the female
serpent seeks a hole on hearing the voice of a peacock, so
Sītā wishes to hide that she may not hear the voice of peacock.
In her devotion she is like a female Cātak ever asking: 'Where
are you my dearest one?' and like a Cakaī (female curlew)
becomes speechless on seeing the Moon.'

There are a few anachronisms in Rām-Candrika. For
instance in Ch.XXI Rām plays "Caugān" (polo), a game in
vogue among Muslims in Akbar's age, but not current at the
time here treated of. Tulsī has committed a similar mistake:

\[\text{ते तल सिर कुदुक् दूर नाम। रेखलियन्ति माले कोर सेगाना। (लहङ्गाकः)}\]

Again he mentions the 'Jainas' as abusing the river Ganges.
Hindus regard this river as sacred and call her "mother".
It would not be unnatural for the 'Jainas' to abuse the Ganges,
but it is doubtful whether at the time of Rām, they existed as
a separate sect.

71. This voice is supposed to produce pains in separated couples.
72. Moon is regarded as an inspirer of love and sensuousness
so it afflicts separated lovers.
73. See Rām-Candrika p.250.
V. The Supernatural Element: In Rām-Candrika Rām appears in a two-fold aspect or capacity. On the one hand as a human individual and a king he meets with experiences and faces adventures; on the other he is an incarnation of Viṣṇu, or rather of the Almighty, who had come to earth to rectify the wrong. In Vālmīki's Rāmāyan the former aspect of Rām is successfully depicted and the latter only just mentioned. In Rām-Carit-Mānas the two capacities are embodied in one person so inseparably and harmoniously that there is no monophysite or monothelite controversy such as has characterised Christian doctrine. Tulsi fitfully described the great exploits of his hero and the peace and prosperity of his reign, but all the while he reminds one that Rām is the incarnation of Viṣṇu, the God Himself, whereas in Rām-Candrika the latter aspect is more prominent than the former. The author tells the whole story of Rām, but has not endeavoured to depict his ideal human shape and his composite character. Tulsi differs from him vastly in this respect. He has described his characters possessing supernatural powers in such a human way that they seem to line up with mortals. One is happy with them, can weep with them and be angry as they become angry. It is for this reason that Tulsi stands before millions of people not only as a true poet, but also

74. See p. 141.
as a social reformer. They find an ideal in his characters. But in Ram-Candrikā the characters stand like skeletons and the reader has to give them flesh and blood out of his own ideas.

In Chapter II Viśvāmitra clearly speaks of the divine powers of Rām. Over all the risks in his life Rām triumphs through this power. He seems to cease to be supernatural only when he is described as a king, enjoying the pleasures of the palace and dallying in the pond. This description has done injustice both to Rām and to Hindu sentiment.

As an Epic: Before proceeding to consider the merits of Ram-Candrikā as an epic it is necessary to understand and appreciate its author's idea of poetry.

It has already been stated that he had studied a good deal of Sanskrit literature and been greatly influenced by Dandin, Pratihārendu Rāj, Bhāmāh, Rudraṭ and Vaṃan, writers on Sanskrit poetics. Keśāv proceeded on their lines and so to understand his views it is desirable to know theirs.

The first four of them belong to Alākār school. They laid much emphasis on the Alākaras, but were not indifferent to "Rasa", for Bhāmāh says that an epic (Mahākāya) should contain the "Rāsās"; still to them the Alākārās were the most

---

75. तुलना मोक्षभवन रूसें भरे तरलें; वृष्टि (1921).
important part of poetry. "Bhāmah and Daṇḍin hardly made a
distinction between Alākārās and Gunās." Yāman is the
foremost representative of the 'Riti' school; Daṇḍin also
favours it, Yāmāki boldly asserts that 'Riti' is the soul
of poetry; that it consists in the special arrangement or
combination of words and this specially lies in the possession
of Gunās. He Yāman speaks of ten Gunās of words and the
same number in the sphere of sense. Daṇḍin speaks of these
same Gunās but does not distinguish between them. Bhāmah
mentions only three, viz. Mādhurya (lucidity), Ojas (vitality),
Prasād (simplicity). Nowadays these three alone are recognised,
whereas Keśav's poems contain only Ojas. Actually the 'Riti'
school is a development of the Alākārā.

Then there is the Vakrokti, an expression which
literally means "crooked" and requires the reader to search
for a significant meaning beyond the face-value of the words.
Daṇḍin explains it as a counter form of Swabhāvokti or
natural expression. Such Alākārās as Śleṣa' which give two
meanings to a verse are used for this purpose. Bhāmah

---

76. Intr. to Sahitya-darpan by P.V. Kane.

77. सैतंत्रत्त काव्याः, विशिष्ट यद-स्वल्प श्रैत, विशेषतः गुरुगत्मा।

78. अन्तः: सर्वस्व पुर्बाष्टी प्रसीचकृति नियम। भिंत विचा स्वानिष्ठति वे ब्रोजस्वतिः
नाइं मयं ॥
required it in all Alakarás. The writer of Vakroktijivit makes it the soul of poetry. Then there is the Dhwani-school; a writer of this school, the author of Dhwanyálok says that the best poetry is that which contains suitable suggestion (Vyāgya). This accords with the view of Wordsworth that poetry is the "spontaneous overflow of powerful meanings". Kesáv placed such ideals before him which accepted Alakár, Ríti, Vakrokti, and Dhwani as the essence of poetry.

On the other hand writers like Bharat Múni, Kaviráj Viswanáth held that Rasa is the soul of poetry. Mammaá-carya found a middle way between these two conflicting views and maintained that good poetry should contain both, but Rasa is the essential part.

The author of Ram-Candríká adopted the former view, with the result, as already seen, that he has not succeeded in composing genuine verse. "To arouse the selfsame feelings
in others as are in himself is the poet’s mission. To accomplish this he must be impartial, sincere in himself and towards his subjects. It is questionable whether Kesāv out of sincere love of his subject could be one with it. He was too much occupied with externality and this led him away from recognising the underlying reality. Lālā Bhagwāndin, the editor of Rām-Śaṅdrīka, has rightly expressed this:

"The great number of metres (depending on letters) proves that the poet had this in mind that illustrations of various metres must be given. And the great number of Alākārās show that he thought that his book must contain examples of all the Alākārās.

The ṇisra-bādhūs, well-known for their Hindi literary histories in particular, have said: "In this book (Rām-Śaṅdrīka) Kesāv changes the metres so quickly that these are never uninteresting. In the view of these critics such a change preserves interest. But it may be objected to this that there is no quick change of metres in Rām-Carit-Ānās and that these same critics have declared it to be the most interesting volume in Hindi, and Tulsī the greatest poet.

86. See Kāvya mē Rahasya Vād by Pl. R.C. Sukla p.29.
87. See Preface to Kesāv-Kaumudī by Lālā Bhagwāndin.
88. See Hindi-Navratna p.485 (4th ed.)
89. See Hindi-Navratna p. Tulsī DAR.
As against their opinion it can be maintained that the too frequent change of metres is disturbing to the tempo and to the thought, and that it has not added to the interest but sometimes made the situation look ridiculous even. Lālā Bhagwandin has rightly commented: "Even in the first chapter the eight verses have been written in such a manner as to provide the pupil with examples of single-worded metre up to eight-worded.

**Dialogues:** Most of the poems in Rām-Čandrikā come in the form of dialogues. Characters converse with each other and thus the narrative progresses. The origin of this arrangement of poems, and dialogues is to be sought in the oldest book of Indian learning, the Rigveda. Hymns addressed there to Ūṣā are admirable specimens of poetry, and it contains some good dialogues, e.g. of Sārama and Pānis, and of rivers with the sage Viśāmitra. These dialogues are the precursors of Saṃskrit drama. So in their origin, poems and dialogues went hand in hand, and it was not till later that they separated each to form its own repertory. It was the famous

---

90. See Preface to Kesav-Kaumudi by Lālā Bhagwān Sinī.
91. दी सुपरिका सत्युर्मा सरवाया सारान्त्रुवं परिष्लिते। तामोरे फिर्पलं र्खी हर्षेन गान्तोवीः।
92. See Rg. X 108
93. See Rg. III 33.
Saṃskrit dramatist Bhāsa who influenced Keśav most. The latter was a great admirer of his dramas as he was also of the Saṃskrit epic Siṣṇupālavadh by Māgh. From Bhāsa he took the dialogue, and from Māgh the difficult phraseology, and these two combined to cut across the natural flow of the poems and mar the development of "Rasaś." Sometimes his conversational passages are contained in only a line or two each.

From the above it seems certain that Keśav’s view of poetry misled him. Rām-Canḍrika observes the three essential features of an epic.

But as for "Rasas" none has been fully developed and a main "Rasa" can hardly be traced. There is only one really emotional scene, that in the last chapter where Sītā reproves her son and he protests his innocence. So Keśav’s poetry looks like a damsel adorned with a multitude of ornaments on a somewhat gaunt figure.

The language of Rām-Canḍrika has become so peculiarly stylised after his conception of the poetic art and his mannerisms that it is stiff and sometimes unintelligible. Keśav has thus failed to observe the great dictate: ‘Fame, expression and wealth are only good when they serve every one’s purpose equally.’ His verses can not be appreciated by one and all. I.A. Richards has rightly remarked:

"Language has succeeded recently in hiding from us almost
all the things we talk about." 94.

The poems do not elucidate the problems of their age. Tulsī has allowed one to gain a realistic impression of his time, and it is possible to understand how he was a product of his age and came before the perplexed masses with his message of peace and tolerance. But Keśav, though his contemporary, does not seem to be interested in the general public. He has drawn on his own ideas and fancies to please himself and his patron, hence his vivid descriptions of countenances, gardens, ponds and sport.

The late Prof. Abercrombie says, "Epic... material is fragmentary......... But for this to be worked into some great structure of epic-poetry, the heroic age must be capable of producing a personality of profounder nature. He makes this heap of matter a grand design........ 95. This is true of Vālmīki and Tulsī. The former erected his superb poem on the traditional story of Rām and the Rākshavās, Tulsī borrowed much from Vālmīki, but went further, and he also took materials from Adhyātīnkāmāyan and Hanumāntātak. He was a product of his age, which was one of political depression and economic stress. But Keśav would neither build to a grand design from his materials nor force them to obey a single presiding unity of artistic purpose. 96.

94. Also quoted in *Kavyame Rahasya Vād* by R.C. Sukla P. 82.
96. See *The Epic* p. 16.
It must therefore be concluded that while his poem can be classified as an epic, it has not claims or merits sufficient to entitle it to high rank in this class of literature. Perhaps thinking of such epics Tennyson wrote,

".............said Hall,
Why take the style of those heroic times?
For nature brings not back Mastodon,
Nor we those times, and why should any man
Remodel models? these twelve books of mine,

Mere chaff and draff, much better burnt." 97.

---

97. Tennyson's Works p.75 'The Epic'.
VI. THE MODERN PERIOD:

1. PRIYA-PRAVĀS 
2. SĀKETA. 
3. KĀMA-YANĪ. 

as representative epics.
INTRODUCTION

Nominally Keśav Dās Miśra belonged to the Bhakti-period, but he laid the foundations of the Rīti-era which lasted about two hundred years, viz. from 1700 to 1900 A.D. After Keśav most of the poets of this period wrote on Rhetoric and Alāqārās and generally in praise of their patrons. It is regrettable that the soul of poetry was sacrificed at the altar of "Darbārs". The main poets of this period are Cintāmaṇi, Bihārī Lāl, Matirām, Bhusan, Dev, Senāpati, Padmākar and Thākur. Some of their poems contain genuine feeling and are splendid specimens of Hindi literature. The descriptive ability of Cintāmaṇi, the synthetical Dohās of Bihārī, the patriotic effusions of Bhusan, the original poem of Dev, the natural descriptions of Senāpati, the artistic verses of Padmākar and the devotional utterances of Thākur are composition of distinctive worth. All through this period Braj-bhāṣā had been the sole vehicle of poetry.

Several contemporaries of these poets of the Rīti-era wrote freely both narrative poems and lyrics. Such narrative poems are Mahābhārata by Sabal Siṅgh, Vijai Muktāvalī by Chatra Siṅgh, Chaṭṭha-Praṇāś by Lāl, Candi-caritra by Guru Govind Siṅgh, Hammīr-Rāsō of Jodhrāj, Naiṣadh-Caritra by Gumān Miśra, Jaimi-Purāṇ of Sarjūrām, Sujān-Caritra of Sudan, and Hammīr-Haṭh of Candra-Śekhar. Of these Hammīr-Haṭh, Chattraprakāś, Sujān-ćarit and Mahābhārata of Gūkul contain some good poetry,
but other poems are not of the same high standard. It seems as if they had been composed rather as a formal exercise. It may be pointed out here that the poem written by Rīti poets and their contemporaries never developed into an epic. The ground has now been sufficiently cleared to enable one to pass on to The Modern Age; this begins from 1900 A.D.

Modern Age. This is an age in which Khāribolī is the main language of literary creation. Avadhī attained its most developed form in the Ram-Carit-mānas: it then gave way to Braj-bhāṣā which remained the sole literary medium till modern times. It is due to the collective and constructive efforts of Lalōlal, Māsi Sadā Sukh Lāl, Inshā Allāh Khāḍī and Sadal Miśra that Khāribolī came to recognition and dominance in the prose-literature. Christian missionaries took advantage of this language and adopted it as the medium for their teaching and religious literature. Marshman, Ward and William Carey established the missionary movement in Srāmpore. With its extension, Khāribolī gained more stability and public respect. The first press established in 1801, helped greatly in making the language popular. In the meantime, Fort William College of Calcutta extended the usefulness of this by producing literature containing European ideas and methods. Rājā

---

I. These four writers began their writings about the year 1803 A.D. (H.S.L. P.484) (C.1756-1817) Inshā composed much of his poetry between 1790 and 1800.
Śiśprasad and Lakṣmin Singh helped in their way the progress of the language. Afterwards, Bhārtendu Baltū Hariś-Candra (1850) moulded it in more definite and practical form and fitted it for use in poetry. Badrīnāth Bhatt, Pratāp Narāyan Miśra, Thākur Jag Mohan Singh, Śrīdhar Patāhak employed this language in a great variety of directions, but none attempted to write a long narrative. The first successful attempt was made by Ayodhyā Singh Upādhyāi Hariaudh, who composed many other poems in Kharībolī besides his epic 'Priyaprabās'. By this success he silenced those who supported Braj-bhāṣā and always maintained that Kharībolī could not be used for long narrative poems.

Social and Political Background:— Along with the advent of Kharībolī in Hindi literature the social and political phases were also changing. Lord Ripon won the co-operation of Indians with his introduction of local self-government. This was the first time that Indians had an opportunity of managing their own affairs freely. In the meantime the introduction of English as the medium of instruction in the newly established colleges and universities gave Indian students an opportunity of learning about the West. It created in them a sense of patriotism, as also a longing for freedom. They took up an attitude against the old dogmas of religions and superstitious customs. Girls, also, sought admission for higher education, and defying the old Purdāh system mixed freely in public. The establishment of the Indian National Congress in 1885 stimulated the enthusiasm of Indian youth. Dādābhāi Naurojī's entry into the House of Commons
and the first conviction of Lokmānya Tilak gave a fillip to their ideas as did Japan's victory over Russia in 1905. In 1900 there was a great famine. Lord Curzon tried his best for the amelioration of conditions, but this had a far-reaching effect. He partitioned Bengal in the year 1904. This aroused a strong nationalistic feeling, and in the year 1906 Dādā Bhai Nauroji first put the objective of Swarājya before the country. In the meantime Swāmi Dayānañd Saraswatī, a Gujarāti by birth, preached protestant Hinduism with a nationalistic bias under the aegis of Ārya-Samāj.

In Bengal, under Rām-kṛṣṇa Paramhāsa's influence the founders Swāmi Vivekānand expounded a Neo-Hinduism which laid emphasis on karmayoga (the theory of Action) as the only means of saving India. Aṃṭindra Gosā, who carried on Vivekānand's tradition, preached to the young of his generation, the gospel of staunch Nationalism with its political karmayoga.

Just before the first world War (1914-1918) Mohānand Karamcañd Gaṇḍhī returned to India from South Africa and hence forward gradually became the leading factor in Indian social and political life. With his (1) Aḥimsā (non-violence), (2) carakha (the spinning wheel) and (3) Satyāgrah (non-violent non-co-operation), he changed the whole atmosphere of Indian life and politics.

As poets belong to their own time, epic-writers were greatly influenced by the spirit of their age. Though they
adopted the old stories, they gave them a certain amount of colouring of modern Indian life as will be seen in the study later of the modern Hindi epics.

Priya-Pravās:— As already mentioned, the first Khārīboli (Modern Hindi) epic-writer is Pañcit Ayodhya Śiṅgh Upādhyāī "Hariaudh", and his *Priyapravās* has been made the first subject of study here.

The Poet — Pañcit Ayodhya Śiṅgh Upādhyāī was born in Sītāpur in the united Provinces in the year 1865 A.D. From early years he was interested in Sanskrit literature and worked hard at it. He wrote poems in both Braj and Khārīboli. In Braj he follows the Riti poets and wrote Rasakalaś after their school. Later he supported the development of Khārīboli and composed in it both prose and verse, the latter including lyrics and an epic. He wrote in both simple and Sanskritised language. The Hindi *Kāthā* and Adhkhītā Phūl are examples of his simple style.

The epic "Priyapravas" was begun in October, 1909, and finished in February, 1913. Its main part tells of Kṛṣṇa's departure from Braj to Mathurā, so its name means "Dear Migrant". The author who is still alive, is called "Kavi-Samrāṭ" or the Emperor of the Poets on account of his varied productions.

His Object:— Kṛṣṇa has been the subject of immortal story in

2. See Introduction to the "Modern Age"
almost all the literatures of India. In Sanskrit Vyāsa sang of
him in the Mahābhārata and Jaydev in Git-Govinda. Vidyāpati
wrote devotional songs him in Maithili; Nāmdev praised him
in Bengali, Sūrṇās and many others composed innumerable songs with
him as their theme. In the Mahābhārata Krīṣṇa comes as a great
counsellor and warrior, but his godliness conceals his ideal
manhood. The other writers considered him to be the Lord and
they loved to dwell on his various feats in childhood and youth,
and on his companion the flute and his dances with Rādhā and the
Gopīs. But no-one ever tried to make as much of his great
manliness as this author, and to give poetical expression to
it. He writes in the introduction to his book, "We have formed
such a habit that we always desire to see mention of Almighty
power, a Great Being on the earth, whom we know to be the
incarnation of God. Persons who have such ideas should see my
books Premāmbu-Prastraṇa, Premāmbu-Pravah, Premāmbu-Vāridhi.
For such I have not composed this work. In it I have described
Krisna as a great man, not as the Supreme Being. I accept the
basic theory of the incarnations of God in the words of Krīṣṇa in
the Gita. Therefore a great man is the very incarnation of
God........ My ideas may not be correct but I have adopted this
view, which will also agree with modern taste." Thus the
author himself depicts his object in writing this work.

3. यदि यह निबन्धितवत्स्य न तत्त्वम् अग्रं अधिग्रहणं कर।
न्यायत्वं प्रवाहज्ञात्वम् नाम सन्तर्ग्यो विवर्णम्।

4. See Introduction to Priyapravās by the author himself.
The Story:— As was said above, the main story of the poem is concerned with Krīṣṇa's departure from Braj to Mathurā. The first chapter describes the joyful condition of Braj because of the geniality of Krīṣṇa. The poet never mentions here that he is supernatural. He describes the happy conditions prevailing among the Gopīs and their relatives, and this mood prevails in Nature also. The most joyful among them all were Yaśodā and Naṅd, his foster parents. The hero has captivated all in the neighbourhood with his melodies on the flute and they gather to hear him.

But all their joy is dispelled as soon as they hear that Kaṁśa, the cruel Demon King, has sent for Krīṣṇa to attend a Yajña, which he is performing. The news brings all quickly to Naṅd's doors, and they crowd around Krīṣṇa, who calmed their impatience with mild words and music. It was better, he said, to obey the King's orders than to let a calamity befall the inhabitants. The next morning their loved one left for Mathurā. The next eight chapters have been devoted to describing the piteous condition of Naṅd and Yaśodā, and of Rādhā, his best beloved.

While he is in Mathurā he learns of their grieving and sends his saintly friend Udhav to comfort them. But so sincere were the love and devotion of the people of Braj that this messenger himself forgot the purpose of his mission and became engrossed in devotion to Krīṣṇa.

The Gopīs now tell of some of the heroic deeds of their Lord and of places associated with his exploits, — here he saved
all the people from fire, here he killed a snake which was poisoning the water of the Jamṛṇā, he ever tried to protect them. In such feats were displayed his great manliness and courage. In the end the poet expresses the hope that India will produce such sons again, who will have love for all the world, and consider that all are one and have the same origin.

Language: The language of Priyapravās is Modern Hindi, i.e. Khāribalī. The poet is at home in both Sanskrit-mixed and simple forms. Here are various forms of words as they occur in this work: (I) Nominal forms:—(i) Nouns in Priyapravas have all the characteristics of Khāribolī. Those which require the masculine form of the adjective are masculine, those requiring the feminine are feminine. In this work this is clearer than anywhere else, for the poet has used the form of the adjective according to the form and gender of the noun. (ii) Some nouns ending in i or i are adjectival in their form, e.g. sumukhi (v.37 ch. VIII). (iii) Some nouns by themselves signify the quality of the possessor as indicated in them, e.g. Rogī-duktā (v.87, Ch.XII). (iv) There are some nouns whose second part is from a verbal root, e.g. Patāgajā (v.36, Ch.XI).

4. See the last verse in Priyapravās.
(v) According to the general rule in Hindi most of the nouns ending in आ ा are feminine, e.g. यातना यातना, याजुद्र याजुद्र यासुद्र (vs.47-48 ch.XI).

(vi) There are some verbal nouns formed by काला wāṭā, e.g. कालीवाला कालिवाला. (v.13 Ch.VII), and

(vii) Some nouns end in आ ka, e.g. उपीक uńpirak (v.80 Ch.XIII)

(viii) Singular nouns ending in आ a form their plurals by replacing आ a with आ आ. Plurals are also made by changing आ or आ into आ and adding आ, e.g. जुरानियाँ जुरानियाँ jugaliyā (v.7 Ch.XIII). These are also made by adding आ to the singular, e.g. अमेरी अमेरी umāgē (v.96 ch.XIII). Sometimes singular nouns become plurals when their meaning is plural, e.g. नयान Nayan (v.115, ch.XIII).

(ix) Very often "Hariandh" uses compound nouns, sometimes he joins together pairs of words contrasting with each other, e.g. नायन-राजन Nayan-Rājan (v.7 ch.XII); noun and adjective, e.g. उर-मारम ur-mardha (v.75 Ch.XII).

(x) He has used the half-accented letters in some nouns as full ones, e.g. गारव Garaव, मारम Maram, धारम dharam, दरम darp, मारम Mārağ etc., for गारव Garva, मारम marm, दरम dharm, मारम darp, मारम Mār.
(xi) The poet has also employed words in accord with the rules of Hindi Grammar but may be wrong according to Sanskrit grammar. These are युग्मस्त युग्मस्त युग्मस्त युग्मस्त. Such words are found in both prose and verse in Hindi.

(xii) He has used both forms of such nouns as, त्रू लम् kṣaṇ, क्रृता kṣaṇ, and भाग bhāg, भाग bhāgya, etc.

(xiii) He has also used some Brajbhāsa nouns, e.g. सुधराता sugharatā, विलम्ब vilag, etc.

(II) Verbal forms:— A great variety of forms of verbs is not noticeable in Priyaprvās. The poet has frequently used थै or है alone in his verses, and in many others these two come as auxiliary verbs. Intransitive verbs exceed in number the transitive. He has made changes in some verbal forms as jāyage for jāyēge. He further uses नीवे इहे aye for नीवे aye, देवे deve for देवे, देरिये dikhāvē for dikhaye.

III Adjectives:— Adjectives in Priyaprvās mostly change according to the gender of the nouns which they qualify and the verses in this work abound in examples of such, e.g. मनोग्या manogyā (v.73 ch.XII), क्रिटाग्या kritagyā (v.78 ch.XII) frequently occur. It is seldom that the poet does not change the form of the adjective e.g. नवागत navāgat (v.15 ch.XV). Kellogg divides the adjectives mainly into two forms, viz. uninflected and inflected. He writes "uninflected adjectives, as the term implies, remain unchanged.
before all nouns and under all circumstances........., and require no explanation. Inflected adjectives terminate in 
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and correspond in all respects to "tadāhau" nouns of the same termination........... He gives चुंदर sudar as an example of the former and shows it as unchanging with nouns of all genders. But the writer of Priyaprasas does not seem to differentiate between the above two adjectives. We see that he changes the form of even चुंदर sudar according to the gender of the noun.

IV. Other forms:— Sometimes "Hariahāh" uses very uncommon words, e.g. पला palā (fleeing) (v.51 ch.XIII), sappalit sapalit (successful) (v.36 ch.16). He uses also common proverbs in his verses where they fit his ideas, e.g. हृदाई par sap lot jānā (v.57 ch.VI) meaning being "utterly despondent", हृदाई kūntana (v.65 Ch.X) in the sense of afflicting the heart. He takes proverbs also from the customs of the people, as "giving of rice and milk to the crow" (v.8 ch.VI). Indian villagers call the crows and invite them to partake of these good things, and if the crow comes and sits as they wish, they consider the return of their dear one sure.

10. See Kellogg p.134
11. Prp. v.7 ch.VIII, and v.3 ch.XIV.
Metres:-- The poet has used Sañskrit metres throughout his poems. In the introduction to Priyaprasās he writes, "As I have made a child-like attempt to write an epic, in a similar way I have made myself ridiculous by adopting the unrhyming metres for it." It is merely a polite way of saying that he has ventured to write his epic in such metres. Later he says that the Sañskrit metres as used in that literature are mostly unrhyming and so he has employed them to serve his purpose, and he gives various quotations in support of this venture.

Thus it is clear that the poet used the various Sañskrit metres deliberately, and it is to his credit that he has succeeded to a great extent. He uses such metres as Maṇḍākrāntā, Sa-ardūlvikriṣṭit, Brutvilaṃbit, Vaṅśāṣṭh and Mālinī etc. In the first four chapters he has used Brutvilaṃbit mostly, and in the later ones he employs Maṇḍākrāntā to a great extent but exchanges it, sometimes with the other metres. He does not seem to have a fixed intent beforehand of using any particular one. A few peculiarities in them may be noticed here. The Mālinī metre has been used at various places to describe the deep pathos. Vaṅśāṣṭh has been used merely to introduce some later development in the story. Maṇḍākrāntā is written in simple language, while in Brutvilaṃbit and Jardūlvikriṣṭit a more Sañskritised terminology is found.

12. Intr. to Prp. p.3.
13. Prp. p.69, 113, 176, 250.
I. General Remarks!

Literary Merit: Much of the success of an epic-writer lies in his recognition of the essentials of his narrative and in his capacity to present them with gripping, rousing or melting power. "Hariādh" has well succeeded in selecting such salient points and effectively dealing with them. Such points are: The condition of Braj at the departure of Kṛṣṇa; Yaśodā's distressed condition, Rādhā's lamentations and her sending messages on the wings of the wind; Kṛṣṇa's pensive mood on hearing of her condition; the dejected words of the Gopīs to Udhav, and his captivation by that same love which he had desired to dispel from their thoughts.

The scene in Braj at the departure of Kṛṣṇa is described as if the author had been himself an eye-witness, or rather one of the sufferers. Some of the people were so upset that they could not shed tears, others wept constantly, others appeared to have lost their senses, and a few requested the messenger to leave them this favourite of all. One of the last group was an old man who hastened towards the messenger, and with tears pouring down into his hands made his entreaty to him while he was himself moved to tears.

That day the herd of cows which Kṛṣṇa always led to forest pastures, did not go for grazing and remained still in

15. V.21, ch.V
16. Prp. verses 24 to 28, ch.V.
17. Prp. v.29 ch.V.
their place awaiting his return. They even stopped eating and
followed the path which he had taken. Even the parrot at Yasoda's
doors shrieked its appeal to him.

The most famous and frequently quoted passages in
Priyaprajnas are those which describe the piteous cries of Yasodā,
These are in such simple language that almost all the Hindi poetry
books prescribed for Indian schools and colleges contain them.
Addressing her husband she says, "Dear husband, where is my dear
one whom I always caressed in my arms, forgetting all the worries
of the world, ........ whose sweet voice infused life into lifeless
bodies .......... whose heart was always troubled at the miseries
of others?" uttering such words Yasoda came near to being
overwhelmed with grief.

Other scenes too have been described graphically and later
in this chapter there will appear the poet's vision and power of
description.

18. Prp. vs. 37 to 39, ch.V.
19. काकादृप्या महेरे युगोन, द्वितीया भी दुःखी था।
     मूला आता सबकाल स्नात दिस, कृपसों हो रहायाँ।
     (Prp.v.40, ch.V)
20. Prp. vs. 11 to 55, ch.VII
(a) His Idea of Poetry:— The author seems to favour the view that Rasa is the essence of poetry. He is against poems which are mere creations of the mind. He writes, "Easily recitable poems which are also pleasing to the ears but comprehensible only after the mind's labour, are certainly disturbing. Their beauteous form and lucidity become obscurity, harshness and incomprehensible if they are unintelligible to the mind, even after its attempts to understand them."

Here it is clear that he is against those who believe Alākārās or Riti (exterior form) to be the soul of poetry. It was explained in the course of criticism of Kesav how the various schools gave their own definitions of poesy. "Hariandh" in his above statement does not commit himself to the view that Alakharas or Riti are not needed in it, but means that these are not poems in themselves. He is clearly against the supporters of the Vakrokti school, in whose opinion the "crooked" way of expression merely is true poetry. At any rate, he seems to favour the idea of Mammaṭacārya, who lays it down that poems should contain Alakharas and other embellishments, but these should come to aid in development of Rasa, which is the soul of poetry.

(b) The Idea of Love:— Love has become secondary in the theme of Priyapraṣās. Love is there, and has been given scope to develop, but it does so as the poet wishes, not in its natural way.

21. Intr. to Prp. by the author, p.21
22. Supra p.179
Radha is sad on hearing the news of Krishna's departure. She is
grieved and weeps bitterly over the dark prospects of the future.
She blames fate, and regrets that her marriage with Krishna is
becoming impossible. Nature looks to her to share this sorrowful
mood. Thus the young love of her heart has lost freshness. It has
lost hope, and the idea of sacrifice is not yet combined with the
idea of Love.

Later Radha sends messages through the wind to Krishna and
she requests it to bring at least the dust of her beloved's feet.
She entreats it repeatedly to tell him how she is grieved and
pining away at his separation. This romantic phase has been copied
from the description of the same. Love is clearly portrayed in
Krishna, "True love, no time nor distance can destroy, And,
independent of all present joy. It grows in absence, as renewed
delight, Some dear memorials, some loved lines excite. (P.91, Megh,
by Wilson.)

In The Cloud-Messenger of Kalidas where a similar picture
occurs, Love still looks to the welfare of the lover and has not
reached the stage where the latter loses the sense of self-interest
and becomes majnun (frenzied).

A more developed love appears later when Radha expresses
and expounds her wishes and theories of love, fate and devotion.
The lover says, "Though I am ever self-less and well-disciplined,
yet I am much troubled at remembrance of Krṣṇa. Even to-day I do not long for the world's well-being so much as I long to obtain him." Love is so great that it overpowers the self control. It looks somewhat strange that one who is so engrossed in love can explain so soberly the gastric theory of love and devotion. The descriptions have here become unnatural. Love next develops into a healthy form; distressed Radhā's personal love becomes universal, and she now sets herself to give solace to others, and takes the leading role in Braj in ministering to and supplying the destitute and condoling with the oppressed.

Thus love in Priyapravas has served the poet's purpose well, through its means he supplies a satisfactory description of Radhā, and expounds his own lofty ideas.

(c) His Idea of Fate:— "Hariadīḍh" follows his forefathers in this respect. He is a staunch believer in fate and in Priyapravas he repeatedly mentions it. Radhā, the most beloved Gopi of Krṣṇa, is sad at the latter's departure from Braj and says, "What is written in fate can never be effaced." (Prp.v.35, ch.IV')

25. (c) His Idea of Fate:— "Hariadīḍh" follows his forefathers in this respect. He is a staunch believer in fate and in Priyapravas he repeatedly mentions it. Radhā, the most beloved Gopi of Krṣṇa, is sad at the latter's departure from Braj and says, "What is written in fate can never be effaced." (Prp.v.35, ch.IV')
He also gives its expression through the lips of Kṛṣṇa while the latter was sitting morosely thinking of his loved Braj. His friend Udhav came in and enquired the cause of this mood. Kṛṣṇa unbosoms himself and adds, "Man imagines he understands, and thinks freely and always accomplishes his tasks according to his own wishes. (But) learned ones say that he is in the hands of time and fate, and that his freedom involved in the chain of events becomes mechanical." All the characters look towards God for help in time of trouble, and even Kṛṣṇa talks in such terms as if everything is done at the command of the Almighty, e.g. in his message to Rādhā where he says, "Why has the Creator thus separated us?"

(d) Views on Non-Violence:-- The poet gives his opinion on violence and non-violence; he writes, "Not even an ant is to be killed if it is harmless. The destruction of a tyrant is not a sin but a most sacred duty." Here he differs from the Buddhistic and the Gandhian philosophy of Ahimsā which ever hates the sin but not the sinner. Buddhists believe in the reform of even the most wretched, and it was for this reason that Gāutama walked solitary through the forest where the famous robber Angulimāl lived. And Angulimāl was reformed.

27. Prp. v.7 ch.IX
28. Prp. vs.37-38 ch.XVI
29. मनुष्य कानन में धैर्यलिङ्गगीत से श्रद्धांजलि है अन्त मनोहर हैं तुम हो।
   त याप हें दिन रात प्रति पुण्य हैं। ते भिक्षुन मानि तन्क स्तवलाल ते।
   (v.79 ch.XIII)
"Hariāṭḍh" seems to follow the dictates of the Čītā, and the version of the famous commentator Tilak, Kṛṣṇa says in the Gītā that he was born to protect well-doers and destroy evil ones. Tilak held this same view, and it may be recalled here that it was in the period of Tilak that Priyapravās was composed.

The poet has also described devotion (Bhakti), and dealt with its nine sorts as detailed in Sanskrit literature and by Tulsi and Kesāv Dās.

(e) Power of Description:— The poet has well described the things that he wanted to put before his reader. Though he lacked the outstanding artistic qualities of the master-poets, yet his factual descriptions depict the scenes graphically. We may illustrate this by a few examples from Priyapravās.

Rādhā, best beloved of the Gopīs, always longed to see Kṛṣṇa. The poet has depicted her condition with telling effect. She passed her days worried and tearful. Once while she was weeping in her room the breeze came and fanned the depressed cheek of the unhappy girl. She entreated it to go and tell Kṛṣṇa of her sorrowful condition. "If you cannot accomplish that, go and show him how to weep and be distraught, or bring some precious token from him. Alas, I am near unto death, save my life." She then mentions the different places through which it may pass. This passage shows clearly the poet's powers of description. Here he seems to have written on the lines of the Māḍhūta of Kālīṭ Dās.

30 Suprap. 141.
31 Prp. vs.123-127, ch.XVI
32 Prp. v.34 ch.VI
where the Yaksha says similar things to the clouds. But Kāli Dās was a master draughtsman. He describes historical places and rivers on the way to the Yaksha's beloved, such as Avaṇti, Vidiṣa, Vetrāvalī, but "Hariadāh" describes imaginary ones. Kāli Dās's poems are well adorned with similes and metaphors; his descriptions come in a natural way, but "Hariadāh" seems to force them. Kāli Dās at places depicts general facts and these influence the manner of his expression. Such imaginary accounts are found in Bengali literature, too. Haṁsadūtā and Udhaṅ-Saṅdeśa contain similar pictures, but are nearer to Braj Meghdūta than to Priyaprapās. Priyaprapās contains several such long passages. One more may be quoted from the narration of the Gopīs. A Gopī requests Udhaṅ to bring back Kṛiṣṇa from Mathurā, and then depicts elaborately the conditions of Braj as it was when Kṛiṣṇa was present. This was the sacred season and the sky was clear. All the directions were crystal-like and Nature seemed delighted. Further, the blossoms, the clear waters of the slow-flowing rivers, the earth free from mud, the murmuring streams among the cliffs, various ponds and pools crowded with birds, and the sweet music were all charming. The moonlit night was casting lustre on all the trees and the creepers, too, were brightened by it. Stars were adorning the sky and the night was most attractive. The

33. Prp. p.63-64 Ch.VI.
34. "Life like a wheel's revolving orb turns round, Now whirled in air, now dragged along the ground." Megh, by Wilson, p.90.
The breeze was blowing and spreading the sweet fragrance it carried along with it. The forest-land was clear and delightful to behold, and it was here and at such a time that once Krishna played on his flute.

Thus such scenes show the poet's capacity to draw them.

Treatment of Nature:— "Hariadhad" was not a close or keen observer of Nature; his descriptions of it are factual and external, though his native talent gave beautiful form to such aspects of it as he painted. This is why sometimes Nature with him is boisterous, sometimes beautiful and at others sympathetic. He is a poet and a true one, and describes Nature with sentiments which find the lifeless and living the same.

He begins his narrative with a description in several verses of evening. "The close of the day was near; over the sky had a reddish sheen, the rays of the sun now lay on the topmost leaves of the trees. In the forests the noise of the birds grew louder and various groups of them flew away through the sky. The sky took on a redder glow till the greenness of the trees became submerged in it." This is an example of his painting of a calm landscape. Here is one of Nature in a boisterous, violent mood: "Once again a stormy wind arose suddenly and full of dust. Every direction quivered at its terrific noise; stones rained down, and darkness spread; the earth was covered with stones and leaves, and the thunder of clouds dominated the sky. Trees were uprooted, and branches were flung down, housetops were

35. Prp. verses 1,2,3 ch.I.
destroyed, the roofs scattered, and well-built houses trembled.

"Hariānādh's" Nature is also sympathetic. It fits in with the general sorrow of the people of Braj at leave-taking, "Seeing the sorrow of the Lady of Brajā, the night also wept, and under cover of the dew was shedding innumerable tears. The surface of Braj was weeping silently in great grief, shedding her many tears which took shape in the flow of the Jaṃmā." Cows and parrots were likewise distressed at his departure, for in order to make more realistic the sentiments of a particular character poets colour Nature to tone in with their mood. Some on the other hand, are mystics and are not much or long dependent on the visual relation of men and things.

"Hariānādh's" work is not remarkable for its treatment of Nature. He describes her as far as it can be utilised to help his statement or characterisation. So his descriptions of her are factual. Herein he differs from some other Hindi poets. Maithi-li Śaṇā Gupta has followed the same path, except at certain places in Sāketa where he was influenced by the symbolic school of poetry. Śrīdhara Pāṭhak, a contemporary lyric poet, had a keen and more vivid view of Nature. He saw Nature full of hope. "Prasad's" description of Nature is more thoughtful and philosophical, and sometimes

---

36. Prp. verses 36 to 40. Ch.II

37. बिपुल नीर तह का लेता र। सिसर केरलव-कुंगारे-पराहुँ। पतल का तरतुर सा तैले लेता ह। फूलन को बरसे हरीं की धार। |

38. See "Sandhya-Aṭan" by Śrīdhara Pāṭhak.
mysterious. Sumitrā Nāndan "Pañṭ", another lyric writer, has taken his own stand and sees immortal beauty in Nature; he loves it. Mahādevī, a contemporary, successfully veils her sorrow in the mystery of Nature. So there is no one in quite the same category as "Hariānāh" who limns Nature as he sees it, without dogmas or prejudice.

The poet often pauses to observe smaller objects and give significance to them. He seems to show that he is master of every subject and can produce verses to unfold it, and he is successful in this. As Udhav proceeds from Mathurā to Braj, the poet would like to depict every mountain, pond, and tree on the way. To the messenger's eyes all appears desolate due to separation from Kṛisna. He describes as Udhav's eyes beheld them, the district of Braj, its hills, springs and trees. He gives a good list of trees, forgetting, however, that some of them are not found in Braj, e.g. sašgaun and darīn. In enumerating them the poet follows the tradition laid down by some of the Saṅskrit and Hindi poets. This taste for enumerating trees and plants is common in oriental literature; some poets have overloaded their lines with names of fruits, trees and places they have never seen, or could possibly see. In the odes of Confucius, there have been counted about seventy kinds of plants, thirty kinds of trees and a like number of birds. In the Rūṣāghar of Kālīpās there occur

39. Prp. v.25 ch.IX
such long descriptions, but they have been confined to trees found on the actual sites. With the growth of knowledge of things in other lands the ambition grew in poets to include in their writings references to lands and things they had never seen.

In the criticism of Kesav it was seen how he had been influenced by such Sanskrit works as Kādambarī and had included in his descriptions things that are not found on the actual site, and enumerated a number of their sort. Hariāndh has done the same.

Characterisation:- The poet has not given complete form to any one of his characters. His main characters are Yaśodā, Rādha, Nanda, Udhav and Kṛṣṇa.

For him Yaśodā is a mother pained by separation from her son. At some places, and particularly in ch.VII, he has given very natural expression to maternal affection.

In Rādha there is a tinge of modernism. She is not the Rādha of Bhāgavat, Sūrśāgar and the Bhramargīt of Sūr Dās and Nānd Dās, but a girl co-operating in promoting national welfare. By the time of Priyapraśaṣ national feelings had been widely awakened in India. Women and girls were taking part in various movements, and had much pride in working for social uplift. So Rādha, despite her personal disappointment and pain, administered to the needs of the people. She takes in her lap Yaśodā, despairing and sometimes in frenzied mood. The latter asks whether Kṛṣṇa will not return? Rādha in tender tones assures her he will. As she speaks the tears keep falling from her eyes. When any drop on the cheeks of Yaśodā, the latter bids her not to grieve. Rādha always

40. Supra p.164 41. Frp. vs. xii to 57.
Radha always responds that her tears are not of sorrow but of joy, and stirred by services to her. So too she served all, including the old and the sick. Under her influence young unmarried girls joined in helping her. Herein the poet has given a sketch of woman's part in social service. A more detailed picture has been drawn by J.S. Prasād in his drama Candragupta. In Priyapravas Radha does only social work, but in Candragupta Alakā calls upon every one to stand under the national flag and fight the "Greek" invaders.

Nahā is mentioned as having gone with Kṛṣṇa to Mathurā and soon after returned, but no pains have been taken to acquaint the reader with much more. He goes with Kṛṣṇa and returns alone and deeply sorrowing.

Udhav, who had come on behalf of his lord to console the residents of Braj, is not made a convincing figure. The situation there may have been more than a match for him, but his general conduct was hardly in consonance with the dignity of his position.

Though Kṛṣṇa is the foremost figure and the best, yet only his childhood has been painted in detail. He was a charming baby, a playful child and a courageous boy. He became a master actor. He saved the inhabitants of Braj in their distresses. But love scenes have not been given. Kṛṣṇa's great love towards

42. Prp. vs. 39-40 ch.XVII

43.
Radha has been indicated by the message which he sent to her. He performs great feats; he saves Braj from a flood and Nand from drowning; he kills the formidable serpent of Jamīnā, and he rescues the cattle from the fire in the forest. These are some of his many exploits narrated. He left Mathurā for Dwārikā due to disturbances caused by Jarāsaṅdh, but the poet goes no further. And so the hero as the slayer of Jarāsaṅdh, and the "Guru" and helper of the Kāndavās does not come before us. It is the Kṛṣṇa of the Bhāgavat who has been given a few modern touches, but not that of the Mahābhārata.

IV. Figures of Speech:—The poet was no adept at Alākāras. His poem is lacking in the embellishments of poetic art; there does not appear to be any metaphor at all. Here and there occur similes, but they lack the aptness and acuteness of Tulsi's. For example, "Haridād" writes, "The daughter of Vṛṣbhānu (i.e. Rādhā) on hearing the news of Kṛṣṇa's departure became embarrassed like a blooming bud just hit by the frost." The same idea was expressed by Tulsi but more concisely, "Ram saw his mother troubled like the Sukeśi creepers hit by the frost." "Haridād" has used seventeen words and repeated one, "embarrassed" in the verse, whereas Tulsi expresses his idea in eight words only and without repetition. But though "Haridād"'s similes may not be concise or always apt, they serve their purpose well. Such similes are used in chap. VIII.

45. Prp. v.20, ch.IV
46. चेव्वल राम दुःखित महानि।
       अनु सुंदरले ज्वलने दिनसारी॥
       (Hṛṣṭ. p.238).
He has described Kṛiṣṇa as a child, but he lacks the imagination and devotion of the blind Sūr Dās, whose accomplishment in this surpasses that of all the poets of Hindi. "Hariādh" and the Sūr Dās both described Kṛiṣṇa as a child, playing in the court-yard of Yaśodā. The former says, "When the child (Kṛiṣṇa) in delighted mood, loudly laughing and looking towards his mother, crept along the court-yard on his knees, he gave immense pleasure (to all)."

Sūr Dās expresses the same, "Kṛiṣṇa, in delighted mood, comes along the court-yard of Naṅd, which is decorated with jewels. Seeing his image in the jewels, he sometimes runs to grasp it, at other times on seeing his shadow he wishes to hold it. And when in great joy he laughs, his two little teeth look very beautiful. He still tries to catch the shadow." Thus in imaginative and descriptive power "Hariādh" lacks the talent of his great predecessors.

At some places alliterations occur in the course of description, and add a certain brightness to the verses. At a few places there is to be seen the repetition of words, and this is equally acceptable where it occurs.

Thus "Hariādh" has not tried to specialise in Aṅkārāś, indeed he has not specialised in anything. He tries to keep up to one level standard in different departments of literature, and this is the reason why he has written something in all departments.

47. Prp. v.39 ch.VIII
48. Sur. v.110 ch.X
49. Prp. vs.87-90, ch.IX
50. Prp. v.10, ch.XV
without excelling in any. Supernatural elements have no place in 

 Priyaprayās and the deeds are done through human agencies.

As an Epic:- This author has not repeated the whole story of his 

hero or of his characters. His material is rather meagre, though 
suitably arranged to justify the title "Priyaprayās" (departure of 

the dear one). He has described some of the heroic deeds of his 

hero, but these centre round his childhood. He has taken his 
narrative from Bhāgarvat, and in spite of his wishes, to describe 

Krīṣṇa "as a great human being" he has been led to give more 

attention to the touching plight of Yaśodā, Rādhā and the people 

of Braj. From beginning to end the chapters are full of such 

accounts. Before proceeding to show how far these contrasting 

pictures have marred the continuity of the epic, a short survey of 

the details in "Priyaprayās" is appropriate here.

Chapter I is merely introduction and shows every one 

delighted at Krīṣṇa's skill on his flute. In Chapter II Akrūr 
comes to take him away to Mathura. Here is the first trace of any 

heroic element. The people talk about the wonder-child and tell of 

his killing the cruel Fūtanā, a Rākshasi. In Chapter III all are 
grieving at his departure, and Yaśodā weeps bitterly. In the next 

chapter Rādhā in her home, tells her friend Lalitā of her pre-

monition of unhappiness at her abandonment. In Chapter V the 

morning of the day of his leave-taking breaks, and in the sixth 
night falls; fears have been realised, and Yaśodā and Rādhā 
sorrow with the rest. Rādhā asks the wind to carry her message 
to him. In the next, Nānd returns from escorting his foster-son
to Mathurā. Here mention is briefly made of Kaśā, on whose account Kṛṣṇa had to come on the earth. Yaśodā says that he and other enemies have gone now. Chapter VIII describes the general despondency in Braj, and reminiscences of the birth of Kṛṣṇa and of his childhood are given in an Abhir's words. The next chapter opens with Kṛṣṇa in thoughtful mood in Mathurā, and tells of his request to his friend Udhav to go to Braj and of Udhav's consenting. In the Xth are recorded the pathetic words of Nand and Yaśodā and at the close Nand relates how Kṛṣṇa saved him from drowning and from a terrific serpent. In the XIth Kṛṣṇa's adventure in killing Kālīnāg, the frightful serpent of the river Jamā, is narrated in the words of an aged Gop. In the next chapter Abhirs tell Udhav how Braj came near to being flooded by heavy rains, and how Kṛṣṇa saved all the people by taking them into a mountain, and himself tended the sick. In the XIIth, Kṛṣṇa is represented as a person keen in the quest of universal knowledge. He is said to have killed a terrible horse and a tyrant "Paśupāl", Vyom. His behaviour endeared him to every one. In the next chapter the mournful condition of the Gopīs of Braj is again described. In the XVth there is an account of the piteous state of a girl who talks to the flowers and takes up dust in her head. The next chapter tells about Udhav's coming to see Radhā, who sits in a bower; this contains an exposition of Radhā's devotion. The last chapter ends with the return of Udhav to Mathurā after six months though he had come to Braj only for two days. Kṛṣṇa leaves Mathurā for Dwārakā and the people of Braj are left still more disconsolate, but Radhā brings comfort and solace to everyone.
From the above survey three grounds of criticism suggest themselves: (1) The poet wishes to show the greatness of his herd, but the full measure of his perfection has not been given.

(2) Lamentations and petitions are more obvious than the exploits and adventures, and rather obscure the main 'flavour' of the poem.

(3) The narrative is not in continuous form. A new scene is suddenly staged as in a drama and the characters unfold their tales without pre-arrangement.

As for the first ground it is clear that the poet could not go much beyond the story of Bhagavat in which Kṛṣṇa's childhood is vividly depicted. He sketches in much the same things but some of the features are different. His greatness does not stand out compelling recognition. Accounts given by one or other of the characters do not appear so much to magnify him as to reflect the sorrowing of Braj. The poet has never independently described the great actions of Kṛṣṇa, nor even mentioned his great part in battle as given in the Mahābhārata. Vyās sang intimately of his greatness but the foremost idea with him was of his divine nature. So there too, Kṛṣṇa has not been represented as a great human being. The writer of Priyapravas, under the influence of the nationalist movement, especially as led by Tilak, tried to embody his hero in a human form, but could not long escape the thrall of tradition.

To present him as such there was required a picture of his whole life with colouring of his deeds and adventures, a picture such as Dwārika Prasad Misra has given in his work Kṛṣṇāyan.

As for the second point it has been noted in the above
survey that most of the chapters are filled with the lamentations of the residents of Braj. Even the heroic actions of Kṛṣṇa are related as a background to these. Thus the heroic element is secondary to that of pathos which is maintained till the end, for in the last chapter the people are again sorely disappointed and Rādhā, most dismayed of all, turns to administer to their needs. This idea of service has come from the then national movement stirring throughout India, but especially in Bengal.

As for the third point it is clear that one cannot tell at the close of a chapter where the thread of the story will next be picked up. This is particularly evident after Chapter IX, where Udhav has been requested to leave Mathurā for Braj. In the Xth there are the sorrowful conversations between Naṉḍ, Yaśodā and Udhav. In the next the day begins with the meeting of Udhav with Gopīs on the banks of the river Jamjā. In all the following chapters Udhav meets in this casual manner with Gops or Gopīs, and they speak to him of Kṛṣṇa. The accounts of these meetings and conversations are natural and true to Indian village life, for villagers converse freely with a stranger they find among them, and when the people of Braj met with Udhav, Kṛṣṇa's friend, it is natural that their talk should centre on their common interest. But there is one unusual feature in it, that whereas ordinarily the villagers gather round a stranger and some of them remain in his company to which their habit of chatting first found them admission, in Priyapraśās the stranger always goes alone and only casually meets with the Gops or Gopīs.
Another unusual feature occurs when Udhav goes to meet Radha. He goes straight into the garden of her father's house, and finds her in a secluded bower where she is sitting. It must be remembered that Radha was the daughter of Vrshabha, a princely noble living in that neighbourhood. As elsewhere, the garden attached to a nobleman's home is private and protected from intrusion, it is odd that so saintly and wise a person as Udhav should have entered there unannounced. The poet has not observed the rights of privacy and private property, and has left his reader to think of one of the best of his characters as indifferent to usage and custom. In his defence, it may be said that under the strain of the distracted condition of the Braj people he had for the time lost his sense of propriety. But this is not the case, for the poet says in the beginning that Udhav went to console Radha, and so at that time was as calm and collected as before and should have observed the formalities. A modern writer of an epic has need to observe strict etiquette; his characters ought not to drift like visionary figures.

Here can be discussed as part of the same problem the question why Hariandin departed from the traditional treatment of his hero? The first reply is that times had changed. The authority of tradition was becoming less certain of acceptance. Action, adventure, and realism were now more in tune with the spirit of the age than an ideology that neither charmed nor chastened. A new spirit was beginning to stir and probe for expression in politics, nationalism, and social amelioration. This first reply is from the
side of history, the record of human activities. The other is from
the artistic. The screen with one commanding figure was being with-
drawn into the background. The stage was being occupied by figures,
in busy motion, and with emotions likewise moving to a quicker
tempo. New feelings were calling for new expression, and for new
verse-forms. Bengali drama was experimenting with figures both
mythological and historical and exploiting them for leadership.
"Hariadhu"'s Kṛṣṇa is the form or gauge of his reaction to the times.
I.N. Madan has rightly stated the position, "He is no longer a God,
working miracles, but a man who joys or weeps like mortals'.

Thus it is seen that the poet has not succeeded in turning
to his purpose in masterly fashion the complete story, nor even the
part of it which he did take up, but his descriptions can be
estimated to have reached an average standard, and his power of
imagination is often impressive. The heroic element enters somewhat
casually and at any place. It now remains to decide how far the
work satisfies the canons of the epic.

It is advisable to repeat them here in brief, and to bear in
mind that the author has followed the Sanskrit style though after
his own fashion.

Kavirāj Viśwanāth and Dāndīn concur in their definition of
an epic and this may be summarised in three principles:-

1. There should be several cantos;
2. the hero should be noble and of noble family;
3. there should be suitable descriptions of various
subjects from life and Nature.

52. Mod.Hīnā.Lit. p.36
Hemchandra Hearya gives a similar definition and stresses the point that the epic should observe "all the unities, with the splendour of beauteous and fine expression of feeling." There cannot be any doubt that the three conditions have been satisfied in Priyapra"vas, and it only remains to note to what extent. His poems contain seventeen chapters, and in it he has dealt with the story of Ram, a descendant of the famous family Raghūs. It is true that he does not deal with the full story of his hero, but it cannot be inferred from any of the above definitions that the epic should relate the complete story. As for the unities to be observed, it has been shown how the various descriptions mar the continuity of the poetry. But it should be remembered that this writer is not a master-hand who forces the materials "to obey a single presiding unity of artistic purpose." It has already been seen in the three-point criticism of Priyapra"vas that this single presiding unity is defective.

The author has neglected some of the traditional details of epic writing. He has not observed the formalities of the beginning and the end. These require that the work should begin with "prayers to the deity or other gods, a eulogy of the good..." and end in a similar fashion. "Hariam"dh' opens his work with an evening scene in Braj. He has ended his narrative by putting an ideal before the world, that of the love and service. The writers of Rāgo, Padma"vat, Rāmcaritmanas, and Rāmcandri"mā.

53. Prp. vs. 1 - 3 ch.I.
all followed the old tradition. "Hariādh" was the first to depart from it. To break with rigid custom requires no little courage and it is rather remarkable that the innovation in Hindi was made by one so grounded in Sanskrit love and system.

His language corresponds to his ideas. It answers to moods within, and to Nature's manifestations of freshness and renewal in rain and crops and abundance in plants and trees. "Hariādh" does not lack imagination. He gives a psychological portrait of Yasodā as a mother. His Rādhā realised ideal love and proves to be a selfless servant. His Kṛṣṇa plays less on the flute and dances only once or twice, but with his many actions wins and retains the hearts of the common people of Braj. The poet prepares them and all besides for the message of Priyapravas, "Oh Creator, produce again on the soil of India a son such as Kṛṣṇa, who was a true lover of humanity, and one such as Rādhā who loved all with her benevolent heart."

It has been stated in the criticism of Priyapravas that it is "a long poem between the epic and the romance". The first part of this criticism is correct for it is a long poem. But the second part is scarcely apt; instead of "the romance" the long narrative poem would be truer to fact. Priyapravas is an epic. Its language, power of imagination and portrayal of heroic character proclaim it as such, though it lacks the variety in description of Prithirāj Rāso, Jayasi's depth of feeling and the extensive knowledge of Tulsi Dās, greatest of the Hindi poets.

Sūkṣmā

INTRODUCTION.

Contemporaneous with 'Haridra' there was a group of writers and poets who progressed under the guiding hand of Mahābīr Prasād Dwivedī, a veteran Hindi writer and editor. It is due to the efforts of Dwivedī that modern Hindi possesses a grammatically correct shape. His disciples also contributed much towards smoothing out unevennesses in the language and making it popular. It has successfully been used in all branches of literature, in stories, novels, dramas, lyrics and short and long narrative poems. The best known disciple of Dwivedī is Maithilī Sarāṇ Gupta, who has added much to the popularity of the language through his poems. First came his Bhārat-Bhāratī (composed in 1913) with its simple and flowing style. Due to their simplicity these poems are on every tongue in the Hindi speaking world. His genius can be seen more clearly in his epic-narrative Sūkṣmā, which appeared in 1931.

As already mentioned M. S. Gupta developed his poetic talent under the guidance of Dwivedī. The latter was a keen supporter of realistic literature, and his followers likewise remained aloof from the sphere of emotionalism and symbolism. Simultaneously however some young writers were engaged on
compositions depending on the emotional expression and symbolic language. At this time European literature too was affected by phantasmata or visionary influences. Mysticism in some cases there became clad in symbolism. To describe a certain thing the writer dealt with another and so outlined it that it indicated the former without specifying it; he sought for what is now called the "objective correlative." These descriptions were based on figurative language.

This Western ideology was first incorporated in the philosophy of Brahmo-Samāj, of which Devendranāth Thākur, father of the famous poet Ravindranāth, was the founder. This philosophy was more fully expounded by Dr. Ravindranāth in his poems and these have influenced recent Hindi writers, as this literature was based on love, and provided a good opportunity to young men to compose lyrics which sounded sweet, but whose merit lay in their incomprehensibility. Though M. S. Gupta belonged to the realistic school, he could not stand opposed to this reaction from it, and himself wrote some lyrics. These occupy an important position in Sāketa.
The Poet:- Mathilī Saran Gupta was born in Cirgāhv Jhānsī, in the United Provinces, in the year 1886 A.D. His father was a business-man, but this son showed a keen interest in Hindi poetry since early childhood. He was much encouraged by Dwivedī, editor of the Hindi Saraswatī of Allahabad, and his first poems were published in that magazine. Soon appeared his Bhārat-Bhārati, which was received with great appreciation in the Hindi-reading world. He has written about a dozen poetical works in Hindi. The most famous of these are Bhārat-Bhārati, Paṇcvatī, Gayadrath-Pādh, Yasodhara, Nakul and Sāketa. He is still alive and leads a retired life at his place in Jhānsī.

Gupta was born in a Vaishnav or Hindu family and his father was a worshipper of Rām. So an inclination towards Rām was present in him (1) from very childhood. In Sāketa it will be seen how the poet looks towards Rām with all the intenseness of a devotee.

(1) The poet heard from his father about Rām:

"हम-वाकर रामके से, पती ग्रींती दरबार;
वश तुलसीका होंठे गी नरके भक्तःबद्र;
अहिं कल्याणा औ समल नहीं होशियाँ।"
His Object:— In Sāketa he has taken Rām as the incarnation of the Almighty, (2) and considering the work as a whole Rām is the hero. But the writer's main object seems to be to show the latent greatness of Urmilā, her love and sacrifice. Till his time poets had dealt insufficiently with her, confining mention of her to her marriage with Lakshman, and had not revealed her ideal love, self-control and other qualities. M. S. Gupta marked it and painted her with exceeding sympathy and successfully. Here Urmilā with her lofty ideals approaches the greatness of Sītā, indeed, if Hindu sentiment is not allowed to sway one's judgment, she is shown to possess a stronger personality than the latter. Sītā says of Urmilā, "She well illustrates those actions here which even I could not accomplish." (3) She fills the role of an ideal lover. Modernists may find fault with Lakshman for not taking her with him, and may even regard her as a featureless character,

(2) हे गया निरूपण समुद्र सातार है,
    ने लिया अश्रम निवास अवतार है।
    (स.क.2)

(3) सिद्ध करियो तही योको?
    असे भी केली संती कहीं?
    (स.क.10)
but if a picture of the highest ideal of Hindu domestic life is desired, it can be seen in this family. Julēka praised its other members but not her; (4) the view may be taken that her greatness was implied in that of Sītā (5). But it is Sāketa which has brought her forward into a prominent position.

The Story:— The author has named his book Sāketa, another name of Ayodhya, and has centred his whole narrative in it, with the exception of the assembly at Citrakūṭ. He commences with a description of the city of Ayodhya or Sāketa. He introduces Urmilā standing in the grand palace of King Dasarath, with charming mien and beautiful hair. Lakshmana enters and she shows him a painting of Rām's coronation, a day before it is due to be celebrated. In Chapter II the scene turns to the rooms of Kāikele, who is provoked by Mantharā to take steps to prevent the coronation of Rām. The good heart of Kāikele is gradually poisoned by Mantharā's malicious suggestions. She asks two boons from King Dasarath, and these are granted. In the next two chapters Rām, Lakshmana and Sītā prepare to set out for the forest and ask leave of their respective mothers. Urmilā consents willingly to Lakshmana's

(4) Rom. Bāl. ch.

(5) infra p. 239.
wishes that she should stay behind, and the others take their leave. In Chapter V. the happiness of the forest-people at Rām's stay there is apparent. The next chapter gives an idea of Urmilā's nobility of mind. Kauśilyā condole with her husband, Dasarath, who reproaches himself bitterly and dies of his remorse.

Then Bharat and Śatrughna return to Ayodhyā, and are grieved at what has happened. Dasarath's body is cremated. Chapter VIII gives a picture of Sītā's contentment in the forest. Bharat goes to Chitrakūṭ, where there is a large assembly, to induce Rām to return home. Jābāli, a nihilist saint, tries unsuccessfully to persuade Rām to take up the sovereignty. The next two chapters present a pathetic but fine portrait of Urmilā. In her words there is given an account of the Swayambh at Mithilā, and the marriage of the four sons of Dasarath. Chapter XI tells of Bharat's penances, and the condition of Māndavī, his wife. Here Śatrughna relates on the authority of travellers he had met, the story of Rām after he left Chitrakūṭ, and the account ends with the death of Khar, Dūṣāṇ, and Īśvarī. In the meantime Hanumān, who was passing through Ayodhyā on his way to fetch herbs to save Lakṣman's life, is suspected of being a demon. He falls at a shot of Bharat and there relates Rām's story from the time of his adventures in Pańcavatī up to the time of Lakṣman's swooning. He obtains the required herbs from
Bharat and flies back. The last chapter, No. XII, gives a vivid account of the distressed condition of Ayodhya at Hanumān's story. Bharat and others prepare for Khānā. In the meantime Vāsiṣṭha enters and through his supernatural power shows everyone the scene of Khānā. Lakshman is now up and about, and kills Meghnād. Rāvan too is killed and Rām recovers Sītā.

Then the exiles return to Ayodhya. Lakshmana meets his Urmilā, who is much reduced through her pining in his absence. He is imbued with this idea:

"Let the unseen be known by means unseen
Ours to acknowledge the present scene.
Here allow the love-filled thought to reign
And the ideal our sole God remain." (6)

There are a few differences in the details of Rām's story here from those given by Vālmīki and Tulsī. Sāketa sets out the arguments of the nihilist saint Jābali; Vālmīki has mentioned these too, but Tulsī has not. (7)

(6) सङ्कल्पको भात असनलको गोती मः समकल्पको ही हृद किंग तम भावेन? 
रेक अबिन अलकित प्रेमि-प्रेमी, 
आर्द्र मूर्ति हे इत्यादि हे हृदयाः।

(7) Rom: p. 380 ed. by R. Bhatṭa (1927)
Hanumān obtains the important herbs required for Lakshmanā’s survival from Bharat, who had them from a saint from the Himalaya. But in Vālmiki he gets these from Kailāśa mountain and in Tulsī from Dhauntegiri. This author wanted Hanumān to get the herbs from Bharat so as to find an opportunity to relate Rām’s story, and so Hanumān is shot on his outward journey. But in other writers he is shot on his return journey.

Tulsī has mentioned Trigāta, a demon-maid of Ravan’s family, who looks after Sītā in her captivity, but in Sāketa it is Saramā, wife of Vibhiṣan, who discharges this duty.

As the poet has centred his story in Sāketa (Ayodhyā), he has altered certain features. He gives the account of the Swayambar and the marriage of Sītā in the words of Urmilā. Again, travellers tell Rām’s story to Ṣatrughna who in turn tells it to Bharat. The most notable divergence is in the supernatural power of Vasiṣṭha, who shows to the men of Avadh the scenes at Lāṅkā. These are not in Vālmiki or Tulsī, who have given a continuous form to the story. Keśav has set down his narrative in continuous form except that he makes a Brāhmaṇ in Viśvāmitra’s Āśram tell the story of the swayambar of Sītā before Rām puts in an appearance there at all. The poet has hurried over the details and forgotten sometimes some minor ones such as that of Kāśirādha
telling Rām to go to Sugrīv for help in recovering Sītā. (8)

Language:— As was said before (9) M. S. Gupta followed Mahābār Prasād Dwivedī as far as language is concerned. The latter believed that the standard of the literary language should be the same as in the ordinary conversation of the learned. This is illustrated in Sāketa where the characters do employ this diction, and it continues the same throughout. There are Saṃskrit words, but these do not make the language Sanskritized. The idiom in Sāketa is different from that of Priyapravasā in so far as the compound and Saṃskrit words are concerned. In the whole of Sāketa only one or two verses (10) occur with a single-compound constituting the entire line, whereas many such are found in Priyapravasā.

As Gupta was an advocate of simplicity in literary expression there do not occur in this work the ambiguity and far-fetched meaning of Rām-Caṅdrikā. The language of Sāketa does not express the tenderness of feeling, the brilliance of Alākārās and smoothness of expression of Tulsī's work in which the components cannot be separated without marring the beauty of other parts. The language of Padumāvati and

(8) Supra p. 113
(9) Supra p. 220
(10) Sa.p. 446
of Sāketa is simple, but whereas the former is that which is spoken in the villages of Avadh, the latter is the current idiom in learned circles in modern North India. As Priyapravās and Sāketa have been written in Kharīḍolī there is no need to remark on the forms of the words except in the following instances:—

(a) Sometimes the case-ending particles are joined to the nouns, at others they are written separately, e.g. भरत-से (p. 30); भरत-की Bharatki (p. 36).

(b) Some uncommon words occur in Sāketa, as राहित्या rāhitya (p. 40); कुटुक kutuk (p. 69).

(c) In addition to a number of Sanskrit words the poet borrows some also from Urdu, as राहे rāhe; कलम kalam. He sometimes employs words in the form in which they are spoken by the common people, e.g. घुरे ghure. Words imitating some sort of sound also appear, as दिक्कर dīkkār.

(d) The conjunctive participles are formed either by the root alone, or by adding to it kar or kar बने ke, e.g. लिख बन ke (p. 295). The form with कर kar is more frequent than the other.

(e) Some verbs when used in a proverb have a different signification from their customary one, e.g. नारो māro (beat) in the proverb: न मारो बोल na māro bol, (p. 46) which means "do not pain me with your talking."
(f) The poet has used only rarely the identical Sanskrit-form of a verb, as हन्ते स्मि hatasmi (p. 178) for Hindi हूँ hat हूँ (am killed).

(g) This author is not as fond of changing his adjectival forms according to the gender of the nouns as "Hariauddh" was. But Sāketa contains examples of both (i) form changed according to the gender, as मुर्चितां उर्मिला murchita Urmila (murchita from murchit); (ii) not changed according to gender, as अक्षिल अक्षिल akhil अक्षिल.

(h) Sometimes he has distorted the forms of the words for the sake of the rhyme, e.g. हृत धित for हृत धित; बैंगे aye for बैंग ai. Rarely does he change the order of words in such a way that the meaning cannot be obtained without something being added, e.g.

कौपना कै सेवी की भाषा kopana कै सेवी की भाषा
कै सेवी की कौपना की भाषा kaikeile ke kopane kī bāt.

But these drawbacks are so rare that they do not interfere with the natural flow of the language, whose simplicity has added to its expressiveness and quick understanding.

General Remarks:

Literary merits: This author has towards his personae feeling for them and with them. He seems to be sorry or happy as they are disposed, and therefore his descriptions are full of emotion and sentiment. This will be more apparent later.
(1) His Idea of Poetry:— In Sāketa it is soon obvious that much importance has not been attached to artistic embellishment, but the author has succeeded in perfecting the "flavour." From start to finish there are perceptible heart-beats; he has handled the materials so well that the poems in the work suggest true human feeling. Thus he is a supporter of the theory that "Rasa" is the soul of poetry, i.e. his main aim was to arouse the same feelings in readers as he himself entertained. He himself says, "The acumen which renders expression clear constitutes the art (of poetry)." (11) He says again, "Art enlivens the beautiful, and renders lifeless the awful." (12) These passages show clearly that the poet gave much attention to clear expression and to the manifestation of feeling. Towards producing this effect the subordinate ideas in Sāketa help by completing the main one. His ideal seems to be that of Bharat Māmī who states, "'Rasa' results from the combination of determinants, consequents, and the secondary or accessory moods, with the permanent or dominant mood." (13)

(11) प्रमुखता की कुशल शक्ति ही ती कला (क. 32).

(12) मुद्रेका सजोल भरती हे भोपरो को नितील कला। (क. 374).

(13) निश्चयतानुसार विभूतिचारे राजगुणार्थकी:। (आर्यशास्त्र)।
This idea is supported by such works on Sanskrit poetics as Daśrūp and Sāhitya-Darpānaeśṭā. 

(II) His Idea of Love. Love is ideally visualised in the character of Urmilā. A saintly charitableness permeates her words, "Love knows no wrong." (14) The essence of such a love is sacrifice; the bigger the sacrifice the greater the love. There is no defeat for such a lover. The affection between two lovers he says is indescribable. "Defeat is victory in such a love." (15) This requires great concentration, the centering of all one is and hopes to be on the loved one whatever distance divides. He says, "Where there is such a concentration of the mind, there the pains of separation cannot reach." (16)

In the poet's view the development of love is bilateral and simultaneous, "Love grows on both the sides." (17)
lovers would sacrifice all for each other, and persist though the other entreats against it.

Gupta's lovers do not confine their ambition to their own interests, they seek the welfare of all the world and selfish conduct pains them. Urmilā says, "The world follows a businesslike course; only advantageous aims are dear to men. It looks not to the work but its result. This indeed pains me." (18)

Love looks with friendly eye on Nature; Nature is dear to it. Even inanimate objects are an inspiration to the lover. So Urmilā says, "The sanctity of the character of the sun's moving rays is marvellous. They have held aloft that red ball (sun) on their own shoulders." (19) Her love renders service to others as the rays seem to her to do also. The lover prays that Nature may be blessed with prosperity after its own kind: "Hearken, O beautiful Nature, I wish for you everlasting greenness and bounties. Grow and grow with all ease." (20) Love is an absorbing interest for the

(18) अज्ञाती वारसोमूक्ति है द्वालमी, उसे चाहती जो सोचने चाहतीं, काम कैसे फ्रीमालीं निकलते, मुझे दोहे रजनता है।

(19) अपने भी देशों का चीरक विया है, धरती है, जो भवन है आलो, वे के साथ उन्होंने उत्साहितव लाला धाराव बाल बाल गोला।
lover. For him or her there is no other path, and it leads to the attainment of the end. Love is a great duty. (21) The lover desires a world enveloped in love, whose ideal he believes to be in God.

Comparing this idea of love with that of Jāyasī we see that the former is never didactic, whereas the latter is as he teaches the philosophy of Sufism throughout, in which consciousness of bekhudī or selflessness rather thwarts "self-lostness." But Jāyasī has succeeded in keeping love free of dogmas. Love in Tulsī becomes devotion; the lover is a devotee, and so there is no problem of bi-lateral growth or equality of sacrifice. Devotion calls for a complete unilateral sacrifice. (22) In Priyapravās love is nearer to Gupta's conception of it, and this is perhaps due to the fact that both writers practised their art under the influence of national service and sacrifice. In J. S. Prasad love has a deeper significance than in his predecessors. (23)

\[\text{(22) Supra, p. 121.}
\]
\[\text{(23) infra, p. 266.}\]
(III) His Idea of Fate:— There are some conflicting ideas about fate in Sāketa. Its author believes in the incarnation of God in Rām, (24) and accepts His omniscience and omnipotence. He says that all behaviour in the world is at the direction of the divine will of deity. His most learned character Vāsiṣṭha supports this. (25) He further expounds this idea in the words: "No doubt all is gained through luck, but even luck (bad or good) is according to one's character in the previous life." (26) This idea seems to be maintained throughout the work. But in the end he has given the counsel that men should accept only those things which are present before them and not imaginary ones. (27)

(24) Sā. p. 2

(25) कृत्रिमं हृदयते शनिमयः, नुम्न करते हैं सर्वज्ञानाः।

(26) माना अन्यो तत्सत्माभ्यायं हि
किंतु भाग्य समं दृष्टिकोषिकं वैगंहेः।

(27) Supra, p. 226
This latter idea seems to contradict the former. If fate rules, it has no need to overrule, so why should man entertain an ideal of conduct or action? There is here the dichotomy which has been present in the human mind presumably since man began thinking or reconciling his will with something stronger, luck, destiny or fate. The ideas of fate or luck and rebirth are incorporate in Hindu philosophy. They are dogmas of Hindu theology, and have persisted since the foundation of Hinduism. But it is not a fact that from the beginning all Hindus have accepted this ideology without demur. There were cārwākās in olden times who were nihilistic and did not believe in God or luck but only in the present world and action. Prof. Radhārishān deals with such nihilist philosophy and quotes from several works in this direction which vindicate it, thus:— "Who colours wonderfully the peacocks, or who makes the cuckoos coo so well? There is, in respect of these, no cause other than nature." He adds:

"While life is yours, live joyously:
None can escape Death's searching eye;
When once this frame of ours they burn,
How shall it ever again return?"

(In Indian Philosophy, p. 281)

Among advisers who urged Rām to return was Jābhāli, a hypocrite and a nihilist; he has been mentioned by Vālmīki and also in Sēketa (28). Thus from the very beginning there has been

this oscillation between the two views of man as mechanic and as machine, and Gupta had these before him. In the course of his narrative he sets forth the time-honoured dogmas of Hinduism, and this is well demonstrated to be the creed of the members of Rām's family. But the other view cannot be dismissed for it is the working principle of all reasoning minds in contact with worldly affairs, and it is given here neither as contradictory nor as propounding some other faith, but as a message to ordinary people that they should believe in the ideal as they believe in God. And as simple ideas are most acceptable to ordinary men, it is better that whilst they are in this world they should strive after ideal behaviour and endeavour to reach unto God. Gupta believed in God and in fate, but at the same time was unwilling that the people should remain inactively depending on them. He has given a message upholding honest endeavour and loving conduct.

His Power of Description:— There are four incidents in Sāketa in which the poet's power of description is particularly noticeable. These are: (1) the lamentation and self-reproaches of Dasarath at Rām's exile; (2) the assembly at Chitrakūṭ; (3) Urmilā's experiences; (4) preparation by Śatrughna and Bharat to help Rām.

It will be seen later in the account of the various characters how intimately and graphically these have been
drawn. To avoid repetition only some of the criticisms will be noticed here.

The poet has well succeeded in his descriptions generally. Some objections have been raised to the first and third of the above. The most remarkable of them is made by the late Mahātma Gāndhī. M. S. Gupta once asked his opinion of Śāketa. In his reply Mr. Gāndhī did not approve of the long descriptions of the sorrows of Dasarath and Urmilā. About the former he wrote, "I have to say one thing more. The cries of Dasarath in Tulsī Dās's Ramāyana could not affect our hearts. Tulsī Dās was unable to do anything else. But such cries are not appropriate to this age. It takes from the heroic sentiments and the sincerity in devotion. Persons who think of worldly enjoyments as short-lived never can be so much troubled by separation and death ...." In answer Gupta wrote, "We have formed our opinion that Dasarath's great affliction was due to the curse of the blind sage or to the separation of Rām; he had to bear this great trouble in this manner and had to end his life. His cries may be respected as he cried not only for his son, but for that son who was the Omnipotent .... He also wept because of the evil act of his wife and the partition of the family. Therefore the Ramāyana (of Tulsī) contains no fewer lamentations. But this sentence of yours is very remarkable that this description does not suit this age."
Mr. Gándhí in his reference to this age meant that Sāketa should have a picture of a person who would lead Indian sentiments and ideas along an ideal path. To such a truth-seeker as he it must be an unwelcome idea to make a great character mourn for earthly relations. But the sphere of poetry cannot be governed by the canons of truth and religion. Dasarath was an uxorious man; he loved Kāikeī most of all for her unique beauty, and always fulfilled her wishes. On the other hand he loved Rām from the core of his heart. So when he heard the cruel words of Kāikeī and of the exile of Rām he could not but be griefed to the centre of his being. His bitter cries indicate his real character. Thus the poet is in no way at fault in painting this natural picture of Dasarath.

About Urmilā's lamentations Mr. Gándhí wrote, "Though Urmilā's cries look well due to the (suitable) language, yet it is doubtful whether this should have been included in Sāketa. Tulsī Dāś has not dealt much with her, and this has been held to be a defect. I do not see in it such a thing. It looks to me like the cleverness of an artist .... Urmilā's qualities should have been a pointer to the higher ones of Sītā. But Urmilā possessed no fewer than Sītā, being her own sister." Answering him Gupta wrote, "I have heard a tale that sorrow liveth even in Heaven. Even angels are sorry to see the troubles of us worldly creatures, and this is our
solace. If notwithstanding these things sorrow can be thought of as a defect, you can well think that you will be the weakest." (29) Thus the poet has defended his portrait of Urmilā, who is sorry not on account of her own separated beloved but because of the afflicted condition of the people of Ayodhyā.

Treatment of Nature:— Gupta has seen in Nature a sympathetic personality. His healthy philosophy of human life, coupled with his ideal conception of love, has given it a very attractive form. It always shares the gladness and sadness of the people living close to it. When the city of Ayodhyā was cheerful and flourishing the River Sarjū in the city looked much livelier. Its currents impressed the spectators with lofty ideas. The small gardens, laid out beside the temples on its banks appeared to be laughing in harmony. (30) Forests seemed gladdened at the approach of Rām. (31) Sītā rejoiced to be with her husband and in the forest, the more so as she was living amidst natural surroundings. (32) She enjoyed watching the free flight of pigeons, and frolics of the young monkeys. (33) She looked admiringly at the bare

(29) As mentioned in G.K.D. Ch. on Sāketa (Hindi).
(30) Sā. p. 6
(31) Sā. p. 107
(33) Sā. p. 135.
trees which were covered with green creeper. (34) She felt drawn towards the shades under the trees where the occasional rays of the sun put the gloom to flight. (35) She found an exact illustration of the varying conditions among men in two trees growing side by side, one of which was crowned with flowers, while leaves were falling from the other.

Nature in Ayodhya was sincerely sharing the sorrow of the people at the departure of Rām to the forest. "Lustreless day passed away, Night came on, and evening came again motionless, and all the hours seemed like a sonless woman. (36) Nature shared the grief of Sumantra who was returning home after leaving Rām.

"The wind blew restlessly.
. . . . . . . . . .
Lifeless had become the living earth;
Fear had overpowered Nature's mirth;
Directions looked like a giant perfect,
Who stood, with open mouth, erect." (37)

While painting the pathos of Urmilā the poet has well-described several seasons. He has co-ordinated the conditions in Nature with the state of Urmilā's mind, and linked them in

(35) Sa. p. 136; also pp. 206-207
(36) Sa. p. 149
this epigram of Urmilā:— "Troubled life is the sun or smoke, the world resembles the mind’s pose." (38)

Further, Nature sometimes becomes with him a preacher. In this respect he seems to follow Wordsworth, but with this difference that, whereas the former receives moral lessons from it through comparison with worldly life, the latter receives them with the spirit of a devotee. Wordsworth worshipped Nature and so to him even an impulse from the woods was more of a teacher than all the sages. But Gupta is concerned with making the parallel between the conditions of trees and of men. (39)

At some places he gives a simple impressionist sketch of what he sees. For instance while Rām was on his way to the forest sights and scenes are described just as they appeared to him by the roadside: "At one place the trees looked like a

And bushes spread both big and small,
And made for hares a natural hall." (40)

He has always painted Nature in mild mood. It is very near to him and hardly to have a separate identity. Again his descriptions are realistic and never mystic. He has never aimed at putting another meaning behind the one on the

(38) Sā. p. 290.
(39) Sā. p. 138
(40) Sā. p. 130
surface. In this respect he differs from "Prasād." Gupta's
descriptions differ from those of the lyric-poet Sumitrānāndan
"Pāwā" in this that while the former combines in his sketch
both Nature's beauteous and useful aspects, (41) the latter
gives mostly the beauteous one, and seems to be the closer ob-
server of it. Gupta differs from "Harīādāh" in this that
he does not bring the names of trees and flowers merely to
line or load his verses.

Characterisation:— It has already been pointed out that almost
all the characters in Sāketa are imbued with sentiment imparted
by the author's feeling with them and for them.

Male Characters.

Dasarath:— Vālmīki has given a clear picture of him as a
sensuous person, and too much in the hands of his beautiful
queen Maikēle. Tulsī has pictured him as an upright king
and good husband and father and has overlooked his weaknesses.
Gupta has drawn a very similar likeness to that of the latter.
Dasarath begins to feel doubts of his survival when he realises
that Bharat cannot be present at the coronation. This doubt
works on the mind of Kaikeie and prompts her to ask the two cruel boons. Dasarath now reproaches himself; he entreats her not to insist on their fulfilment, and pointing to his beloved Rām asks her to take pity on one so worthy. He implores Lakśmana to kill him (Dasarath) and thereby stop Rām from going to the forest. (42) He yields up his life when he sees Sumantra, whose return alone breaks the last bond of hope. (43)

The Dasarath of Sāketa has the same good heart as he has in Rām-Cfart-Mānas, but does not here make the same strong appeal. Indian villagers weep much to read of the lamentations of Dasarath in Tulsi's work but are not nearly so deeply affected by the Dasarath of Sāketa.

Rām:— Rām is the same perfect human personality, and genuine incarnation of God. He has come down to earth to remove evil and do good to the honest. (44) He is almost always calm, but sometimes gives way to emotion. On seeing the pathetic condition of his father he can hardly restrain his feelings and addresses Kaikeie as "Royal Lady!" (45) At the same time Lakśmana, though infuriated, refers to her as "The mother." It is strange that Gupta's Rām should at that time

(42) Sa. p. 66.
(43) Sa. p. 160
(44) Sa. p. 2
(45) Sa. p. 55
address her so, because afterwards he always calls her "Mother." He submissively accepts his father's order of exile and calms Lakshmana's fury. In the assembly at Cāitrakūṭ he is the same Rām as in Tulsī, and in the battle of ḍvārakā he plays an equally heroic part, and later turns out to be the same sort of king. The poet has not paused to develop at greater length Rām's character as he has attached much importance to Urmilā. But even so in this small painting Rām, the warrior-god, stands out as the hero.

Bharat:- Most auspicious was that day when the pen of the father of the Indian poets, (46) i.e. Vālmīki, painted an ideal picture of affection and self-sacrifice and gave it the name of Bharat. It was a Red Letter Day in the history of Indian literature when Vālmīki pictured a prince, giving up a mighty kingdom out of the love he bore his brother and enduring hard penance in sympathy with him. Since then Bharat has been an inspiration to writers on Rām. None could put the elder brother into verse and omit the other. The saintly Tulsī was able to do justice to a character like Bharat. And M. S. Gupta, though attaching very great importance to Urmilā's

character, had to paint Bharat's also.

Bharat was called from his maternal uncle's home after Rām's exile and Dasarath's demise. (47) He was perplexed when he heard of these grave happenings, and when he learned that he was himself the cause he became senseless. He reproached his mother, and went to Kaśyipī to ask her to intercede, and set off for Cīitrakūṭa to persuade Rām to return. He made penance his portion, and dwelt outside the city, and knew no happiness till Rām came back. It was Bharat who gave the herbs to save Lakṣmaṇa's life. Gupta has added this last incident to make amends to Bharat. Bharat was always sorry in Vālmīki and Tulsī that he had not been able to help Rām in his exile; Gupta has tried to efface this sorrow by introducing this event.

Lakṣmaṇa: He is here the same impetuous character, ready at provocation to kill anyone; even Kaikeśī came under his threat. (48) He is the same true servant of Rām, ever submissive to him. He tells Rām, "Whatever is acceptable to you, is always acceptable to me." (49) He toils with Rām through the forests, and helps him bravely in the battle of Lāmbā. In fine cavalier fashion he appreciates Indrājīt's gallantry, and when he goes forward to fight with him a second

(49) Sa. p. 64.
time, he addresses him as "Brother" and says: "Bravo for the first victory!" (50) This sort of behaviour was not recorded in Tulsī. Gupta has added something to the stature of all his characters.

Satrughna:— He is almost the same as in Tulsī. He is as sorry as Bharat at Rām's exile. He takes the burden of administration upon him, in the absence of Rām and Bharat when the wooden sandals are on the throne. He summons the army and prepares to set out for Rāmā to help Rām, a fact that is not mentioned in Tulsī.

Hanumān:— He is here as a truly devoted servant of Rām, and serves him to the last. His features are not so distinct as in Tulsī. In Sāketa he tells the story of Rām after his departure from Pancvaṭī till the time of Lakṣmaṇa's swooning.

Rāvana is of course the opponent of Rām, but here the details are not so full. He stole away Śītā, and fought with Rām until his last breath. He has been given here a heart which wept at his brother's death. Even Rām was moved at this scene in the battlefield. (51)

Female Characters.

Kālmikīya:— She is the same gracious figure.— (52) As in Tulsī, she is delighted to see Bharat while her own son Rām

(50) Sa. p. 427
(51) Sa. p. 398
(52) Sa. p. 76
is on his way into exile on account of the scheming of Bharat's mother. She consents to the going of Rām and Sītā when she knows that the former has been ordered to go by Dasarath and Kaikeie.

Kaikeie:- There is here a yet fuller picture of Kaikeie. Formerly she had loved Rām more than Bharat, but her maid Mantharā's evil machinations had led to her undoing. Doubts assailed her mind. She remembers Mantharā's words, "Even a son like Bharat is not called home, due to suspicions on him." (53) Tulsi has given a supernatural cause for this difference in her attitude. In his work Saraswatī, (54) the goddess of learning, comes at the request of the gods and changes her mind. But Gupta has not introduced any supernatural agency; Kaikeie becomes cruel, she will not listen to the requests of her husband, and remains stern even at his death. The poet says, "At this demise, the people grew blind, save only Kaikeie, that queen, unkind." (55)

(53) Sa. pp. 32-35
(54) Šaśrēdu kārīkā bilāde duḥ ko karēḥ
 जाराजांि बारे शौर्य के भरे हैं।
 विशालों हमारे बिलालिके बिहिे,
 मातु कारिय जो शान्ति अिे,
 श्रेष्ठ आलि बन ज्ञानयोगी,
 शरद संकलन हृदय-कारी।

But her sternness and cruelty melt at the reproach and sacrifice of her son Bharat, who has no wish even to speak to her but goes to Kausālīyā. Kaikeīe accompanies Bharat to Čitrakūṭ. She becomes penitent, and it is she who requests Rāma to return. She rebukes herself; "All the ages should see this cruel scene, Raghū's family once had an ill-starred queen." (56) She says to Rāma, "I, the same Kaikeīe, and you my same Rāma!" She now regains her position, and the whole assembly at Čitrakūṭ makes this answer to her self-reproaches, "Bravo to that mother a hundred times, who bore a son of Bharat's kind!" (57) Kaikeīe prepares to go with Bharat to Kāṇkā to help Rāma.

Sumitrā, the mother of Lakṣaṁna and Śatrughna, and Maṇḍavi, wife of Bharat, receive more notice than in Rām-Čitrāṭ-Āmanas. They are patterns of motherly and wifely devotion. Courage begets its own kind; their self-sacrifice is reflected in the conduct of their dearest.

(56) सुभ युग तक-चलती रहि केशरी काहरी।
रक्षकुलनें और आश सक द्वारा केशरी।
(सं. ४.२३।)

(57) "सों सार अन्य तह रक्षकुलनें उन्हें|
जिस अन्तरों ते उन्ह भरतसा आँहें।"
(सं. ४.२३।)
Māṇḍavī shows all the traditional attention due to a husband. When he is doing penance, she carries food to him, she transmits some of her own courage to him when he is grieving over Lakshmana's plight in Lanka. "My lord," she said, "Let duty be done! Thou art ever near to me, though far distant." (58) She resigned all worldly pleasure without any regret, and looked after the women in the royal household. She wishes victory to Satrughna. She was prepared to accompany her husband, Bharat, when he was preparing for Lanka. (59) Gupta has done well to paint these characters, whose greatness was not manifested by Tulsī, and remained implied only.

Sītā:— Sītā is true to her traditional description, a loyal partner and a loving spouse. Gupta has made explicit in her at Chitrakūṭ, a close sympathy with the natural surroundings. She takes an interest in the birds, trees and flowers. (60) She toiled hard in her garden and grew a number of plants and flowers. She calls others to join her in spinning and weaving. (61) These activities reflect the influence of the movement associated with Gāṇḍhī and his advocacy of spinning

(58) Sa. p. 399
(60) Sa. pp. 207-8
(61) Sa. p. 209
on the "charakhā" (spinning wheel). Sītā is even presented as an artist, for she drew in the forest a picture of Urmilā. In Kāmaṇḍā ṣraddhā feels a similar urge to such activities. Sītā, as always, is the embodiment of virtue, choosing the right, resisting evil, and feeling, too, joy in and through all.

Urmilā:— The best drawn character of all is Urmilā, wife of Lakṣmaṇa. Hitherto she had been overshadowed and her qualities overlooked. In Sāketa she is brought into the foreground, and holds the stage at the close.

She is introduced to the reader with her sweet mien and attractive garments in the palace of Dāsarath, occupied in playing with her parrot. Lakṣmaṇa enters, and after some cheerful exchanges she gladly consents to his going into exile with Rām, and bids him not be vexed by memory of what he is leaving for the time being. Separation afflicts but does not break her spirit, and she seeks relief outside herself in helping others. She is become a symbol of self-sacrifice.

Chapters IX and X are taken up with an account of her sympathy with Nature and her universal good will. Thought of self is kept in the background of consciousness. Once when distraught she saw Lakṣmaṇa before her and cried, "My Lord, why are you come being thus false to your true duty? If you have come for a short while, go at once and serve your brother." (62) Another time Śatrughna came to comfort her.
He had given up the management of the state and expressed his intention of withdrawing from worldly affairs. But Urmilā said, "Dear one, if you too give up directing the state, who else will be able to undertake it? Strive for peace in the family, in the city and throughout the kingdom." (63)

Urmilā is full of love for husband and home, but it finds wholesome exercise in caring for the welfare of others. Her love is altruistic. In this respect love stands in marked contrast to that of the hero in the Persian romantic tale of Lailā Majnūn by Nizāmī (d.c. 600/1200). Majnūn's is a consuming love, but is its own end. It rebounds from any impact with the world.

Sītā and Urmilā: Urmilā becomes here more endeared to one than Sītā. Sītā goes with her husband to the forest and so it becomes a celestial garden to her, while stay-at-home Urmilā makes her garden like the distant forest. (64)

The two stand in considerable contrast to each other. Urmilā is placed in a very favourable light. Even Rām (65) commends

(63) Sa. p. 222
(64) Sa. p. 249
(65) "मे ते साहसिक-विराटने के श्री उपर धर्मस्थापन किया आत्म श्राविणिः दृष्टिन मुमरेः।"
   (Sa. p. 492)
her and says she exceeds Śītā in her qualities, and Śītā too acknowledges her merit.

Urmilā and Yaśodharā:- The pangs of separated lovers have been a long standing plaint with oriental poets. Gupta returned to the theme in a short narrative poem Yaśodharā. Yaśodharā was the wife of Gautama, who left her as she slept at midnight, all unconscious of his new purpose of renunciation of the world. Hers was a harder blow than Urmilā's, and her heart ached at the thought that he could have gone without mention of leaving. But her love persisted through all and waxed greater than before.

Urmilā and Devsena:- A similar character to that of Urmilā but more developed has been portrayed by J. S. Prasād in his drama Skand-Gupta. Devsena is regarded as his best female impersonation. She is a princess in the family of the Pṛālav dynasty and is devoted to Skand-Gupta, who however is attracted by another girl, Vijaya. Devsena knows this but is never jealous of her, and even resolves to help her in getting Skand-Gupta for her husband. Vijaya proves unworthy in the course of time and Śkaṇḍ had to change his mind. Devsena's brother's dying wish is that she should marry Śkaṇḍ, in whose service he had died. But she turned proudly away from a love that would not be hers for her own sake, and lived
the remainder of her days in useful service of her community, with the memory of love to sustain her.

There is an air of modernity in the treatment of Urmilā and particularly of Devenā in their independence of tradition, and their finding in service a practical outlet for their pent up feelings or disappointment. Both these characters are imaginary creations of two great writers in modern Hindi; perhaps none will deny that "Prasād" was the master born, while Guptā reached the height by painstaking effort.

IV. Figures of Speech:- Though at places a number of figures of speech occur the poet is neither fond of their use, nor did they come naturally to him. Tulśī Dās did not wish to use the Alākārās for their own sake, yet they adorn most of his verses. Quite otherwise was it with Keśav, who used them in most of his verses for their own sake. The poet of Sāketa cannot be compared with either of these in this respect, for only a limited number of figures of speech appear and these are in very simple form. Sometimes he employs metaphors, as when he calls Ṛṣikeś's house "a volcano." (66) This metaphor is appropriate because the acceptance of the two boons in this house led to the sorrows which enveloped everyone in Ayodhyā.

(66) Sa. p. 43.
His similes (67) fit the thought and the occasion. For instance when Naikele was lying in a frenzy in her palace he well says of her, "(She lay) like a lioness, with anguish in her mind for not getting prey on that day." (68)

His similes are more apt where he describes the sorrowful condition of Urmilā. She exclaims, "I am like a fresh wave of earth's ocean which crossed to the opposite shore but came back again." (69) Here Gupta has been influenced by the symbolic school. She simply means that she attained her object but lost it again, and relapsed into loneliness under the hand of fate. In the following he has made use of long similes (70) full of imagination. Urmilā intends to indicate the state of a girl who cast herself on the burning pyre from anguish at the separation of her beloved. Afterwards the beloved one came distraught near the dying fire; she was like a half-burned tree. As soon as tear-drops fell from his eyes on the pyre, the branches blossomed anew, and flowers grew with the design of her former outline. Creepers too grew up around.

(67) Sa. p. 43
(68) Sa. p. 303
(70) Such similes are found in Chapter IX of Sa.
(71) Sa. pp. 317-18
There are frequent instances of simple alliterations, and sometimes he has recourse to repetition of a word in the interest of rhythm. (72)

V. Supernatural Elements:— Gupta has well observed this dictum of Abercrombie: "It is of man and man's purpose in the world that the epic-poet has to sing, not the purpose of the gods and they must be kept within the beautiful bound of illustration." Rām combines the part of a dutiful son and a powerful prince. At no place does there enter any supernatural agency except in the scene at Ayodhya, when the people are enabled through the supernatural power of Vasīṣṭha to behold the events which befell at Kaṇkā. This episode is the poet's own creation. But notwithstanding this supernatural power Vasīṣṭha still symbolises an extraordinary human personality.

As an Epic:— M. S. Gupta has followed the Saṅskrit mode of epic-writing; he begins with invocations to the deity and opens each chapter with the like. His work contains in its twelve chapters Rām's story, an ever popular and stirring theme for the Hindu community. The hero is personified in Rām, on whom have been bestowed the highest powers of man and in whom is vested all power divine.

(72) दुलभल दलभल चंचल चंचल
कल गल गलगल तारा।

Sā. p. 280
In the beginning of Chapter I the poet invokes the aid of Saraswati, the goddess of learning. The other chapters open with a prayer to Vālmīki, (73) Vyās, (74) Kāli Dās, (75) Tulsi (76) or other master poets, and at other times he beseeches the pen to write well. From a survey of these invocations it is clear that he has gone on independent lines. They are not mythological figures but the names of personages once great on earth, and he does not go beyond the goddess of learning in the circle of deities; the pen as the symbol of creation he calls to his aid. Most of his predecessors prayed to Rāma, Śaṅkar, Lakshmi and such other deities. Jāyasī called on the prophet Muhammad for help. Similarly the poet of Rāgo, Tulsi, and Kṛṣṇa all invoked God and other deities. "Hariyaudh" omits these invocations altogether. Thus nowhere was there such single devotion to learning, its goddess and its great sons. This poet has shown close attachment to his profession of writing, and besought help only from those from whom he really expected it in the course of his artistic work.

The emphasis on Urmilā's woes and the centering of the scenes in Ayodhya have checked the free flow of the poetry. To this the dialogues too have contributed.

(73) Sa. Chapter IV. V.1
(74) " Chapter XI. V.1
(75) " Chapter X. V.1
(76) " Chapter XVI V.1
Dialogue:—In treating of Rām-Caṇḍrika it was observed that dialogues had been given a natural place within poetry since earliest times. Drama is to a great extent if not entirely a form of art developed from the dialogue. Rām-caṇḍrika suffered from their frequent inclusion. Though not so frequently yet they often come in Sāketa, but with this difference that, while in the former they are more dramatic and disrupt the continuity, in the latter they merge better into the text and are less noticeable.

It was almost inevitable that Gupta should not remain unaffected by the new symbolic school of poetry. Thus even in Sāketa lyrical verses are found and express the sorrow of Urmilā. Prof. Abercrombie writes, "It (epic) will tell its tale both largely and intensely, and the diction will be carried on the volume of a powerful, flowing metre." (77) It is doubtful whether lyrics can be regarded to have the requisite "powerful, flowing metre." Though Winternitz thinks it probable that artistic court-composition has, on the whole taken its rise from the lyric, yet this does not mean that lyrics should be used in epics. The long descriptions of Urmilā's love, coupled with the frequent use of lyrics for its expression in Sāketa, has much impeded the natural current of the poetry. Mill admits that, "Many of the

(77) The Epic, p. 49.
greatest poems are in the form of fictitious narratives, and in almost all good serious fiction there is good poetry." This is true of such poems in Sāketa, but the long imaginary description of Urmilā's love does not fit in with the historical setting of Rām. Though interested in Urmilā the poet still retains the majesty of his hero and the sanctity of Sītā's womanhood. He gives sufficient place to the lofty character of Bharat, and deals with other characters too with sympathy. Hence his poem has become a mixture of fact and fiction. Further, his epic should be one "grand design," hence the isolation of a considerable part for a certain character due to the author's own interest in her lessens rather than increases the value of the work as an epic. "Epic poetry exhibits life in some great symbolic attitude," (78) but in Sāketa this exhibition has been deleteriously affected by the personal leanings of the poet. Gupta is a Vaiṣṇava and naturally accepts Rām as the deity. So, though interested in Urmilā, he still makes his Rām the hero. This divided loyalty to the characters has led to disunity in the epic. Thus Sāketa does not tell, "the tale both largely and intensely," and to give an important role to Urmilā the poet has to centre all his theme in Ayodhya. This has compelled him to relate it briefly, and given larger scope to his imagination, but it

(78) The Epic, p. 69
is doubtful whether "life has itself submitted to the plastic imagination." (79)

In spite of a few defects in Saketa the poem does tell an heroic story, and as it possesses several of the qualities of an epic, this work can be classified as such.

(79) The Epic, p. 45.
INTRODUCTION.

In the introduction to the modern age it was shown how symbolic poetry entered into Hindi literature, and how M.S. Gupta had been influenced by it. The poets of the Dwivedi-School, i.e. the followers of Mahābīr Prasād Dwivedī, composed realistic poems. They gave importance to the language and described objects in realistic shape. Soon after, a new school of poets, influenced by English poets like Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats and encouraged by the poems of Dr. Tagore, revolted against the former fashion and allowed full scope to sentiment and imagination. In due course there followed symbolism in poetry. J.S. Prasād was the first of note of these revolutionaries, and in spite of strong criticism he held to his ideas and the course of Hindi poetry was changed. Symbolic poetry describes things but the indirect reference is to something else that they symbolise, which it may name or leave the reader to discover. This has greatly helped this author in narrating his story with an underlying allegory. He has brought to his test a wide knowledge of Hindu philosophy.

The Poet:— Bābū Jay Shankar Prasād was born in 1889 in Benares, into the well-known family of Sūghānī Sāhu. It was reputed for its charities, and even from the time of his grandfather his home had been a rest-house of poets, students and others. At the age of eleven he went to all the pilgrimage places of India and acquired
thus early a knowledge of life and Nature. His first poem was
written in a boat as he proceeded to Dharachatra. On his journeys
towards Puri and Bhuyneswar he saw both sea and hills, an
experience which equipped him the better for his poetic task.

"Prasad" was rich and led an easy and enjoyable life among
his friends. His heart was susceptible to the tender passion of
love. Some time later a domestic dispute reduced the family
property. "Prasad" was disappointed at this turn in events, and
sought consolation in philosophy. While still young he began to
write poems. Dramas, stores and critical essays came from his pen.
In every sphere of literature he excelled. He has produced the
best dramas in Hindi, and has composed the best epic in Khariboli,
viz. Kmaayanin. He worried excessively, and this probably
aggravated the illness that carried him off in 1937, at the age of
48 years.

The Story:- The theme in Kmaayanin is shortly treated. Manu, the
hero has been saved from the final destruction of the earth. He
was one of the survivors in a world given up to pleasure and ease.
He brooded over the past as he sat tired and despairing on a peak
in the Himalayas. Another survivor, Sraddha, was the daughter of
Kam and hence is known as Kmaayanin, and the work is named after her.
She meets Manu, proves attractive to him and agrees to live with
him. Hars is a placid, contented nature but his is keen on the
chase and desires excitement. She tamed an animal and loved it; he
grew jealous at this sharing of love, and on the advice of two
demon priests, Kilat and Akuli, sacrificed the animal in a Yajna
during Sraddha's absence. She was grieved on her return, and tried
to induce him to refrain from taking the life of innocent creatures but all in vain. When her child was about to be born and she began to make the necessary preparations he was resentful of her activities and one day went away leaving her alone. He reached the city of Sāraswat, which was ruled by Queen Irå. This state was being badly administered and Irå was searching for an able manager. Manu agreed to undertake the task. He managed well, but the subjects were still dissatisfied and requested more privileges and facilities. Manu wished to rule autocratically and to obtain possession of the queen. Led by Kilāt and Ākulī, the people revolted against him, and in the struggle that ensued, Manu was wounded.

Sraddhā in a dream foresaw this as it happened. When her son, named Māna, was born, she set out with him in her distraction to find Manu. Fortunately, she was seen by Irå who pointed him out in a forlorn state. Sraddhā ministered to him and healed him. Manu was now tired of worldliness and of Irå, and though he welcomed Sraddhā, he was so ashamed of his past, he found it impossible to resume the old relation. He ran away again. Sraddhā left her son with Irå and bade them look to the creation of a new world. She goes in search of Manu whom she finds in much distress. Both start out in search of true bliss. They obtain true insight into the three worlds of desire, knowledge and action. In the end with Sraddhā's help, Manu realises true bliss. Irå and Māna also make a pilgrimage and join them there.

The story is an allegory. The poem is an example of "allegorical interpretation", as distinct from "allegorical invention" which proceeds from a text or proverb and brings out some
sort of moral from it. Manu represents man, and Śraddhā devotion. Man obtains bliss only through this medium. The substance of the allegory in Kāmaṇyāni will be dealt with later.

The Language: Kāmaṇyāni has been written in standard Hindi Khaṇḍībolī. There are mentioned here only peculiarities of the language:

(1) It has used no words of other languages except Sanskrit.
(2) Compound words are few.
(3) Tatsam nouns and adjectives have been mostly used. Verbal forms are all from Khaṇḍībolī.
(4) A few uncommon words have been used, e.g. शंपात्रम् Kampād (14), उत्तरामुखियों Uttaramukhiyō (p.114).
(5) A few words have been taken from the common tongue of the villagers, e.g. नुतङ्गल kutūhal (p.24) and ठीठोली thitholī. The colour of a passage changes, sometimes unconsciously with the situation.

In Kāmaṇyāni a piece of ordinary narrative is in a bright tone that grows deeper as it passes into something earnest or serious till in its philosophical range it would be incomprehensible to the man in the street.

Literary Merits:

I. General Remarks:— J.S. "Prasād" was a lover of old Hindu culture and its great past. He took materials for his dramas, poems, and most of the stories from the best ancient periods. He
wrote about Asoka, Skandagupta, Chandra Gupta and Rājyaśrī, sister of Harṣa. He borrowed too from Buddhistic sources, and so in all his works there is a trace of Buddhism. His esteem of the past took him for material for his epic to the Hindu scriptures, the Ṛgveda, Satpatha Brāhmana and Chāṇḍogya Upaniṣad. In Kāmāyanī Manu, addressing Śraddhā expresses his love of the past in these terms, "O, you fairy one, sing new songs about the past." So "Prasād" has sung of the past in new forms, thus adapting the ancient structure to accommodate new ideas. His main aim in writing this work was not merely to tell the story of Manu but to illustrate the development of the human faculties, and with it is bound the allegory containing the solution of the world's troubles.

His Idea of Love: Love begins for him simultaneously with a resolution of total submission and sacrifice. It is unhesitating, and it ministers to others. Love has in it a virtue which makes its possessor see it as an element in every other thing. Here it becomes mysterious. In the poet's eyes this ideal love is of one kind with that divine love which sees the same value in everything.
This ideal love may be one of three sorts:

(1) It may be bi-lateral as described by M. S. Gupta in Sāketa.

(2) It may develop only on one side, the human, when it is called devotion, and looks unto God for strength and help.

(3) It may develop on one side and want nothing in return. The last kind of love is depicted by "Prasād". It is found in all his works. Devsenā in Skandgupta, and Devsena Alakā in Cāndragupta possess it, and here, an embodiment of it. And this unilateral love proceeds from a pure heart. It never dies, and it is an end in itself. It is neither jealous nor ambitious.

Sraddhā seeks to mould the beloved after her heart's desire. It grieves her to see Manu intent on the chase and she would change his attitude towards animals. Further, love is active, even on occasion, for the other's good, and endures unto the end.

His Idea of Fate: - For "Prasād" the whole world is in the hand of Fate. It determines the actions and the position of all. In all his works Fate (नियम) controls the human conduct; so too, in Kāmāyāni, where it destroys, as in the deluge, but also preserves, as in the revival afterwards. According to his belief it is Fate which has made the people love material things and hasten towards destruction. It operates through the natural elements only.

"Prasād" compares Fate to an actress (नरेण्य) and the world to a stage, and thus what happens is merely the actress playing out her part.


9. दूसर नियमक नरेण्य नाथ नाथस्वरूपा
   जिह्ममक क्रोध नाथ नाथस्वरूपा
   (कौकौ)

This idea of Fate does not imply idleness. "Prasād" had a progressive view of life; he would have Fate faced and withstood, and Śraddhā seeks to inspire to effort the dejected Manu:

"यौरे यह क्या तुम सुनति नहीं
विकासका मंगलो लक्ष्यात्
(शतीशाली हो विलयो अधि,)
विन्दुमें नृत्य रहे जाय गान। (p. 57)

His Power of Description:— "Prasād" was an observant and reflective artist. When, for instance, he described one of his characters sitting under the shade of a rock on a peak in the Himalayas, he paused to ponder on the majesty of the mountain above, its permanence, its calm retreats and free-flowing streamlets, and some philosophical concept accompanies such scenes. These descriptions show that he has personally observed and closely just such scenes. He describes the great ocean; the life of the gods, which represents the easy conditions of the rich; the various human faculties; the materialistic world and the world of bliss. He dwells also on the psychological state of mind of the persons under observation. When he tells of the destruction of the enjoyments of the gods, he mentions their love in groves covered with blossoming flowers. Their songs on the flute which gave them intense pleasure have faded away, and the poet sympathises with them. He speaks of the perishing of these delights with the deepest feeling.

When he depicts the life of the people in the city of Sāraswat, which represents the present world, he describes their well-built
houses. The effects on their life of the changing seasons, and
does not tell of the sweat that breaks on the brow of the farmer
labouring in the field. The men are working hard to obtain the
fullest use of the natural wealth of the place, and the time has
grown short.

His psychological study of human experience is unique in Hindi
literature. He makes pen portraits not of "the seven ages of man",
but of fifteen emotional experiences to which he is subject during
his soul's course to the ultimate bliss depicted in the last. First
of these is:-

(i) चिंता (anxious thought) A lonely forlorn person becomes
tired of his state. He thinks of his past and his future. The
more he thinks of past joys the more troubled he grows. "Even
the first memory of the delightful past brings the utmost uneasi-
ness. This anxious thought troubles everyone in this world. It
is merely the result of the present defects and is due to ill
fortune." This careful reflection poisons the mind. In the end
it destroys all happiness and leads one to think of ending it.

(ii) आशा (Hope) In this despairing state of the mind/some rays
of hope; the whole atmosphere is changed, and the prospect of a
better future opens up. Fresh courage stimulates the mind to work
and to co-operate. Man enters on creative action.

(iii) प्रेम (The Love-element). For spiritual life there is
necessary true love. Man cannot achieve his end unless he co-
operates with Śraddhā, which is the external image of the heart.
Śraddhā "is lit in man's mind like the glowing sun coming out of the

12. मनुष्य नीति वर्तन भी है श्रद्धनी सम्भविता है सभी नीति। (8.8)
13. दुःख-कालका आश्चर्य करते भी भ्रमणिका स्नेहल से है (8.152).
14. सजिता करता हूँ मैं जलिती अन प्रीतिकी उस प्रेतीकी किन्तु की है असंतुष्टो सबली-सतीश्च सर्वज्ञ दुलामो। (5.8).
dark clouds in the west." But his mind follows after its own desires and cares not for Śraddhā.

(iv) दुःख (Desire) Desire seeks its own selfish end and turns the love that has in it the power of giving happiness to that end.

(v) तामस (Sensual desire) The mind becomes occupied with sensual enjoyment sacrificing Śraddhā to it. At the same time this satisfaction of desire is essential to the creative purpose.

(vi) चश्मा (Modesty, Shyness) In Śraddhā (the love-element) shyness or modesty intervenes after fulfilment.

(vii) क्रोध (Action) Śraddhā becomes a medium of enjoyment, and has no thought or care of guidance. The mind wills action towards name and fame. Action is resentful and jealous of Śraddhā which feels compassion for others.

(viii) ज्योंद्र (Jealousy) The mind becomes jealous and desires supremacy and will not have the intervention of Śraddhā (love-element). As it cannot bend the latter to its purpose, in the end it gives up co-operation with it.

(ix) ब्रह्म (Creative Wisdom) It now turns for help to Iśā. It takes charge of human affairs, but still craves for supremacy, and becomes involved in a conflict of ideals and desires.

(x) प्रत्यय (Dream) The love-element (Śraddhā) foresees this struggle of the mind and goes to its aid.

(xi) तिष्ठ (The mind must face the consequences of its high ambitions and is overpowered by the evil elements.

(xii) निपुंस (Renunciation) Śraddhā comes again to help the mind and restores it, but it is unable to absorb the love-element, and shuns action.

(xiii) द्विम (Glimpse) But the love-element seeks it in its retreat, and now the mind in its loneliness welcomes Śraddhā. It has had a glimpse or vision of true bliss or Brahmā from a distance.
(xiv) (Mystery) Accompanied by Śraddhā, the mind proceeds along the way to Bliss, and meantime grows in understanding of the mystery of life. Desire, Action and Knowledge are three different directions in which the mind may wander. It cannot attain true happiness unless these three are linked up, and this can only be achieved through love.

(xv) (Bliss) In the end love helps the mind to attain the goal of Bliss, where all that is, is fair and full of promise.

Treatment of Nature:— "Prasād" loved Nature's various aspects and chafes against the world being "too much with us". He had looked in his impressionable years on many of its changes, and his pictures of it in Kāmāyānī are apt and accurate. Most of the symbols in the work are from Nature. Under cover of a description some human personality or a mental faculty may be indicated.

To "Prasād" there is no difference between sentient and insentient creation, and to his eyes all changes and happenings in Nature are likewise at the will of God. The world of Nature is but the outward shape of the Almighty. At this stage, "Prasād" becomes mystical. He attributes to Nature sentiment and feeling; it laughs or weeps; it shares one's cares and leads one to think of the better way. For the poet there is one natural consciousness pervading all creation. His Nature is preserver and destroyer both
its elements have gone to the constituting of man. "Prasād" was content to behold its beauty and had no wish to touch or destroy. The following passages will suffice to show him pensive or thrilled as he looked out on it:

\{Nature is human\}

\begin{verdana}
उसी तपस्वीसे कमज़ोर देवदारों के -चार सब्ज़, दुहे विहार - धरती, उसी पल्लवर अनकार टिकेरे प्रेम देखे।
\end{verdana}

\begin{verdana}
\textbf{Mounting!}
\end{verdana}

\begin{verdana}
हेस पड़ा गगन गाह श्रृंगार
जिनसे मोतर बसते कर उठाये दितने ही भोजन गराई गीज, दितने हेड़ियोंके, मधुर जिने जलन करते वन लिरार्कोंके,
और जिया आर अपने सिरपर समुद्र यह अपना विषम-शाज हेस। पड़े उषा मातीकी नामिशें देखीं जा अपना राजा कान
चल पड़ी देखने नहीं कैसे। चंद्रकल मल्लयाचल की बहु बाला,
चर लाली श्रृंगार केपालोंके। जिरता तारा देव मतवाला
अकेला कान सरकन हैं होते की मात्रुकें की लोक भोग,
अथुथु विस्फूर यो केकल शोभ।
\end{verdana}
Characterisation:— As the theme is short and there is an underlying allegory, the characters are few, and even their descriptions are somewhat symbolic. The author has not painted Manu as a particular person, but as a representative of mankind, and in his behaviour is typified human experience. In the same way, Šraddhā, Irā, Kilāt and Akuli represent certain human groups. In the allegorical sense they represent various faculties of the mind.

In his account of Šraddhā he has been influenced by the social condition of women in Hindu families. They have been looked on as chattels, but "Prasād" has shown their superiority to men, and the need of their co-operation. A wife is a fellow-traveller in the expedition towards Bliss.

"Prasād" has likened the relation between Šraddhā (woman) and Manu (man) to that of authority and the officer who possesses it, one is the complement of the other:

\[ \text{समरसता है सम्बन्ध अमीर अधिकारियो की} \]

(1.152)

Diabolic agency has its representation in Kilāt and Akuli. At first they instigated Manu to sacrifice the animal in Yajna, and later led the revolt against him in the capital of Sārṣwat. They stand for malevolent elements.

Figures of Speech:— "Prasād" has not used figures of speech to embellish his verses, and so they are few in number and variety. Symbolic language contains in itself a sense of Alākār and sometimes yields a pleasing metaphor. Similes also occur, but their use is
not so apt or so frequent. A few specimens of his figures are
given here.

A Metaphor:— (For Manu and Sraddhā) "One was the life-ocean, the
other a wavelet in it. If the former was a beautiful morning, the
latter was the golden rays (of the sun). One was the sky, whence
comes the rain, the other the dark cloud, shining in its rays and
the lightning."

A Simile: "Her tender fair body, half-covered by her blue dress,
looked as beautiful as if a flower of lightning had come into bloom
in the forest of the clouds."

Supernatural Element:— The supernatural elements in Kāmāyanī are
taken from Hindu mythology and religion. These come from Scriptures
such as the Veda, Brāhmaṇasanda Upaniṣadās, and their development in
Vedāntism; and (2) Śaivism, which is a later development of
Vedāntism.

In the first class is the story of the great deluge which
surged over the world after a certain period of time. Then there
is the narrative about Manu's being saved from the deluge and again
producing a human race. From these also came the accounts of the
three spheres of desire, knowledge and action. In the second belong
the dance of Śiva ( शिव ), who himself appears at the end.

17. 

18.
Philosophy in Kamāyana:

I सामसत्ता (Universal consciousness): "Prasād" sees one and the same consciousness underlying all objects in the world and takes it as marking the omnipresence of God. Though he does not include God in the universe, yet he never says that God is separate from it. He takes this view of universal consciousness as developed in the Upaniṣadās. It is found in the dialogue between the father and son in the Ghanidogya Upaniṣad:

"Fetch me from thence a fruit of the Nyāgradh tree". "Here is one, sir." "Break it." "It is broken, sir". "What do you see there?" "These seeds almost infinitesimal". "Break one of them." "It is broken, sir." "What do you see there?" "Not anything, sir." The father said, "My son, that subtle essence which you do not perceive there, through that very essence this great Nyāgradh tree exists. Believe it, my son, in that subtle essence all that exists has its self. It is that which is true. It is the self, and thou, o Svetakeṣu, art it."

Thus what we perceive around us is this self. When a lump of salt is thrown into the water, it loses its identity, but if any part of the water is tasted, it is still saline, such is this with universal consciousness in its relation to all the diverse forms. This consciousness remains there though the forms may not. Indicating this self, Kṛṣṇa in the Gītā says, "It is undying all-pervading, existent, immovable and permanent." It is neither born,

19. एवं तत्त्वं है प्राधान्यता क्यों उसे नाहुं ज्ञातन?। p.3.

20. Indian Philosophy, p.193

21. निर्म. संबंध: स्थायुस्वरूपसे समन्तन। (ch.2-25)
This idea has been rendered by several predecessors of "Prasād". Kaśīr expresses it when he says:

"मैं आपके बाशों में पीज़ता हूँ, तो मैं तेरे पास रहूँ।"

(O man, where are you searching for me? I am beside you."

Jāyasi manifests this universal consciousness when he depicts oneness among all things:

Tulsī expresses the same view of the omnipresence of God:

"सिद्धार्थ मय सत्स असेत गजानी"

But to all these poets the world seemed permeated by one self, because this belief came to them through their devotion. They all took the idea from the Upaniṣadās, but they adapted it to their particular beliefs for Kaśīprānta, Sūfism and Vaisnavism. It was in Kamayānī first of all that Hindi had the scientific presentation of this old Hindu ideal. "Prasād" applied this idea of universal consciousness in two cases, first, to show the equality of joy and sorrow and, secondly, to demonstrate the equality of man and woman and the latter’s importance in life.

(1) सुख-दुःख (Joy and Sorrow) To him these are two different shapes of one and the same thing. It is only because of ignorance
that they are not seen in their true prospective. Joy comes out of sorrow. Both are there, and "there is neither good nor bad but thinking makes it so." To achieve pleasure, man must make others' lives happy. That simile is not an indication of happiness which brings tears into others' eyes.

This idea of joy and sorrow is true universally and it depends on this principle that "Being" is the same in everyone. And this universal consciousness led a great saint to say, "So long as one person remains in prison, I am not free."

(2) पुरुष-कुली (Man and Woman) It only remains to say that woman is the "guru" or guide who directs man to the goal of Bliss.

II Influence of Buddhism. Buddhism has influenced "Prasad" greatly. Its philosophy of Ahimsa and a ministry of service to all beings captivated his heart. He had a good chance of understanding this philosophy in the course of collecting materials for his works. In his dramas Buddhist characters play an important part. The Upanisadhas also showed these elements, but the Buddha and his followers were probably the first to put them into practice.

Saivism: "Prasad" belonged to a family in which Shiva was worshipped as the main deity, as he was in the city of Benares where the poet lived. Tulsi was devoted to Ram, but he showed Shiva equal with him. In Kāmayanī Shiva was regarded as the chief of the gods.

23. श्रेष्ठोऽदन्ति भृस्मादयति गुरु हंसीं दैर्घ्ये —
वर्तमानं (p.132)

24. श्रीकर्क अर्गत-वानस्य अगिर्याः ।
शुरु-नर नृगिः सम नावते श्रीमें”
(वर्तमानं D.62).
"Prasād" takes the conception of Śaivism as later developed in "ŚaṅkarāŚ" Vedānta. The main point of difference lies in the unification of consciousness and mayā, which together constitute one reality. Śiva is here mentioned as the director of all action, and the great deluge was to the poet merely the "Tāndava" dance of Śiva and in the last chapter Manu sees Śiva on mount Kailās and there realises true Bliss.

Allegory in Kāmāyanī—"Prasād" followed ancient cosmology in his process of creation after the deluge. The imperishable natural elements survived the deluge and then came puruṣa (intelligence) in the form of Manu, and prakṛt or Śraddhā came, making with Manu, the procreative agents. Next entered Kāma, implanting sensual desire, and a human world evolved.

It has now been shown how the self-conscious individual gradually emerged, and how he was sensitive to the disastrous effects of the deluge. This individual and his criticism of his surroundings can only be presented symbolically in the form of a cult of language and imagery, since experience is merely a synthetic symbolism. Reality and the objects of Nature are different things. Mental life is not based on sight of reality, but on its symbolic reflections. Further, the concepts of myths are more symbolic than objective scientific facts, and allegory was best suited to its expression. The factual explanation of the process described in Kāmāyanī in an abstract and metaphorical fashion is found in the gradual detachment of the individual consciousness from the universal.
Mystery (शृव्य) :— In his chapter on शृव्य the poet deals with the three themes of desire, self-consciousness and action; they merge into one due to Sraddhā (the love-element or devotion), and in this lies the solution of human tribulation. Unless action goes with self-consciousness and desire, man cannot be happy. Love (Sraddhā) is the guide to Bliss.

As an Epic:— Kāmyani can claim to be an epic since it satisfies the conditions as to canto-divisions, an heroic character as central figure in a continuous story, with scenes based on life and Nature.

25—See Indian Idealism by Dās Gupta.
VII. CONCLUSION.
The stories of Rāma and Kṛṣṇa were not alone in assuming epic form in Sanskrit; Buddhists and Jains too celebrated their leaders in this way. Āśvaghoṣa, one of the most eminent poets of Sanskrit, wrote the Buddha- Carit, the first epic on the founder of his faith. Dīpavamsa and Mahāvamsa are others on the same theme. Of the Jains the poet Harivamsa composed Dharm --- narrating the story of Dhr̥mānath, and later Hemendra wrote his Rāmāyana.

The great epics of Sanskrit stirred translators and new imitators in several vernaculars, and Hindi surpassed all of them, giving the story of the heroic god-man to its readers.

The epic has been traced back to its origin in ballads and songs. Many of them have a history of change and adaptation from the wild, savage time of their first composition, and some grew more artistic the further they moved from that time and its scene. They formed a basic material out of which some bard greater than his fellows drew an heroic theme that thrilled the listener, or a playwright the subject of a drama and a model of his colloquies. This material lent itself to, or was made by the genius of the bard to yield, a peroration on the valiant, superhuman deeds of a man mighty in warfare, chivalrous, and virtuous according to the standard of manliness of his age, or else a long narrative in heroic measure of the tribe or nation led to greatness. The former
is the class of the heroic epic, typified in the 
Ramāyana of Vālmiki, or the Prithūrāj-Rās; the second 
that of the national, of which the Mahābhārata and the 
Shāhnāma of Firdāsī are pre-eminent examples.

Further a purpose or epic intention must inform 
the material. The epic-writer aims at rousing national 
or sectarian emotion in response to that he feels in himself, 
whether of pride, or patriotism, or religious. It is not 
essential to his cause that he should restrain imagination 
from inventiveness or from heightening the colour. Rustam 
for instance is estimated according to figures in the 
Shāhnāma, to have lived heroically for about three thousand 
years. An interpolator did not feel himself violating 
any conscience-clause if he added a line or even a story 
in the framework of the poem.

Heroic epochs are likely to recur in the history of 
progressive nations, but a poet of sufficient genius may 
not appear to perpetuate their memory in a long-sustained 
poem. And it must also be remembered that time brings 
changes to such activities; the capacity for great action 
may be present, but opportunity for its exercise is 
dispersed over a large number; the individual has now a 
wide rivalry. And also the tempo of life in such states 
has changed to one much faster, and there are fewer with 
leisure or inclination to undertake the effort of
long-sustained poetic appreciation.

Prof. L. Abercrombie thinks that "after Milton there is likely to be nothing more done with objective epic." Since Milton the only English epic of note has been Hardy's *Dynasts*, but in it epic purpose has invaded dramatic manner. Prof. L. Abercrombie shrewdly suggested that "nowadays there may be a more subjective symbolism." This anticipation has been fulfilled in *Kāmāyānī*. In India there have been in recent years both epics and plays written with a nationalistic background; in these epics there have been both epic manner and epic intention. *Kāmāyānī* stands out pre-eminent for its author's story of the development of the human mind and his symbolic treatment of the mythological Manu.
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N.B. I have benefitted from the various Mss. of Prithīrāj-Rāṣa as preserved in Tod's collection of R.A.S. Library. Some Mss. of Padumāvatī and Rām-Candrika helped me in ascertaining the language of these works.